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Abstract
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission has become increasingly popular in the recent
years, fueled by the shift to renewable energy sources and the gradual decommissioning of con-
ventional power plants. The vast majority of HVDC connections in the world consists of point-
to-point links. The next step envisaged is the extension to Multi-Terminal DC (MTDC) grids.
However, several challenges have to be first addressed, one of which is the secure operation of
the combined AC/DC systems that are going to arise. This thesis proposes local and centralized
control schemes in order to improve the security and to enhance the dynamic behavior of such
systems, by taking advantage of the flexibility of the AC/DC converters.
First, a hierarchical structure is proposed to control an MTDC grid, consisting of a primary, a
secondary and a tertiary level. The primary level aims at adjusting the power of the Voltage
Source Converters (VSC) connected to the MTDC grid in order to correct any power imbalances
that might arise. The secondary level monitors the MTDC grid to alleviate system-wide violations
and steer it towards a desired operating point. The role of the tertiary level is to minimize the
losses in the MTDC grid and ensure its secure operation after the loss of any single component.
Next, the issue of frequency support among asynchronous AC systems is explored. Since more and
more conventional power plants are decommissioned in favor of new power electronics-interfaced
generation, AC frequency control may become critical in the future. Two decentralized control
schemes are proposed in this thesis. The VSCs are equipped with the proposed controllers and
react to important frequency deviation to either provide a pre-defined participation to frequency
support or to keep frequency inside a desired range. In both cases, constraints imposed by the DC
grid are respected.
Last but not least, a framework for the security assessment of combined AC/DC grid is outlined.
The control flexibility offered by MTDC grids must be taken into consideration when investigating
corrective control actions against a set of credible contingencies. The framework highlights the
need for cooperation and exchange of relevant information between the TSOs connected to the
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1.1 AC vs DC: The “War of the Currents”
The power system industry is going through significant changes and faces multiple challenges.
These include the shift to cleaner renewable sources of energy in order to reach the environmental
targets, the decommissioning of conventional power plants along with the public opposition to the
building of new facilities, and the liberalization of the power markets. As a result, power systems
are pushed to operate closer to their limits with smaller security margin. In order to keep the relia-
bility of their systems at the same high levels as before, the Transmission System Operators (TSO)
have to resort to more efficient use of their assets and address the new technological challenges.
One of the technologies considered as key to reaching the aforementioned targets is the High
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) technology, which has gained popularity during the recent ye-
ars. HVDC is considered as a competitive alternative to Alternative Current (AC) transmission in
projects where long-distance transfer of bulk amounts of power is investigated.
This competition between AC and DC technologies is not something new in the power industry.
In fact, it all started in the end of the 19th century, at the dawn of electricity, with a series of events
and a conflict between two businessmen of that time, Thomas Edison and George Westinghouse1,
the main advocates for DC and AC transmission, respectively. This dispute has been recorded as
the “War of the Currents”, from which AC emerged as the superior transmission technology of the
time. The “War of Currents” eventually ended with the widespread adoption of AC transmission,
mainly due to the ability to use AC transformers to step-up voltages and efficiently transfer power
over long distances. In contrast, efficient transformation of DC voltages was not yet accomplished
1who had bought the patents of Nikola Tesla
1









Figure 1.1: Comparison of cost over distance between HVDC and HVDC transmission
(something that would be achieved much later with the development of DC-DC converters) and
the DC technology was limited to small-scale applications.
DC transmission was revived again during the 1950s, fueled by the developments in semiconductor
technologies, which led to the development of AC/DC converters. Generating high DC voltages
became a reality and led to efficient long-distance HVDC transmission.
As a matter of fact, as shown in Fig. 1.1, although an HVDC link requires a significant initial
investment due to the large cost of AC/DC terminals, it eventually becomes cheaper for large dis-
tances. The break-even point is around 500 km for overhead lines, and 40 km for underground or
submarine cables [Bah08]. A key factor to the increase of the HVAC cost is the need for substati-
ons every two or three hundred kilometers to provide reactive power compensation. This problem
is especially evident in undersea/underground applications due to the large shunt capacitance of
the cables.
The shift towards renewable sources is also one of the reasons that have attracted attention to
HVDC connections. The main attribute of these sources is that they are usually located in remote
distant areas, away from load centers. For example, the largest amounts of wind potential in Eu-
rope are located offshore or near the sea [VG10]. This requires the transmission of large amounts
of power over long distances. Due to the strong public opposition against new overhead AC lines,
underground (and/or submarine) cables have to be used, leaving HVDC transmission as the only
feasible option. It should be also noted that, even in overhead line transmission, an HVDC corridor
has smaller Right-of-Way compared to its AC counterpart.
Furthermore, as several blackouts have shown, large AC interconnections are exposed to sta-
bility issues and cascading outages with severe consequences on the security of power supply
[ADF+05]. HVDC connections can contribute to improving the security and reliability of a power
system since they act as a “firewall” by preventing propagation of a disturbance outside the area
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Figure 1.2: The Shin Shinano HVDC connection in Japan
Figure 1.3: The BritNed HVDC connection between UK and the Netherlands
of the initiating event. A real-life case was observed during the Northeastern Blackout in 2003
in USA. Namely, the grid of Que´bec being connected to New England through an HVDC link, it
helped to restrain the consequences of the disturbance on the USA side of the grid [BPR+04].
In addition, HVDC connections offer extremely high flexibility to TSOs. They can be used to
interconnect two large asynchronous AC systems. Interconnection of such systems would be
impractical with AC lines, either due to different nominal frequencies or due to stability issues
arising from synchronization of two large systems. For example, the Shin Shinano HVDC link
(shown in Fig. 1.2) is a back-to-back converter between the Western power grid of Japan (operating
at 60 Hz) and the Eastern (operating at 50 Hz). Another example is the BritNed link [bri], a
submarine HVDC connection between the Netherlands and UK (shown in Fig. 1.3), both operating
at 50 Hz, but not synchronously.
Furthermore, embedded HVDC links can help to increase the maximum power transfer between
two areas, for example, in the France-Spain HVDC link [CDBB13] (see Fig.1.4). In general,
HVDC transmission offers several advantages compared to its AC counterpart, a non-exhaustive
list of which includes [Rau14]:
• no reactive power transmission losses;
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Figure 1.4: The INELFE HVDC connection between France and Spain. In order to cross the
Pyrenees mountains, a tunnel had to be built, inside which the HVDC cable was placed.
• no stability limitation of transmission length;
• high controllability;
• interconnection of asynchronous areas;
• smaller right of way;
• reduced footprint;
• lower losses.
Obviously, this new competition between AC and DC is not a repetition of the first “War of Cur-
rents”. Building a new grid based exclusively on DC technology is neither desired nor feasible.
The power system infrastructure has been built relying on the AC technology, which will con-
tinue dominating the power supply and consumption. Instead, the target of several researchers,
manufacturers and operators is to investigate methods to combine AC and DC transmission, thus
creating mixed AC/DC systems, and taking advantage of their individual benefits.
1.2 Technologies of HVDC converters
The two dominant HVDC converter technologies in use presently are the Line Commutated Con-
verter (LCC) and the Voltage Source Converter (VSC). Currently, most of the HVDC connections
in operation worldwide use the LCC technology, which relies on thyristor semiconductor switches.
Their power and voltage ratings have increased significantly through time reaching up to 800 kV
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and 7200 MW in China, whereas a connection of 10 GW at a voltage level of 1100 KV is under
construction [ABB17].
On the other hand, VSCs are the newest generation of converters and have gained momentum
during the recent years. VSCs rely on Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT) for the conver-
sion process, which allows to generate an independent AC voltage waveform. Depending on the
topology of the VSC, the AC voltage waveform can include two or three levels. In order to decre-
ase the total harmonic distortion of the generated voltage, techniques like Sinusoidal Pulse Width
Modulation (SPWM) have been widely used. However, the relatively new technology of Modular
Multilevel Converters (MMC) [LM03] allows to generate multiple voltage levels on the AC side,
thus approaching a near-sinusoidal waveform and reducing the filtering requirements.
Although LCC technology is mature and has proven very reliable up to now, VSC technology
offers several advantages, and draws continuously attention into more and more applications
[RCGN12]. The main features are:
• Four-quadrant operation: LCCs consume large amounts of reactive power. In contrast,
VSCs can absorb or consume reactive power depending on the system requirements, thus
achieving independent active and reactive power control.
• Power reversal: VSCs can almost instantaneously change the power flow direction, whe-
reas in LCC connections this requires shutting down the link and reversing the DC voltage
polarity.
• Possibility to connect to weak AC grids: LCCs require a strong enough AC grid to operate
correctly. VSCs do not necessarily face such a limitation.
• Grid forming and black-start capability: VSCs can generate a voltage output to which other
devices can synchronize. This makes it extremely attractive for offshore applications.
• Fault-ride through capability: VSCs can ride through low AC voltages, whereas LCCs are
prone to commutation failures.
• Harmonics: VSCs generate less harmonic content than LCCs. Therefore, the need for AC
and DC filters is smaller.
• Footprint: VSC stations are generally less bulky than LCC stations of the same rating,
mainly due to the smaller requirements for filters.
• Cheaper cables: VSCs can be connected with XLPE cables, instead of the oil-based (mass
impregnated) cables required for LCC connections.
The VSC technology is still inferior to LCC on some aspects. Namely, VSCs have not yet reached
the voltage and power levels of LCCs, they have limited overloading capability and higher swit-
ching losses. In addition, they exhibit poor performance during DC faults, for which reliable DC
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breakers are still required to be developed and tested [VG10]. Nevertheless, these drawbacks are
expected to be overcome in the future following the further development of MMC.
1.3 Hopes and challenges for MTDC grid
The vast majority of HVDC connections in the world consists of point-to-point links. The next
step envisaged is the extension to Multi-Terminal DC (MTDC) grids. However, there is relatively
little experience from the operation of MTDC grids. In fact, as of writing this thesis, only five
MTDC grids are in operation. The first two were commissioned in Italy and Canada [JA15] and
rely on the LCC technology. The remaining three use VSCs and have been very recently put into
service. Two are located in China (Nan’ao-Shantou and Zhoushan) and the latest one in India
(North-East Agra) [Akk16].
The VSC technology is considered the most appropriate for MTDC operation due to the capability
of changing the power flow direction very quickly, without shutting down the whole connection
temporarily. MTDC grids with LCCs have been already in operation for several years. However,
even for small radial grids (like the SACOI link in Italy), their control is extremely complex. When
meshed grids are considered, VSCs pose as the only solution. In addition, only VSCs can be used
to connect passive or inertia-less networks (e.g. offshore wind farms) to an MTDC grid. For these
reasons, it is expected that the vast majority of future MTDC grids will use the VSC technology.
Apart from encouraging the integration of more renewable sources, the introduction of MTDC
grids is expected to deliver several more advantages to the future power systems. To begin with,
they are expected to contribute to better asset utilization. For example, in the current situation, a
remote offshore Wind Farm (WF) is connected to the main grid through a point-to-point HVDC
link. The outage of a VSC or of the cable would automatically result in loss of revenue since, obvi-
ously, the WF power cannot be transferred. The extension to MTDC grids offers alternative paths
for evacuation of the WF power, thus the loss of revenue is minimized. Furthermore, MTDC grids
are expected to provide ancillary services to their adjacent AC systems. Network codes have alre-
ady been drafted to the advantage of those services [EE14a]. This will lead to increased security
and reliability of the power transfer. Another benefit consists of the possibility of connecting se-
veral asynchronous and/or distant AC areas, hence enhancing power trading, and providing better
flexibility to the operators.
Most likely, such grids will not be built from scratch, but will result from the connection of multiple
pre-existing point-to-point links. Therefore, the situation in the near future will most probably
consist of MTDC grids with a small number of terminals (i.e. 3-10 VSCs) [Rau14]. Ambitious
projects of MTDC supergrids spanning the whole European network have been proposed in the
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Figure 1.5: Illustrative example of combined AC/DC system
literature, such as the North Sea Super Grid [Vra13], the DESERTEC project [Tri06] and the
European Supergrid [VG10]. The main idea behind these projects is to harvest the power from
multiple renewable sources of energy, i.e. wind in the North Sea, solar in Southern Europe and
Northern Africa and hydro in the Nordic countries. This would allow to partially deal with the
uncertain nature of such sources, and encourage bulk power transfers and trades over long distance,
e.g. by consuming in Belgium solar power produced in Greece. Even more ambitious proposals
[CEA13] introduce the concept of a “Global Grid”, realized by connecting the different continents
with HVDC links and grids.
The above are expected to result in quite complex AC/DC network topologies. An illustrative
example is sketched in Fig. 1.5, where AC grids are shown with gray boxes, and DC with white.
The system includes three point-to-point HVDC links. Point-to-point link #1 is an asynchronous
link allowing power exchange between the asynchronous AC systems #1 and #2. Link #2 is also
an asynchronous connection between a wind park and AC system #2. Link #3 is embedded in
AC grid #2. Such a link could be used to transfer power over long distances in order to improve
system stability. Similarly, MTDC grid #1 is an embedded MTDC grid (also called overlay grid)
and serves as a backbone reinforcing AC system #1 by offering an alternative path for power
transfers between remote locations inside that system. MTDC grid #2 collects the energy produced
by an off-shore wind park, but also allows power transfers between AC systems #1 and #2.
Nevertheless, several challenges have to be addressed before MTDC grids become more commer-
cially and technically accessible. The work in [VG10] lists the most important as follows:
• standardization of the DC voltage ratings and interoperability between devices from diffe-
rent manufacturers should be established. Up to now, HVDC projects have been implemen-
ted on a case-by-case basis, with each project carried out usually by a single manufacturer,
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and there are no “off-the-shelf” solutions. As with AC systems, MTDC grids should be
expandable with new terminals and cables, and relying on a single manufacturer should be
avoided. Appropriate generic models should be developed and provided to be able to test
the behavior of the various components. This was the main subject of the Best Paths project
[Fre17].
• the problems of DC fault clearing, protection and grounding have to be addressed. As far
as protection is concerned, significant progress has been made with the development of the
first DC circuit breakers and full-bridge MMCs with DC fault-blocking capability. Various
DC fault clearing strategies (selective or not) have been proposed in [HL17].
• appropriate control schemes have to be developed. MTDC grids consist of very expen-
sive equipment; hence, it should be ensured that all variables are controlled well-within
limits. This would probably require to build the necessary communication infrastructure to
exchange fast and reliable information and coordinate the various DC grid components. In
addition, grid codes like [EE14a] should be drafted, to define the auxiliary services provided
to the AC systems by the MTDC grids.
• an operation framework has to be established. Building an MTDC grid is a considerable
investment, connecting multiple AC areas operated by different TSOs, with different ob-
jectives. MTDC grids are expected to provide high control flexibility to the TSOs, but
increased coordination and information exchange between the TSOs is probably required
to avoid undesired interactions and conflicts. In Europe, this need for coordination (of the
AC grids) has resulted in the formation of Regional Security Coordinators (RSC) such as
CORESO [ENT], intended to assist the TSOs in maintaining the operation security of the
combined electricity system.
1.4 Motivation and Objectives of this thesis
Addressing some of the aforementioned challenges was the motivation behind the work presented
in this thesis. To this purpose, advanced schemes are proposed in order to control the powers
flowing in the AC/DC terminals embedded in an MTDC grid.
Focusing first on the MTDC grid, this work addresses the need to (i) first ensure its stable ope-
ration, then (ii) correct the power flows so that a desired schedule is satisfied, and finally (iii)
secure the grid against plausible disturbances. Although the control principles for point-to-point
links have been well tested in practical cases, the same methodologies cannot be applied to multi-
terminal systems. Therefore, alternatives should be investigated. Inspired of the way frequency
has been controlled for several decades in AC systems, this work proposes a similar hierarchical
control structure for MTDC grids.
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Next, the issue of auxiliary services to the AC systems is explored. Since more and more conven-
tional power plants are decommissioned in favor of new power electronics-interfaced generation,
AC frequency control may become critical in the future. By developing new control schemes for
the VSCs, asynchronous areas interconnected through an MTDC grid can provide frequency sup-
port to each other. This mutual assistance can be continuous or activated in emergency cases. Two
methods of the latter case have been developed and tested on various scenarios in the course of
this work.
Last but not least, the reliable operation of mixed AC/DC systems requires running offline and
online various contingency scenarios and assessing the system response as acceptable or unaccep-
table. In case of unacceptable response, corrective control actions have to be suggested. Adjusting
the MTDC grid power flow could be a very effective means of corrective control and should be
considered for the TSOs. However, the impact on the other AC systems connected to the same
MTDC grid might be significant and undesirable. This thesis discusses a generic framework in
order to assess the security of AC/DC systems and resolve conflicts that might arise between dif-
ferent TSOs with different objectives.
1.5 Thesis outline
The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2. The phasor approximation has been adopted in this work to depict the average dynamic
behavior of the various components of an HVDC grid and their impact on AC system stability.
After a brief description of the phasor approximation for power system simulation studies, the
models of converters and DC lines are presented based on various references in the literature. In
particular, the average-value models of a typical 2-level VSC and of an MMC are given along with
their controls. Then, two configurations are described: (i) a point-to-point HVDC link and (ii) an
MTDC grid. The control strategies followed in each configuration, i.e. the Master-Slave control
for a point-to-point link and the droop control for an MTDC grid, are elaborated.
Chapter 3. The impact of integrating HVDC grids into AC systems is demonstrated with illus-
trative examples using the models and the control strategies described in Chapter 2. Four cases
are considered, each emphasizing a different aspect. The first two address the possibility to use
the MTDC grid to provide support to the AC systems it is connected to. The third illustrates the
impact of an AC/DC converter outage on the MTDC grid and on the adjacent AC systems. The
fourth presents a case study of a new type of instability that might arise when a VSC is connected
to a weak AC grid.
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Chapter 4. This chapter details the proposed hierarchical scheme to control an MTDC grid.
Starting from the droop control mentioned in Chapter 2, a secondary control scheme inspired of
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is proposed. The objective and the various constraints of the
controller are detailed. The hierarchical control structure is complemented by a tertiary level,
whose target is to ensure that the MTDC grid can continue operating after the loss of any single
component. The effectiveness of the proposed methods is demonstrated with simulation results
on a test system consisting of multiple asynchronous AC areas connected through a five-terminal
MTDC grid.
Chapter 5. Frequency support among asynchronous AC areas through MTDC grids is investiga-
ted. First, previous works on the subject are presented. Then, two methods are proposed, both
resorting to MPC. Relying exclusively on local information, the proposed schemes are incorpo-
rated into the control structure of the VSCs and adjust their power setpoint to control the power
they inject into their AC area. The objective and constraints of each strategy are detailed and their
effectiveness is demonstrated through simulation results.
Chapter 6. A general framework is discussed in this chapter in order to enable the TSOs connected
to an MTDC grid to perform security assessment of their system. The challenges and opportunities
introduced by the interconnection of multiple asynchronous AC areas through an MTDC grid are
highlighted. Through simple examples, possible conflicts are illustrated, which might arise when
each TSO attempts to use the MTDC grid to its own benefit. A methodology to resolve such
conflicts is outlined.
Chapter 7. The last chapter of the thesis summarizes the thesis achievements. Conclusions are
provided and possible extensions for future investigation are listed.
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Modeling and control of HVDC grid
components
This chapter describes the modeling and control of the various HVDC grid components used
extensively in this work under the phasor-mode (or quasi-sinusoidal) approximation [AFV14].
Section 2.1 recalls some basics of dynamic simulation under the phasor-mode approximation.
Section 2.2 presents the generic models of the various converters used. Section 2.3 deals with
the dynamics of the DC voltage in an HVDC network and provides an overview of the control
schemes applied for a point-to-point link as well as for an MTDC grid. Section 2.4 summarizes
the chapter.
2.1 Overview of models under the phasor-mode approximation
In the future, the need for dynamic simulation of combined AC and DC systems will keep increa-
sing [BGG+14]. For instance, HVDC systems are expected to take a greater part in frequency and
voltage control [EE14a]. Furthermore, the response of AC/DC converters to nearby faults in AC
grids must be taken into account when assessing system security.
To reproduce the dynamics of AC/DC converters, Electro-Magnetic Transient (EMT) simulation
remains the reference in terms of accuracy [ACJ+14]. However, the EMT models are not suited to
the large-scale studies and long-term dynamics, mainly due to the small time step required, in the
order of some hundreds of microseconds or even less. Simply stated, the phasor approximation
consists of approximating network voltages and currents by sinusoidal functions of time with
varying amplitudes and phase angles [KBL94]. It allows using time steps up to several tens of
milliseconds, making it more suitable for large-scale studies.
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Figure 2.1: xy reference frame used in phasor-mode simulation
In the phasor-mode approximation, the fast dynamics of the network are neglected [KBL94]. Thus,
the network is represented by the following algebraic equations:
I¯ = YV¯ (2.1)
where I¯ the vector of complex currents injected into the network at the various nodes, V¯ the vector
of complex voltages at the various buses, and Y the nodal admittance matrix. Matrix Y involves
network impedances determined at fundamental frequency (or possibly updated with frequency
when the latter significantly deviates from its nominal value).
Under the phasor approximation, the voltage at the i-th bus takes on the form:
vi(t) =
√











(vxi(t) + jvyi(t)) e
jωref t
] (2.2)
where Vi(t), φi(t) are the magnitude and phase angle of the voltage at time t, respectively, and
ωref is the reference angular frequency of the system. vxi(t) + jvyi(t) is the voltage phasor, in
rectangular coordinates, expressed with respect to (x, y) axes rotating at the angular speed ωref ,
as shown in Fig. 2.1.
On the other hand, the various power system components are modeled by a set of nonlinear Diffe-
rential Algebraic Equations (DAE) assuming three-phase balanced network. A general modeling
of the network and the various components has been presented in [APGV15] and is briefly des-
cribed in the following. For further details regarding the algorithmic techniques used to solve the
resulting set of DAEs, the reader is referred to [Ari15, APGV15].
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2.1.1 AC and DC transmission sub-networks
To preserve modeling flexibility a modular approach is desirable, allowing to simulate an arbi-
trary combination of (disjoint) AC and DC sub-networks. Under the phasor approximation, AC


















where G (resp. B) is the nodal conductance (resp. susceptance) matrix, vx and vy are vectors of
real and imaginary components of the bus voltage, and ix and iy are the corresponding injected
current components.
Similarly, by neglecting the series inductances of DC lines and cables, and lumping their shunt
capacitances in the AC/DC converters [CB11] (see also sub-section 2.2.1), the DC grid becomes
purely resistive; hence, the DC voltages and DC currents follow:
Gdcvdc − idc = 0 (2.4)
where Gdc the nodal conductance matrix, vdc is the vector of DC bus voltages, and idc the vector
of DC currents injected in the purely resistive part of the DC network.
This encompasses any AC-DC grid topology. If there are several disjoint AC sub-networks, theG
and B matrices have a block-diagonal structure. The same holds true for Gdc in case of disjoint
DC sub-networks.
2.1.2 Equipment connected to AC or DC grids
Modularity is also obtained by matching any equipment connected to the AC or DC grids with one
of the following three generic components:
• an injector connected to a single AC bus
• an AC two-port connecting two AC buses
• an AC/DC converter connecting one AC and one DC bus.
Each component is modeled by a system of semi-implicit DAEs. Including algebraic equations
and states offers remarkable modeling flexibility. In particular, each component model interfaces
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with the network through the currents injected into it. Those currents (or current components)
are involved in the DAEs as algebraic states. This allows processing the components separately
during the simulation, and paves the way for parallel processing and acceleration of the dynamic
simulations [APGV15].
Each of the above three generic components is considered hereafter in some more detail, with
reference to Fig. 2.2.
2.1.3 Injector
Synchronous machines, synchronous condensers, static var compensators, motors, static loads,
wind-turbine generators, etc. are well-known examples of injectors. The j-th injector attached to
the k-th AC bus is modeled by:
Γjx˙j = Φj(xj , vxk, vyk) (2.5)
where xj is a state vector including both differential and algebraic variables, vxk and vyk are the
bus voltage components. In this and subsequent models, Γj is a diagonal matrix with:
(Γj)`` =
0 if the `-th equation is algebraic1 if the `-th equation is differential. (2.6)
Note that xj includes in particular the components of the current injected in the connection AC
bus, i.e. xj = [ixj iyj . . .]
T .
2.1.4 AC two-port
While an injector is attached to a single AC bus, an AC two-port is aimed at connecting two AC
buses. Thus, the generic model of j-th AC two-port connected to the k-th and l-th AC buses is:
Γjx˙j = Φj(xj , vxk, vyk, vxl, vyl) (2.7)
xj includes (always with the other states of the AC two-port) the components of the currents
injected in both AC buses, i.e. xj = [ixoj iyoj ixej iyej . . .]
T where subscript o denotes the origin
and e the extremity.
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Figure 2.2: The three generic components and their associated variables
2.1.5 AC/DC converter
An AC/DC converter connects one AC with one DC bus. Thus, the j-th AC/DC converter con-
necting the k-th AC bus and the l-th DC bus is modeled by:
Γjx˙j = Φj(xj , vxk, vyk, vdcl) (2.8)
where vdcl is the DC voltage of bus l. The state vector xj includes (always with the other states of
the AC/DC converter) the current components, i.e. xj = [ixj iyj idcj . . .]
T .
Note that a point-to-point DC link can be modeled either as an AC two-port, or as the combination
of two AC/DC converters and one DC line. In the latter case, a separate DC sub-network with two
buses is created.
2.2 HVDC components modeling
2.2.1 DC line modeling
The branches of the HVDC grid model consist only of resistances. This simplification is justified
by the fact that the DC network dynamics are much faster than the dynamics of concern in this
work. Thus, the series inductances are neglected, while the shunt capacitances are accounted for
in the terminal capacitors Cterm, as shown in Fig. 2.3.


















phase reactor converter DC capacitor
Figure 2.4: VSC representation
2.2.2 Two-level VSC
The generic model of the VSC used in this thesis, namely for the two-level VSC 1 is shown in
Fig. 2.4. It consists of the AC phase reactor, the DC capacitor, and the controllers. The latter
involve a PLL, current controllers, and outer controllers. On the AC side V¯g and V¯m denote the
phasors of the AC grid voltage and the VSC modulated voltage, respectively, whereas I¯g is the
phasor of the AC current injected into the AC grid. On the DC side V is the DC voltage, idc the
DC current leaving the converter, and i the current injected into the DC grid, all in per unit. The
model is of the Type 6 in [CIG14, ACJ+14] and it has been inspired of various publications (in
particular [CB11, RCGN12]). The model of the VSC and the DAE equations dictating its behavior
are detailed hereafter.
The block diagram of the phase reactor is shown in Fig. 2.5. The dynamics of the xy components





















(vmy − vgy)] (2.10)
1the same model is applicable for a three-level VSC























Figure 2.5: Phase reactor block diagram
where vgx, vgy, vmx and vmy are the xy components of the grid voltage and modulated voltage
phasors in per unit, ωref is the angular frequency of the xy reference frame in rad/s , and R,L are
the parameters of the phase reactor, in per unit. Time t is in seconds, which explains the presence
of the nominal frequency ωN in the right-hand sides of (2.9) and (2.10).







where Hdc the combined electrostatic constant of the VSC and the DC grid as discussed in
Section 2.3. idc, i and Hdc are in per unit on the nominal power Pnom of the VSC in MW.
The connection between AC and DC side variables is given by the power balance equation, as
follows:
idc V Pnom = − (igx vmx + igy vmy)Snom (2.12)
where the losses in the VSC are neglected. Snom is the nominal apparent power of the VSC in
MVA.
The controls of the VSC are represented in the dq reference frame. The latter is provided by the
Phase Lock Loop (PLL) that synchronizes the VSC to the grid. The PLL sets the reference frame
of the VSC and provides an estimation θ of the grid voltage angle δ to be used by the controllers. It
aims to align its d component with the grid voltage phasor V¯g as shown in Fig. 2.6. The xy frame
is rotating with speed ωref , whereas the dq frame of the PLL rotates with speed ω (in rad/s). In
steady state, the grid voltage phasor V¯g is aligned with the d axis, and, thus, the components vgd














Figure 2.6: xy and dq reference frames
and vgq of this voltage are equal to Vg and zero, respectively. In addition, the angle θ is equal to
δ, the component igd of the current flowing through the phase reactor is the active current, and the
component igq is the reactive current with opposite sign. Following a transient, the PLL adjusts
the speed ω, until the d axis again coincides with the voltage phasor. A simple PLL model has
been implemented in the VSC and it is shown in Fig. 2.7. Its equations are the following:
dθ
dt
= ω − ωref (2.13)
ω = Kpω vgq +Mω (2.14)
dMω
dt
= Kiω vgq. (2.15)
Equation (2.13) gives the predicted angle of the PLL. Equation (2.14) relates to the output of the PI
controller, used to estimate the frequency of the system. Equation (2.15) describes the differential
state of the integral part of the PI controller. The block Rxy→dq in Fig. 2.7 denotes the change
of reference frame from xy to dq. The transformation of voltage coordinates from the xy to the
dq frame is given by the following equations (similar relations hold for the dq and xy current
components):
vgd = vgx cosθ + vgy sinθ (2.16)
vgq = −vgx sinθ + vgy cosθ. (2.17)





















(vmq − vgq)] (2.19)














































Figure 2.8: Circuit model of two-level VSC in dq-frame
idc V Pnom = − (igd vmd + igq vmq)Snom (2.20)
From the above relations, a circuit model of the VSC can be derived in the dq frame [FPS+16],








The current controllers are used to control the VSC current components igd, igq to their references
irefgd and i
ref
gq , respectively. The structure described in [Rau14] is adopted here. The corresponding
block diagram is given in Fig. 2.9. A PI controller is used for each component and decoupling
terms are introduced to achieve independent control. In addition, the grid voltage components vgd,
vgq are added to the output of the PI controllers for disturbance rejection purposes.








































Figure 2.9: Current controller block diagram
The equations describing the current controllers are the following:




gd − igd) +Md (2.21)















gq − igq) (2.24)
whereMd,Mq are the states of the integral controllers andKp,Ki the PI controller gains. Rdq→xy
is the operation of change from dq reference frame to xy (inverse ofRxy→dq).
The outer controllers provide the reference values irefgd and i
ref
gq . Various strategies can be em-
ployed in order to control the power flow through the VSC, the AC/DC voltages, etc. Two generic
controls are considered hereafter from which, by choosing appropriately the controller parameters,
all strategies can be implemented.
The active current reference irefgd is adjusted in order to satisfy the following equation:
α1
(




V set − V
)
= 0 (2.25)
where P set is the power setpoint of the VSC, and V set its DC voltage setpoint. To bring the
left-hand side of (2.25) to zero a PI controller is used as shown in Fig. 2.10.














































Figure 2.10: VSC outer controllers







V setg − Vg
)
= 0 (2.26)
where Qset is the reactive power setpoint of the VSC, and V setg is its AC grid voltage magnitude
setpoint. Another PI controller is used to this purpose, as shown in Fig. 2.10.
The following combinations α1, α2 and β1, β2 are of interest:
• α1 = −1, β1 = 0: The VSC controls the power exchange with the AC grid to its reference
P set. Throughout this thesis, when reference is made to power P , it corresponds to the DC
side power, counted positive when injected into the DC grid. The AC side active power
could also be used with appropriate adjustment of the sign of α1.
• α1 = 0, β1 = −1: The VSC adjusts the power to control the DC voltage to its reference
V set.
• α1 = −1, β1 < 0: The power of the VSC is adjusted in relation to the DC voltage following
a linear P − V characteristic.
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• α2 = −1, β2 = 0: The VSC controls the reactive power injected to the AC grid to its
reference Qset.
• α2 = 0, β2 = −1: The VSC adjusts the reactive power to control the voltage Vg to its
reference V setg .
• α2 = −1, β2 < 0: The reactive power of the VSC follows a linear Q− Vg characteristic.














































V setg − Vg
))
(2.30)
The tuning of the PI controller gains in Fig. 2.10 must take into account the values chosen for α1,2
and β1,2. The work in [Rau14] has proposed ways to choose the PI gains depending on desired
response times. In general, the inner controllers are tuned to achieve a response time in the order
of 10 ms. In order to avoid interactions between the inner and the outer controllers, the latter are
tuned to achieve a response time at least ten times slower, i.e. around 100 ms.
Both current references are limited to their maximum values Imaxgd , I
max
gq . Here priority has been
given to the active current component in normal operation. Instead, the reactive component is
limited by the room left by the active current. In this case, the per unit values of the limits in
normal operation are given by:




1− (irefgd )2 (2.31)
2.2.3 MMC model
This sub-section summarizes the comparison made in [FPS+16] of the model of a two-level VSC
with that of an MMC.
The circuit model of an MMC derived in [FPS+16, SDM+14] is shown in Fig. 2.11, to be compa-
red with Fig. 2.8.
It can be immediately identified that the AC side is identical in both the MMC and the two-
level VSC. Therefore, the current and outer controllers described for the two-level VSC are also
applicable to the MMC.































Figure 2.11: Circuit model of MMC in dq-frame
The difference between the two equivalent circuits is on the DC-sides of the two circuits. In
particular, the equivalent capacitance of the MMC is not directly connected to the DC grid, i.e.
it can be decoupled from it [SGM+15]. This in turn, can have significant impact on the DC
voltage response since the total capacitance connected to an HVDC system may be greatly reduced
[SGGD15].
Furthermore, the DC current of an MMC is an independent state variable and an additional PI
controller (similar to the current controllers of the two-level VSC) is used to control this amount
by providing the DC modulation index mdc. In contrast, as observed in (2.12), the DC current idc
of the two-level VSC is not an independent state variable, but is determined by the power balance
between the AC and the DC sides.
The last main difference between the two models concerns the need for an internal energy control
for the MMC. Indeed, the power balance between the AC and the DC side of an MMC is not
automatically ensured (as for the two-level VSC model). Hence, an imbalance between the AC
and DC powers would lead to charging or discharging the internal capacitor. An additional outer
controller, the energy controller, ensures the power balance by keeping the energy stored internally
in the MMC capacitors to its reference value. Several control schemes were proposed for this
control [SGGD15], but this falls outside the scope of this thesis.
The above differences result in a model of the MMC slightly different than the one of a two-
level VSC. Clearly, this can have important impact on its dynamic behavior. However, for the
relatively slow phenomena considered in this work, these differences can be considered negligible,
especially if an appropriate control structure is chosen for the MMC [FPS+16]. Therefore, while
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this work is focused on the two-level VSC model, the controls developed and the conclusions
reached are deemed to be valid also for the MMC topology with appropriate controls.
2.2.4 Offshore VSCs
The aforementioned control structure cannot be applied on AC networks without synchronous
generators (i.e. with 100% power electronics-based generation) [DPD+18] since it requires a
frequency for the VSC to synchronize to. Offshore wind farms belong to this category. In such
a case, the VSC cannot follow a specific power setpoint, but should instead act as a “slack” bus,
imposing the frequency and AC voltage on its AC side, and harvesting the power produced by the
wind generators.
The detailed modeling and control of the offshore VSCs belongs to the category of grid-forming
VSCs [DPD+18] and is out of the scope of this work. Therefore, a very simplified model is used
for the AC side dynamics of an offshore VSC, similar to the one in [XYS07], neglecting all AC-
side dynamics and controls, and simply setting the VSC modulated voltages (vmd and vmq) to
constant values. It is noted that the DC capacitor dynamics (2.11) and the power balance between
AC and DC sides (2.12) are maintained.
2.3 DC voltage control
2.3.1 Need for voltage control
One of the most crucial aspects of the operation of an HVDC grid is the control of the DC voltage.
This is achieved by controlling the power balance in the HVDC grid [Rau14]. To demonstrate
this relation between power balance and DC voltage, let us consider an HVDC system of arbitrary













Figure 2.12: Example of HVDC system with arbitrary topology
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Focusing on the DC side of the VSCs and replacing the VSCs and the cables with their equivalent
models (shown in Fig. 2.4 and 2.3, respectively), the model of the MTDC grid shown in Fig. 2.13
is derived. It consists of the DC capacitors of the VSCs, the shunt DC capacitances of the branches,






Figure 2.13: Model of MTDC grid (inductances neglected)
If the resistances are also neglected, then all the DC capacitances can be lumped into one equiva-
lent capacitance Ctotdc , leading to the simplified representation of the MTDC grid of Fig. 2.14, in






Figure 2.14: Simplified model of MTDC grid
the total power Pr injected into the grid by all rectifiers, and the total power Pi extracted from the
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grid by all inverters, Ctotdc will charge or discharge and, thus, the DC voltage will deviate from its
















where Pb is the base power of the DC grid and Vb the base DC voltage. These bases are used to
convert V , Pr and Pi in per unit.
This expression is similar to the one for AC system frequency when there is an imbalance between
the mechanical power Pm given by all turbines and the active power Pe produced by all generators.
Similarly, the rate of change of angular frequency in response to a power imbalance is dictated by








Large excursions of ω or V could lead to equipment tripping or damage. Hence the AC frequency
and the DC voltage should be kept near their nominal values. However, while a typical value
of the individual mechanical inertia constant of a conventional power plant is in the range of
2 − 5 s, the electrostatic constant of an individual VSC is much smaller, namely in a range of
10−100 ms (including the DC branch contribution). However, while there is usually a big number
of conventional power plants in an AC interconnection, MTDC grids are expected to include a
limited number of terminals. As a result, the total electrostatic inertia in the MTDC grid will be
several orders of magnitude smaller than the mechanical inertia of AC systems. This necessitates
having to control the power balance in an MTDC grid rapidly and tightly by adjusting the powers
the VSCs inject and/or extract from the grid.
To this purpose, several control schemes have been proposed in which there is always at least one
VSC adjusting its power to control the DC voltage. The strategies for a point-to-point link and for
an MTDC grid are described hereafter.
2.3.2 Control of a point-to-point HVDC link
The most common control for a VSC point-to-point link is the Master-Slave scheme, which is
also used in LCC connections. In this strategy one VSC is chosen to act as the Slave converter
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Figure 2.15: Master-Slave control of a point-to-point HVDC link
and the other as the Master. A simplified depiction of the Master-Slave scheme of a point-to-point
HVDC link is given in Fig. 2.15. The Slave controls the power transfer in the link by controlling
the power P to its setpoint P set (i.e. by choosing α1 = −1 and β1 = 0 in (2.25)). The Master
adjusts its power to control the power balance in the DC grid by controlling the DC voltage V to
its reference V set (i.e. by setting α1 = 0 and β1 = −1 in (2.25)).
As far as the reactive current control strategy is concerned, it can be selected independently in both
ends, i.e. AC voltage control, reactive power control, etc. can be contemplated.
2.3.3 Control of an MTDC grid
The DC voltage control of an MTDC grid is not as straightforward as that of a point-to-point link,
and several methods have been proposed in the literature. The most obvious option is to apply
the same control as for a point-to-point link, i.e. the Master-Slave scheme. Assuming an MTDC
grid consisting of N VSCs, one is selected as Master and the rest N − 1 as Slaves. However,
this configuration raises security concerns since a failure of the Master VSC would lead to the
shut-down of the whole MTDC grid.
Alternatives to Master-Slave control have been proposed that provide redundancy in case of failure
of the Master VSC. The voltage margin method [Hai12] uses a back-up Master VSC. The back-
up VSC is normally operating as Slave, switching to Master only if the DC voltage exceeds a
threshold. However, this method has poor dynamic performance and might require some commu-
nication in order to work properly. To solve this, the work in [TP14] proposes the use of multiple
“master” converters, which control the voltages at different points in the grid.
The DC voltage droop method and its variants has received the most attention in the literature
[DSR+12, Hai12, ACML+15, Rau14, BLM14, Vra13, EBVG15, BGG+14]. It is directly inspired
by the AC frequency control practice and allows multiple converters to share any power imbalance
in the HVDC grid. Namely, in a droop-controlled HVDC grid some of the VSCs are given a P−V
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characteristic defined by a power setpoint (P set), a voltage setpoint (V set) and a droop gain (KV ).
The power of the VSC then follows the relation:
P = P set −KV (V − V set) (2.35)
where positive value of P corresponds to rectifier operation2. This characteristic is shown in
Fig. 2.16. Following a change in the power injected into the MTDC grid (e.g. change of WF
power or tripping of a VSC), the DC capacitors will instantaneously cover this change. This leads
to a change of the DC voltage and the adjustment of the VSC power following its characteristic
(2.35). For instance, an increase of the DC voltage indicates a surplus of power, hence the VSC





Figure 2.16: VSC droop characteristic
The magnitude of the DC voltage change is mainly determined by the droop gains of the VSCs
[Hai12]. For example, let us assume an MTDC grid consisting of N VSCs (with same nominal
power for simplicity), each VSC i with its own P − V characteristic. If the losses are neglected







P seti −KV i(V − V seti )
)
= 0 (2.36)
Assuming the outage of VSC j injecting power Pj before the disturbance, the remaining VSCs
should adjust their power so that the power balance is again satisfied in the post-disturbance situ-
ation.
The total deviation of the post-disturbance powers P ′i from the initial powers will be equal to the
2This characteristic is achieved by setting α1 = −1 and β1 = −KV in (2.25)
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Pi = Pj (2.37)










P seti −KV i(V − V seti )
)
= Pj (2.38)
After performing some algebraic manipulations, (2.38) yields the following relation for the DC
voltage deviation:
V ′ − V = −Pj∑N
i=1,i 6=jKV i
(2.39)
The power deviation of a remaining VSC i is given by:




Equation (2.39) reveals that (in a lossless MTDC grid) the DC voltage deviation in steady-state
depends on the magnitude of the power imbalance, and is inversely proportional to the sum of the
droop gains KV i. Moreover, according to (2.40), the deviation of the power of VSC i depends on
its relative contribution to DC voltage droop control. Obviously, if all VSCs had the same droop
gain KV i, they would share equally the imbalance. In reality, the power sharing is also affected by
the series resistances of the branches of the MTDC grid. In that case, a power-flow computation
has to be used to find the post-disturbance operating point [Rau14].
The droop method is generally considered the most appropriate for multi-terminal HVDC ope-
ration due to its redundancy, good dynamic performance and its direct analogy with the AC fre-
quency control practice. For the above reasons, it has also been adopted in this work.
2.4 Summary
This chapter has described the modeling and the basic control schemes of VSCs and HVDC net-
works. This work focuses on large scale studies and the interaction of the HVDC grids with the
AC networks. The studies will rely on dynamic simulations under the phasor approximation. Fol-
lowing a brief description of the latter, the models of the various HVDC grid components have
been described. Average-value generic models are used in this thesis, compliant with the phasor
approximation, i.e. assuming balanced AC conditions and neglecting the fast switching dynamics.
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A generic control structure of the VSC has been described whose parameters can be conveniently
chosen to satisfy the desired objective, e.g. DC voltage or power control, etc.
The link between the DC voltage control and power balance in a DC network and its analogy with
the AC frequency control have been presented. The Master-Slave approach, which is the most
common strategy in point-to-point links has been described. The unsuitability of that approach for
MTDC grids has been discussed, and alternatives schemes that share the effort between multiple
VSCs have been considered, leading to adopt the DC voltage droop control.
Chapter 3
Examples of interactions between AC
and HVDC systems
The aim of this chapter is to illustrate several cases of interactions between an HVDC grid and the
adjacent AC systems, as well as the possibility to use the VSC control capabilities to improve the
dynamics of the combined AC/DC system. In fact, ancillary services by MTDC grids are expected
to play a significant role in the operation of future power systems [VR15], and they have already
been included in the draft network code proposed by ENTSO-E [EE14a].
In this chapter, simulation results involving the models developed in Chapter 2 are presented,
each addressing a different subject and pinpointing the necessity for the control schemes presen-
ted in the rest the thesis. Section 3.1 describes a long-term voltage instability case, corrected
through post-disturbance redirection of the power through the MTDC grid. The possibility of fre-
quency support among asynchronous AC areas through additional VSC control is demonstrated in
Section 3.2. Section 3.3 illustrates the impact of an AC/DC converter outage on the MTDC grid
and on the adjacent AC systems. Finally, Section 3.4 focuses on the response of a single VSC
subject to a severe decrease of the short circuit capacity of the AC system to which it is connected.
A summary of the chapter is made in Section 3.5.
All simulation results presented in this chapter and in the following ones were obtained with
RAMSES, a power system dynamic simulation software developed at the university of Lie`ge
[AFV14], in which we have implemented the models detailed in Chapter 2, as well as the va-
rious controllers proposed in this thesis. RAMSES relies on the phasor approximation. The time
step used is typically 5-20 ms.
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Figure 3.1: Double Nordic test system with MTDC grid
3.1 Case 1: Long-term voltage instability corrected by DC power
redirection
3.1.1 Test system
The one-line diagram of the test system used in this example is shown in Fig. 3.1. It consists of
two asynchronous AC areas (referred to as Nordic East and Nordic West), interconnected through
a five-terminal HVDC grid, and an offshore wind farm.
Each AC area is based on the so-called Nordic test system, set up by the IEEE Task Force on “Test
Systems for Voltage Stability Analysis and Security Assessment” and detailed in [IEE15]. Each
Nordic system consists of four areas:
• “North” with hydro generation
• “Central” with much load and thermal power generation
• “Equiv” connected to the “North”, it includes a very simple equivalent of an external system
• “South” with thermal generation, rather loosely connected to the rest of the system.
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The nominal frequency of the system is 50 Hz. In the original configuration described in [IEE15],
frequency is controlled through speed governors of generators in the North and Equiv. areas only.
In addition, g20 is an equivalent generator with large inertia and participation in frequency control.
The thermal units of the Central and South areas do not participate in primary frequency control.
Two operating points, labeled A and B, are described in [IEE15]. Operating point A is N-1 in-
secure. Its main characteristic is a heavy power transfer from North to Central through five long
transmission lines, with several contingencies resulting in long-term voltage instability. These in-
clude the tripping of a line in the North-Central corridor or the loss of a generator in the Central
area. Operating point B is a reinforced N-1 secure configuration of the system.
The Nordic East and West systems considered have undergone some adjustments compared to
the original system shown in Fig. 3.2 [IEE15]. In particular, in both replicas, generator g20 has
been removed and the nearby equivalent load has been accordingly adjusted. Also, the operating
point of each system has been adjusted according to the case studied. In the long-term voltage
instability scenario presented in this section, operating point B is chosen for Nordic West, and
operating point A for the East. Each subsystem has two points of connection to the MTDC grid,
as shown in Fig. 3.1.
All generators are represented with their automatic voltage regulators, excitation systems, Over-
Excitation Limiters (OEL), speed governors and turbines as detailed in [IEE15]. The voltage-
dependent loads are represented behind distribution transformers equipped with Load Tap Chan-
gers (LTC) reacting with various delays.
The HVDC components are modeled as detailed in Chapter 2. Among the five VSCs, all but T5
operate in DC voltage droop mode. The initial setpoints P set and V set for each VSC are set to the
initial DC power and voltage, respectively. T5 harvests the power produced by the offshore wind
farm, merely modeled as a power injection. The data of the VSCs and the HVDC lines are given
in Appendix A.
3.1.2 Simulation results
The disturbance simulated is the tripping in the East system of line 4032E-4044E, one of the lines
in the North-Central corridor of that system. As documented in [IEE15], this contingency leads to
long-term voltage instability and final collapse of the system, unless remedial actions are taken.
The evolution of the 130-kV bus voltages in the Central area are shown in Fig. 3.3. Following the
disturbance, the voltages are dropped due to the combined actions of LTCs and OELs, eventually
collapsing at around 210 s. The instability mechanism has been described in detail in [IEE15] and
associated references.






























































Figure 3.2: One-line diagram of Nordic test system in [IEE15]
System collapse can be avoided either by reducing the active power transferred through the remai-
ning lines of the corridor or by injecting sufficient reactive power in the Central area, to prevent
the OELs from taking over [PDPV15]. Traditional schemes to reduce the active power transfer
require some kind of direct or indirect load reduction, either by under-voltage load shedding or by
decreasing the LTC voltage setpoints. However, this can be also achieved by taking advantage of
the MTDC grid, which allows to redirect the power through it.
This is illustrated in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, which show the evolution of the 130 kV voltages in the
Central area and the VSC DC powers, respectively. In this case, the power setpoints of T2 and
T4 are adjusted at t = 115 s so that 320 MW are eventually rerouted through the MTDC grid,
and injected directly by T4 into the Central area, hence bypassing the critical “North-Central” AC
corridor. Figure 3.5 shows the DC side powers of the VSCs. The powers of T2 and T4 are adjusted













































Figure 3.4: Case 1: 130-kV bus voltages in East Central area with sufficient MTDC grid corrective
control
within 50 s, whereas the powers of T1, T3 and T5 remain almost completely unaffected. It is noted
that the power is counted as positive when it injected into the MTDC system.
Figure 3.6, on the other hand, shows that rerouting only 100 MW is insufficient and does not pre-
vent system collapse. Instead, injection of 320 MW is sufficient to arrest the voltage degradation
as shown in Fig. 3.4. The voltages settle at low, but acceptable for a short period values.























Figure 3.5: Case 1: VSC DC powers
3.1.3 Discussion
The type of scheme presented above falls in the category of post-disturbance corrective control. In
order to calculate a sufficient amount of active power, it should be part of the security assessment
of the East area that evaluates the response of the system to various contingencies or it should be
implemented through a System Integrity Protection Scheme (SIPS) operating in closed loop.
In addition, the VSCs in this scenario are conveniently placed (T2 in the “Equiv” and T4 in the
“Central” region). This allows considering the redirection of power from T2 to T4 as an effective
countermeasure against voltage instability without affecting the West area. However, it becomes
evident that, if both T2 and T4 were placed in the “Central” region, or if the redirection of power
was not feasible (e.g. T2 was already injecting maximum power in the MTDC grid), the requested
power injection to the “Central” would have to be taken by T1 or T3. In that case, the impact on
the West area might not be negligible and precautions should be taken to prevent harming it.
Some aspects on whether an AC/DC system is correctively secure are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 6.





















Figure 3.6: Case 1: 130-kV bus voltages in East Central area with insufficient corrective control
3.2 Case 2: Frequency support through MTDC grids
An example of frequency support between two asynchronous AC areas through an MTDC grid
is provided in this section. In contrast to AC interconnections, most HVDC interconnected areas
operate asynchronously, i.e. the various area frequencies are independent, and the speed governors
of the machines in one do not respond to a frequency deviation in another.
3.2.1 Results without frequency support
The test system of Fig. 3.1 is used to demonstrate this. The reinforced operating point B is used
for both West and East systems in order to focus on frequency dynamics unaffected by voltage
behavior. In addition, the operating point of the East system has been slightly adjusted to free
reserves on the thermal power plants and achieve a mixed system frequency behavior.
The disturbance considered is the loss of generator g1E in the East subsystem. This leads to the
frequency evolutions shown in Fig. 3.7 for both AC areas. As expected the frequency of the East
area is dropping rather sharply after the disturbance. Then the prime movers of the power plants in
the East area take over and restore the power balance. Then the frequency recovers and settles at
a value below the nominal. The correction of this steady-state error is the objective of the slower
secondary frequency control [KBL94], which is not included here.
However, since the VSCs do not respond to the initial disturbance, the power balance in the West
system is not affected and its frequency remains constant, equal to its nominal value.

















Figure 3.7: Case 2: AC frequency in Nordic East and West areas without support through MTDC
3.2.2 Results with frequency support
To enable frequency support among the two AC areas, the VSCs have to be provided with dedi-
cated controllers responding to frequency deviations. This way, MTDC grids can act as “hubs”
when one area is in emergency, adjusting the power transfer to that area, thus sharing the primary
reserves of the various connected AC sub-systems [VR15].
One simple control scheme that has been proposed in the literature, e.g. in [HU10]1, is to add to the
outer loops of the VSC (see Fig. 2.10) a factor proportional to the frequency deviation. Therefore,
instead of Eq. (2.35) the DC power of a VSC in an MTDC grid satisfies (in steady-state) the
following characteristic:
P = P set −KV (V − V set) +Kf (f − fN ) (3.1)
where Kf a pre-specified droop gain, f the locally measured frequency (which can be obtained
from the PLL), and fN the nominal frequency of the system (all variables in per unit). The block
diagram of the power loop (see Fig. 2.10) is adjusted as shown in Fig. 3.8 to include the frequency
droop term. The values of parameters α1 and β1 have been set to -1 and -KV , respectively.
Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the East and West frequencies when VSCs T1, T2, T3 and T4
are equipped with the aforementioned controller. This leads to a smaller frequency excursion in
the East area, to the expense of an excursion in the West area, yet of lower amplitude.
1A more comprehensive overview of methods is provided in Chapter 5.













































Figure 3.9: Case 2: AC frequency in Nordic East and West areas with support through MTDC
As shown in Fig. 3.10, T2 and T4 change the power they inject into the East area in response
to the frequency deviation. T1 and T3 also change their power as dictated by the DC voltage
droop control to reestablish the power balance in the MTDC grid, which results in the frequency
deviation in the West area. The DC voltages also experience a deviation from their initial values,
as shown in Fig. 3.11. Their values depend on the droop settings of the VSCs and the resistances
of the HVDC branches.











































Figure 3.11: Case 2: MTDC grid DC voltages
3.2.3 Discussion
The above demonstrate that frequency support leads through an MTDC grid can improve the
frequency response of an AC system. However, it leads to propagation of the disturbance to the
DC grid and the other AC areas. Therefore, it might be necessary to limit the amount of support
that can be provided so that the response of the MTDC grid variables (e.g. DC voltage limits), as
well as of the other AC areas, remain acceptable.
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In addition, adjusting continuously the power of a the VSCs according to (3.1) leads to a coupling
between AC areas, originally designed to operate asynchronously. Adding a deadband around the
nominal frequency would reduce this effect by preventing such continuous interactions between
the primary controls of asynchronous areas.
Chapter 5 addresses in more detail the subject of frequency support between asynchronous AC
areas.
3.3 Case 3: Tripping of a VSC in an MTDC grid
The aforementioned examples focused on disturbances occurring on the AC side of the AC/DC
system. However, the introduction of MTDC grids will necessitate the consideration of DC-side
contingencies. This section describes the impact of a sudden loss of a VSC on the MTDC grid
and the AC systems. In fact, since MTDC grids are expected to transfer large amounts of power
over long distances, the loss of a VSC may significantly impact the security of the adjacent AC
systems.
3.3.1 Simulation results
The test system of Section 3.1 is again considered. The disturbance studied is the loss of VSC T4.
T4 is operating as inverter before the disturbance, thus its outage creates a power surplus in the
MTDC grid. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the remaining VSCs (except T5) react to this by rapidly
adjusting their powers and restoring the power balance in the MTDC grid, according to their
voltage droop gains KV . In this example, the same values of KV have been chosen for T1, T2,
T3. Therefore, they share almost equally the power of T4 (small differences are observed due to
the resistive losses in the MTDC grid). As a result, approximately 66.7% of the power of T4 is
covered by T1 and T3 combined, and the rest 33.3% by T2.
This surplus of power also causes the DC voltages to rise, as shown in Fig. 3.13. They settle at a
higher value as dictated by the voltage droop parameters of the VSCs.
The impact of the disturbance on the AC areas should not be neglected. First, as shown in Fig. 3.14,
the tripping of T4 followed by the rapid adjustment of power through the DC voltage droop con-
trol causes an over-frequency in the West area and an under-frequency in the East area. These
frequency excursions are corrected by the primary controls of both areas. However, while the
frequency in the West system reaches a steady-state, the one of the East experiences some large
transients and indicates system collapse at around 160 s.

















































Figure 3.13: Case 3: MTDC grid DC voltages
In fact, the East system collapses due to long-term voltage instability as shown in Fig. 3.15. The
mechanism is similar to the long-term voltage instability case discussed in Section 3.1. Indeed,
part of the power of T4 is covered by T1 and the rest by the hydro plants in the North area. This
power is forced to pass through the heavily loaded “North-Central” corridor of the East system.
The latter is thus not secure with respect to the outage of T4.








































Figure 3.15: Case 3: 130-kV bus voltages in East Central area
3.3.2 Discussion
Using a local control scheme allows to quickly restore the power imbalance in the MTDC grid,
but it has its limitations. First, since it simply uses a proportional control, a steady-state error
remains, proportional to the size of the disturbance. This steady-state error should be corrected to
ensure correct operation of the MTDC grid. In addition, some objectives, e.g. desired MTDC grid
power flow, and constraints, e.g. DC branch overloads, cannot be satisfied without a full view of
the HVDC system and some coordination between the VSCs.
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Last but not least, the security aspect for DC side contingencies should be taken into account. Both
the MTDC grid and the AC systems, should be able to withstand the loss of single components
including DC grid contingencies.
The above aspects are discussed in Chapters 4 and 6.
3.4 Case 4: Stability of a VSC connected to weak AC grid
3.4.1 Context of study
The last illustrative example does not directly deal with an MTDC grid, but focuses on the behavior
of a VSC subject to a sudden decrease of the Short Circuit Capacity (SCC) of the AC system it is
connected to. The case study presented here has been discussed in more detail in [PDP+18b].
The system that is investigated is shown in Fig. 3.16. It consists of a point-to-point HVDC link and
a simplified representation of the 50-Hz AC system by a The´venin equivalent involving an ideal
voltage source (with magnitude E) and a small reactance Xs, in parallel with a larger reactance
Xw. The fast dynamics of the network are neglected, a simplification typical of phasor simulation.
Therefore the xy components of the voltage V¯g are given as follows:
vgx = E −Xeqigy (3.2)
vgy = Xeqigx (3.3)
where igx and igy are the xy components of the current I¯g injected into the AC network by the
VSC (see also Fig. 2.4). The reference axes xy rotate at nominal angular frequency, and the phase
angle of the voltage source is taken equal to zero.
The Slave VSC is connected to the AC system through its phase reactor. The VSC controls the
current I¯g flowing through the phase reactor by adjusting the voltage V¯m. In turn, the current is
adjusted so that the VSC controls its active power P , as well as the AC voltage magnitude Vg at
the connection point of the HVDC link. The Master VSC is controlling the DC voltage at its DC
bus by adjusting its power, thereby ensuring the power balance of the HVDC link.
The static limit of the active power that can be absorbed by the AC system, is given by the well-





corresponding to a 90◦ phase angle difference and an equivalent reactance Xeq between the
voltage-controlled nodes. Let us assume for simplicity that E is equal to 1 pu and the VSC













Figure 3.16: Test system of case study





Clearly, if some lines are tripped in the AC system, the equivalent impedanceXeq seen by the VSC
increases and the maximum power is reduced. If the active power P that the VSC seeks to inject
is larger than the new reduced limit P stmax, operation is impossible and instability will necessarily
result.
Before the disturbance (i.e. with the short reactanceXs in operation), the AC system is adequately
strong to absorb the full power of the VSC. Therefore, the power transferred through the VSC
before the disturbance can be larger than the SCC of the post-disturbance weak grid.
However, we show in the remaining of this section this example demonstrates that stability is not
guaranteed even for lower powers, but depends on the disturbance conditions. A complementary
investigation of the impact of the various control loops (outer loops, PLL) using small-signal
analysis is detailed in Appendix C.
The system is subject to a large disturbance requiring to consider its non-linear behavior. There-
fore, upper and lower limits on irefgd , i
ref
gq , vmd, vmq and ω (see Figs. 2.10, 2.9 and 2.7) have to
be considered. Furthermore, the analysis should also consider changes of control logic. Namely,
since the tripping of a line is usually preceded by a fault, it is important to include the low voltage
behavior of the VSC.
3.4.2 Low voltage behavior of VSC
In order to avoid sudden disconnection of multiple converters, many grid codes require Fault-
Ride-Through (FRT) capability by the VSCs [EE14b, Wei15]. In addition, for the duration of the
fault, the VSC is required to boost its reactive current injection in order to support the voltage,
while limiting the active current is needed to avoid exceeding the nominal current. Then, after
fault clearing, the VSC should ramp up its active power back to its pre-disturbance value. For
























Vg > 0.9 pu





Figure 3.17: Outer loops of VSC including low-voltage support
example, the German grid code specifies that the active power should be restored with a gradient
of at least 20% of its nominal value per second [VDN07]. Other grid codes, e.g. in UK [Nat13],
are even more constraining by demanding faster active power recovery.
This behavior is modeled as shown in Fig. 3.17 relative to the outer loops of the VSC.
In normal operation an integral control is used for both active power2 and voltage control. Priority
is given to the active current, which can increase up to the maximum VSC active current αImax, α
being the fraction of the maximum current Imax allocated to active current (0 < α ≤ 1). Namely,
the upper limits shown in Fig. 3.17 are given by:
Imaxgd = αI














and Imaxgq = I
max (3.7)
and the voltage control loop is replaced by a proportional controller with gain Kvg driven by the
voltage difference Vg − 0.9. It is noted that the igq contribution of the voltage control before the
2This case study focuses on the AC side of the VSC, so P and P set refer to the AC power (in contrast to Fig. 2.10).
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fault is kept and added as a constant term to the contribution of that proportional controller. In
addition, the voltage control integrator is frozen to prevent windup during the fault.
After fault clearing and the subsequent recovery of the voltage above 0.9 pu, the integral voltage
control is restored in operation and priority is once again given, albeit gradually, to the active
current. This is achieved by ramping up the active current limit Imaxgd .
3.4.3 Case 4.1 - Tripping of short reactance with fault
The disturbance considered is a solid three-phase fault in the middle of the short reactance (Xs =
0.1 pu), cleared after five cycles (0.1 s) by disconnecting the reactance Xs. Xw is set to 2 pu,
thus leading to P stmax = 0.5 pu after fault clearing. Kvg (see Fig. 3.17) is set equal to 2.5 pu and
the active power recovery rate is 20 %/s. The response times of the inner loops, the PLL and the
outer loops are 10, 50 and 100 ms, respectively. Imax has been set equal to 1 pu and α = 1. The
nominal active power of the VSC has been selected as the base power. The values of the reactances
in pu refer to this base.
Figures 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 show the evolution of respectively the VSC terminal bus voltage Vg,
the active power P and the reactive power Q. Three initial operating points are considered: (i)
P set = 0.44 pu, P set = 0.45 pu, and P set = 0.8 pu. The selection of the initial operating points
has been made according to the results of the small-signal analysis of Appendix C. P set = 0.44 pu
corresponds to a marginally stable point, P set = 0.45 pu to a marginally unstable point and
















Pset = 0.44 pu = marginally stable
Pset = 0.45 pu - marginally unstable
Pset = 0.80 pu - unstable
Figure 3.18: Case 4.1 - Voltage at VSC terminal













Pset = 0.44 pu = marginally stable
Pset = 0.45 pu - marginally unstable
Pset = 0.80 pu - unstable














Pset = 0.44 pu = marginally stable
Pset = 0.45 pu - marginally unstable
Pset = 0.80 pu - unstable
Figure 3.20: Case 4.1 - VSC reactive power
Following the fault, the VSC voltage drops below the threshold of 0.9 pu, as shown in Fig. 3.18,
and the VSC enters the reactive support mode by giving priority to the reactive current. Since, the
full capability of the VSC is devoted to reactive power, the active power drops to 0 pu during the
fault (see Fig. 3.19).
After the clearing of the fault and the tripping of the reactance Xs, there is a large fast transient
caused by the voltage and phase angle variations. An overvoltage spike is observed immediately
after fault clearing. This is corrected by VSC controls, which swiftly restore the voltage near its















Pset = 0.44 pu = marginally stable
Pset = 0.45 pu - marginally unstable
Pset = 0.80 pu - unstable
Figure 3.21: Case 4.1 - PLL angle
nominal value. The spike is due to the reactive current, which reached a high value during the fault
and takes a short time to decrease, combined with the large The´venin reactance (see Fig. 3.20).
One cannot preclude that an overvoltage protection trips the VSC. If not, the VSC enters the active
power restoration mode and ramps up its active power as shown in Fig. 3.19.. As expected, in the
unstable case (P set = 0.8 pu), the reference power is infeasible and the attempt to recover it leads
to collapse. As far as the P set = 0.45 case is concerned, the system becomes oscillatory unstable.
For P set = 0.44 pu, the power experiences some oscillations, but eventually reaches a stable
steady state.
The angle θ of the PLL, defined in the block diagram of Fig. 2.7, is shown in Fig. 3.21, for all
cases. For the stable case, the angle increases almost linearly, as the power is ramped up and settles
at 61◦. On the contrary, it raises monotonically in the two unstable cases indicating that the VSC
cannot be resynchronized with the AC grid.
3.4.4 Case 4.2 - Tripping of short reactance without fault
Whether the fault-ride-through behavior of the VSC is activated depends on the type of the distur-
bance, the system under concern, etc., and is not a priori known.
We consider next a case where the SCC is decreased without a fault. Thus, the short reactance
Xs is removed at t = 0.6 s, leaving the The`venin reactance equal to Xw. The evolutions of the
VSC voltage and active power are shown in Figs. 3.22 and 3.23, respectively, for various initial
operating points.












Pref = 0.37 pu - stable
Pref = 0.40 pu - unstable
Pref = 0.44 pu - unstable
Figure 3.22: Case 4.2 - Voltage at VSC terminal
Figure 3.23 reveals that the case of P set = 0.44 pu, identified as stable in Case 4.1, is no longer
stable. In contrast, almost immediate collapse is observed after the disturbance. This paradoxical
at first glance result is explained as follows. After an initial increase caused by the sudden angle
change and the time it takes for the VSC to track the new angle, the voltage drops below 0.9 pu,
but not much. Thus, the magnitude of the reactive current igq injected is smaller than in case 4.1
and leaves room for the whole active current igd. The latter is not reduced and the VSC attempts
to force the pre-disturbance active power immediately.
In order to identify a secure operating point, the pre-disturbance power P set has been decreased
in steps of 0.01 pu. The first stable operating point is found for P set = 0.37 pu. However, as
seen in Fig. 3.22, the voltage has dropped significantly and settled below the threshold of 0.9 pu,
indicating that the VSC has been locked in the reactive support mode. Nevertheless, since the
active power is successfully restored, the operating point is considered stable.
3.4.5 Discussion
In view of the large transients, the adequacy of the generic model used should be further investi-
gated, as well as the appropriateness of the phasor approximation in the AC system. Methods to
detect the imminent instability, as well as countermeasures, such as fast power reduction or simply
tripping of the HVDC link should be contemplated. Due to the speed with which the phenomena
evolve, relying on a communication signal might not be desirable. This constitutes a challenge











Pset = 0.37 pu - stable
Pset = 0.40 pu - unstable
Pset = 0.44 pu - unstable
Figure 3.23: Case 4.2 - VSC active power
Alternatives to the generic control scheme of Chapter 2 have been proposed in the literature to
increase the stability limit of VSCs connected to weak grids, e.g. the adaptive control of [EFHG15]
and the power synchronization method of [ZHN10]. However, these methods focused in small-
signal analysis and their response to severe events, such as the one considered in this section,
should be further investigated.
In the rest of the thesis the AC grids are assumed strong enough to accommodate the power pro-
duced by the VSCs, leaving the aforementioned problems as subjects of future research.
3.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a set of examples illustrating the behavior of combined AC/DC grids.
These examples have demonstrated that the MTDC grid can be effectively used to support the AC
systems in post-disturbance situations, a service that might prove very valuable in future power
systems. This service can be with negligible impact on the other AC systems connected to the
MTDC grid, as in the long-term voltage instability case in Section 3.1, or by propagating a fraction
of the disturbance, as in the frequency support case in Section 3.2.
On the other hand, the integration of MTDC grids may also introduce new disturbances and se-
curity issues, as described in Section 3.3. The necessity to assess the impact of a disturbance in
the DC grid on the AC systems, as well as the DC grid itself has been highlighted. In addition,
schemes that can restore the systems to a secure operating point following such a disturbance have
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to be investigated.
In contrast, the last example described a case study where a severe disturbance in the AC grid can
have a strong impact on a DC connection.
Chapter 4
Hierarchical control of MTDC grids
This chapter describes the proposed hierarchical control structure for an MTDC grid. It consists of
three levels, a primary, a secondary and a tertiary one. This structure is, up to some point, inspired
of the existing and well-proven framework for AC frequency control.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents the motivation for this work, dis-
cusses existing works on the subject, and gives an overview of the proposed control structure.
Sections 4.2 focuses on the proposed secondary control. Simulation results from its applica-
tion on a five-terminal MTDC grid are presented in Section 4.3. The tertiary level is detailed
in Section 4.4. Results of the tertiary level and its coordination with the secondary control are
provided in Section 4.5. A summary of the chapter is offered in Section 4.6.
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Motivation and literature review
As explained in Section 2.3, the secure and robust operation of an MTDC grid relies on tightly
controlling its power balance despite the relatively small energy storage capacity. Various methods
have been proposed to tackle this issue. Most of them resort to the DC voltage droop technique
(see Section 2.3) to quickly correct a power imbalance at MTDC grid level and, hence, stabilize
DC voltages [DSR+12].
However, as demonstrated in Section 3.3, these local controls alone cannot steer the MTDC grid
towards a desired operating point or remove system-wide violations, such as DC branch overloads.
For this reason, other works have been devoted to updating the power and/or DC voltage setpoints
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transmitted to the VSCs. To this purpose, the authors of [AEAG14] and [GCL+15] propose an
Optimal Power Flow (OPF) to determine and send setpoints to the VSCs at regular time intervals,
with the objective of minimizing losses. The work in [NTP16] computes the power and voltage
setpoints by solving a multi-objective optimization. The coordinated control detailed in [Rau14]
uses repeated DC power flow computations to update the voltage and power setpoints at regular
time intervals. Similarly, a method is proposed in [Hai12, HEU15] to estimate the setpoint cor-
rections to be sent to the VSCs so that the power flows through selected AC/DC terminals are
restored. A comparison of various re-dispatch schemes is offered in [BV15] with the same ob-
jective of correcting the voltage offset left by voltage droop control after a disturbance. The ability
of the various schemes to track the desired power setpoints is also evaluated.
Reference [EBVG15] proposes a three-level control structure inspired of AC frequency control
practice. Primary control consists of a simple current-based droop scheme. The secondary level
involves a slow Proportional-Integral (PI) control to reset the VSC powers to their reference values,
and a redispatch scheme updating the power references at regular time intervals. Reference is made
to OPF for tertiary control.
Coming back to DC voltage control, several alternatives have been also proposed. The work in
[TP14] relies on multiple “master” converters whose voltage setpoints are determined by (cen-
trally) solving a security-constrained OPF. The latter minimizes MTDC grid losses while keeping
DC voltages within limits after the outage of a VSC. Reference [BLM14] introduces the pilot
voltage droop concept, in which a common DC voltage is communicated to all converters for
them to share the powers more efficiently. In addition, two methods are used for power setpoint
tracking, namely a simple PI controller and a setpoint redispatching by a central entity. A diffe-
rent approach is followed in [ZBAR15], where fast communication is used to match at each time
step the sum of DC currents injected by wind farms with the sum of DC currents of the grid-side
converters.
As already mentioned, the optimal operation and the minimization of losses in an MTDC grid have
already been addressed in the literature [TP14, GL15, NTP16, AEAG14]. However, this optimi-
zation should be compliant with the traditional N-1 security criterion, i.e. the MTDC grid should
be able to continue operating following the outage of any single component, without experiencing
equipment damage or cascading outages. The work in [TP14] considered N-1 constraints, but not
explicitly in its OPF formulation. Instead, it relied on an iterative procedure and used a genetic
algorithm to reach a solution.
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4.1.2 Overall structure of proposed scheme
The proposed MTDC grid hierarchical control consists of a primary, a secondary and a tertiary
level. This structure is inspired by the hierarchical control structure for AC frequency, a simplified
diagram of which is shown in Fig. 4.1a [EE12]. The primary frequency control is responsible for
restoring the power balance and stabilizing the frequency in the first seconds following a distur-
bance. Local measurements are used during this stage to ensure a reliable and fast response, while
distributing the effort over several specified generation units. Then, secondary frequency control
takes over with the objective to restore the primary reserves, cancel the frequency offset of the
droop control and restore the power transfer through the interconnections. This process requires
coordination of several plants, hence it is slower and lasts for some minutes. The tertiary control
has the task of freeing the frequency reserves in order to prepare the system for the next contin-
gency; a process that involves redispatching of the power plants, or starting new units. It can last
from several minutes to hours.
The same philosophy is adopted here for the DC voltage control, whose proposed overall structure
is shown in Fig. 4.1b. The primary control is responsible for stabilizing the DC voltages, and
should achieve this in a time-frame of some milliseconds. During the next seconds (up to a few
minutes) the secondary control should correct the DC voltage deviations and adjust the power
transfer in the AC/DC converters. At last, the tertiary control should ensure that the MTDC grid
satisfies some security criteria, a procedure that takes some minutes, depending on the system
complexity.
The primary level has been already discussed in Chapter 2. It consists of several VSCs operating in
DC voltage droop mode and adjusting their power according to the DC voltage droop characteristic
given by (2.35).
The secondary level is coordinated, i.e. it receives measurements from the MTDC system and
sends back setpoints to the AC/DC converters. Its purpose is twofold: (i) to smoothly drive the
MTDC system from one operating point to another, and (ii) correct DC node voltage and branch
current violations.
The objective of the tertiary level is to calculate and provide appropriate references to the secon-
dary level, in order to optimize its operation. In addition, it incorporates a notion of N-1 security,
in order to guarantee that the system can continue operating in case of component failures.
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(b) Proposed hierarchical control of DC voltage
Figure 4.1: Analogy between AC frequency and DC voltage control
4.2 Secondary control1
4.2.1 Overview
The secondary control should satisfy the following requirements:
1. accommodate the varying power injections by renewable sources;
2. prevent or correct DC voltage and current violations;
3. smoothly drive the system from the current to a desired operating point;
4. avoid excessive impact on the adjacent AC systems and provide additional services (such as
frequency support).
5. be robust with respect to model inaccuracies as well as disturbances, such as outages of
AC/DC converters or DC cables/lines, and avoid extensive communication between con-
trollers.
Optimization-based approaches are the most appealing owing to their ability to handle constraints.
However, most optimization methods proposed in the literature have been devised to operate in
open loop. Hence, they cannot account for model inaccuracies, component failures, etc. This was
1The material of this section is largely based on [PDPV17b].
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our main motivation for resorting to Model Predictive Control (MPC) 2 [Mac02, QB03].
Following a similar categorization to the one in [NTP16], the MTDC grid is assumed to be con-
nected through dispatchable and non-dispatchable VSCs, respectively3. Dispatchable VSCs are
assigned a P − V droop characteristic according to Eq. (2.35). They either participate in DC
voltage control or keep their power to a constant value (i.e. KV = 0) as specified, for instance,
by market agreements. They are generally connected to strong AC areas. The non-dispatchable
VSCs, on the other hand, have their power varied by external factors. For instance, a VSC con-
necting an offshore Wind Farm (WF) to the MTDC grid is considered non-dispatchable, since it
transfers the power collected by the WF, usually operating in Maximum Power Point Tracking
(MPPT) mode. Hence, they do not participate in DC voltage control (i.e. KV = 0).
Supervisory control should act primarily on dispatchable terminals. Adjustments of non-dispatch-
able terminals (e.g. to decrease the infeed of a WF [FE07, SMS+12]) should be reserved for cases
where a limit violation cannot by removed by acting on dispatchable terminals only.
The overall control structure is shown in Fig. 4.2. The lower layer includes a total of N terminals,
out of which ND (resp. N − ND) are dispatchable (resp. non-dispatchable). The upper layer
consists of a Power Rescheduler and the MPC-based controller, both acting at the same discrete
times. Their respective functions are explained in the next sub-sections.
4.2.2 MPC description
MPC is a mature control technique that has been used for years in the process industry [GHRVC11,
QB03]. In the recent years, it has received attention in the area of power system control. For exam-
ple, it has been proposed for control of distribution networks [VV13, BV18], automatic generation
control [VHRW08a], control of microgrids [PWK+17], and damping of wide-area electromecha-
nical oscillations [WGW11].As far as HVDC systems are concerned, several applications have
been proposed. At the level of an individual power converter, MPC has been used in [KCV+09]
to control the switches of a VSC and in [MFM14] for fast power tracking.
As indicated by its name, the difference with other more conventional control schemes lies on the
use of a model of the controlled process. This model is used to predict (i.e. estimate) the behavior
of the system in the future. MPC relies on solving on-line an optimization problem to calculate the
optimal control actions satisfying a pre-specified objective. For instance, it could be formulated as
an optimal control problem or as a minimization of the difference between the predicted system
outputs and the desired outputs [Sol17].
2also called Receding Horizon Control
3In this chapter, the terms “VSC” and “AC/DC terminal” are used interchangeably.
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Figure 4.2: Overall control structure
In many applications, a simplified linear model of the system is used. This allows to formulate the
optimization problem as a convex linear or quadratic programming problem, for which efficient
solution algorithms exist [Bem18]. More complex formulations leading to non-linear MPC have
also been proposed [QB00]. However, due to various obstacles (e.g. computing times, although
computational power and optimization algorithms have improved during the recent years), the
majority of practical MPC applications rely on linear or quadratic programming.
Simply stated, MPC consists of computing a sequence of control changes which minimizes a
multi-time-step objective and satisfies constraints in the future [Mac02]. At a given discrete time k,
using the latest available measurements, the controller computes a sequence of optimal control
actions to be applied from k to k + Nc − 1, so that the system meets a desired target at k + Np.
Nc and Np are referred to as control and prediction horizons, respectively. Out of this sequence,
only the first component is applied. Then, after a sampling period T , i.e. at time instant k+ 1, the
procedure is repeated for the updated control and prediction horizons, using the newly received
measurements, which reflect the system response to the applied control actions at and before time
k. This yields a closed-loop behavior, that can account for unexpected behavior and approximation
of the system model.
The control and prediction horizons are illustrated in Fig 4.3. In general, the prediction horizon
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is chosen greater than the control horizon, i.e. Np ≥ Nc, so that the controller takes into account
the anticipated effect of the control actions on the system. If the controller does not have to
consider changes beyond the control horizon, which is the case in this work, the horizons can






∆u(k+1) ∆u(k+Nc −1) k+Np
Prediction horizon
Figure 4.3: Prediction and control horizons
A hypothetical example of MPC operation is presented in Fig. 4.4 for a single-input single-output
system, withNc = Np = 3 steps. In this case, the optimal control actions are calculated so that the
y-axis variable is close to its target value (inside a tolerance δ). At the discrete time k a new target
is received by the MPC and a control sequence ∆u(k), ∆u(k+ 1) and ∆u(k+ 2) is calculated to
bring the variable under concern inside the tolerance. Only the first action ∆u(k) is applied. New
measurements are received at time k + 1. Based on them, the MPC calculates a new sequence of
control actions at k+ 1 in order to reach the target at the end of the (receding) prediction horizon.
Due to model inaccuracies, measurement noise and other uncertainties, the system response to
the action ∆u(k) is not exactly the one predicted by the model. These inaccuracies are corrected
by the closed-loop behavior of MPC, which eventually brings (after several steps) the system
output into the desired interval, as depicted by the magenta circles in Fig. 4.4. In fact, an open-
loop approach would consist of applying the control actions calculated at time k, i.e. ∆u(k),
∆u(k + 1) and ∆u(k + 2). In this case, the new measurements at k + 1 would not be exploited,
and the resulting response could be quite different from what was predicted. This is depicted by
the black squares in Fig. 4.4, which also show that the objective is eventually not satisfied.
The above receding horizon principle can be simply formulated as follows [Sol17].
Typically it relies on an optimization problem, aiming at minimizing or maximizing a function
(e.g. minimizing a cost) under various constraints. Assuming x(k + 1), . . . ,x(k + Np) are state
variables, grouped into the vectorX(k), and u(k), . . . , u(k+Nc−1) intoU(k), the optimization
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Figure 4.4: Example of basic principle of MPC
subject to the system evolution equality constraint, expressed symbolically through the function f :





and the state-output relation:





where Y (k) is a vector grouping the outputs y(k+1), . . . ,y(k+Np) which have to be controlled,
and are obtained from the state variables through the function g. For simplicity of presentation,
the output variables are assumed to be all directly measured.
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In addition, constraints are imposed on outputs and controls according to:
y(k +Np | k) ∈ Y (4.4)
u(k + i) ∈ U i = 0, . . . , Nc − 1 (4.5)
where y(k + Np | k) denotes the predicted output at the end of prediction horizon, given the
current output y(k). The control U(k) is such that y(k + Np | k) falls in the acceptable set
Y , which defines the desirable output. The latter can be either a particular set-point or a tar-
geted range of values. This is also known as terminal constraint, and is likely to guarantee the
stability of the control scheme, if properly chosen [Mac02]. Alternatively, and depending on
the application, variable constraints may be imposed at all steps of the prediction horizon (i.e.
y(k + i + 1 | k) ∈ Y , i = 0, . . . , Np − 1). Similarly, the constraints (4.5) require that u stays
within the acceptable set U over the control horizon. These limits must be satisfied, insofar as they
reflect hard constraints on available control means.
Given the above-mentioned principle illustrated in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, the procedure at time step k
is the following:
1. Obtain measurements y(k).
2. Compute the optimal control sequence u(k + i), i = 0, . . . , Nc − 1.
3. Apply u(k) to the system.
Most of the systems behave in a non-linear manner that can be described by (ordinary) differential
equations. Unfortunately, in most cases, solving non-linear differential equations is complicated.
Therefore, functions f and g are obtained after time discretization and algebraization of the diffe-
rential equations. Then, it is left to the closed-loop nature of MPC to compensate for the errors.
It should be noted that in most MPC applications (e.g. Chemical Engineering, food processing,
automotive, aerospace applications, etc.), the dynamics of the system are such that, after a single
control change ∆u(k), the state variables reach steady values after a time larger than the sampling
period T of the MPC controller. In such a case, the dynamics of the system have to be taken into
account in the system evolution function f .
An MTDC grid is characterized by very fast dynamics (in the order of milliseconds) and, thus,
with the proper choice of the sampling period T (e.g. in the order of 5 seconds), the state variables
have reached steady values before the next control change is applied. This justifies the use of a
sensitivity-type model, as detailed in the sequel.
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4.2.3 Applications of MPC on power systems and HVDC grids
Following the recent advances, power systems are requested to operate under more and more
constraints (environmental, economical and security). This has led to increasing interest for MPC-
based schemes and several publications in the literature. Indicatively, MPC has been proposed for
(among others):
• control of distribution networks [BV18, VV13];
• alleviation of thermal overloads in the transmission network [OMGV07];
• voltage stability enhancement [HG06, GHRVC11];
• automatic generation control [VHRW08b].
Other works propose MPC in order to provide ancillary services to the grid. The works in
[FIDM14, AIT13] aim at improving the stability of power systems by enabling the converters
to contribute to oscillation damping. The coordination of several VSCs and AC systems for im-
proved secondary frequency control was the subject of other works [MND+16, MM18].
Closer to the work of this thesis, MPC has been proposed for MTDC grid control in [JC15].
However, that work is more economy oriented with a time horizon in the order of hours, and
does not address system control in the presence of limit violation or after an unforeseen outage.
The transition between operating points is not considered either. Instead, the MPC-based scheme
proposed in this work is aimed at steering the VSCs with a response time ranging from seconds
up to a couple of minutes.
4.2.4 Power Rescheduler: updating the VSC reference powers
The Power Rescheduler block in Fig. 4.2 calculates the power references P ref , which are the
desired VSC power flows. For all dispatchable VSCs, it receives a power schedule P sch, provided
by the tertiary level (see Section 4.4). This schedule is assumed to be updated only infrequently.
In the meantime, to cope with the variability of the non-dispatchable VSC powers, it is necessary
to adjust the power references of the dispatchable VSCs. This can be achieved through a variety
of procedures. One simple option, considered in this work, is to use VSC participation factors ρi,
as explained hereafter.
First, for non-dispatchable VSCs, the reference power is taken equal to the last available measure-
ment, i.e.
P refi = P
m
i i = ND + 1, . . . , N (4.6)
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which amounts to considering that the non-dispatchable VSC powers are not going to change.
A forecasted value (of the WF powers) could be used instead but, in view of the short horizon
covered by the controller, this may not be very relevant.
Next, the power references of the dispatchable VSCs are adjusted according to (i = 1, . . . , ND):








P refl + Plosses
 (4.7)
where Plosses is an estimate of the losses in the MTDC grid and ρi ≥ 0. The sum of the participa-
tion factors should be always equal to one, i.e.:
ND∑
i=1
ρi = 1. (4.8)
If the MTDC grid losses were constant, the non-dispatchable powers invariable, and the power
measurements Pmi infinitely accurate, the parenthesis in (4.7) would be zero. In a real situation,
it will differ from zero due to change of the grid losses, measurement noise and variations of the
non-dispatchable powers. While the latter are reflected through (4.6), change of the losses and
measurement noise are not considered in (4.7). Nevertheless, using MPC easily accommodates
the above simplifications.
The illustrative example of a hypothetical system is given in Fig. 4.5. Grid losses are neglected
for simplicity. Figure 4.5.(a) shows the initial schedule provided to the Power Rescheduler, cor-
responding to a WF power of 100 MW. It states that 50 MW are injected in area A, 10 MW in
area B and the rest in area C. The participation factors are such that the injection in area A does
not deviate from 50 MW, while 60% of the WF power change is covered by area B and the rest
by area C. Figure 4.5.(b) shows the power references given by (4.7) after an increase of the WF
power by 50 MW.
4.2.5 MPC: constrained optimization problem
The objective of the MPC block in Fig. 4.2 is to smoothly steer the VSCs to the reference powers
given by the Power Rescheduler, while obeying the following constraints:
• lower and upper limits on DC node voltages;
• lower and upper limits on the power of each VSC;
• limit on the rate of change of each VSC power;
• upper limit on each DC branch current, etc.
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Figure 4.5: VSC power references: (a) in base case; (b) after a 50 MW increase of WF power
To this end, the controller receives measurements at regular time intervals. At time k the following
measurements are used:
• Pm(k) the vector of VSC powers;
• V m(k) the vector of DC node voltages;
• Im(k) the vector of DC branch currents.
Based on these measurements, a reference trajectory [QB03] is defined with the objective of steer-
ing the VSC powers to the reference values P ref in Nc control steps. That trajectory is linear and
defined as follows (j = 1, . . . , Nc):
P ref (k + j) = Pm(k) +
j
Nc
(P ref − Pm(k)). (4.9)
The MPC objective consists of minimizing the deviations with respect to that reference trajectory:
min
V ,I,P ,,ζ,∆P set,Vavg
Nc∑
j=1










where W is a diagonal weighting matrix assigned to the deviations of VSC powers P from their
references P ref . Non-dispatchable terminals are assigned a weight wND higher than the weight
wD of dispatchable VSCs in order to resort to them when actions on dispatchable VSCs only are
not sufficient.  and ζ are vectors of slack variables used to relax constraints in case of infeasibility,
with the respective weighting factors v and q.
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The minimization is subject to the following constraints:
for j = 1, . . . , Nc:
V low(k + j)− (k + j) ≤ V (k + j) ≤ V up(k + j) + (k + j) (4.11)
Pmin ≤ P (k + j) ≤ Pmax (4.12)
∆Pmin − ζ(k + j) ≤ P (k + j)− P (k + j − 1) ≤ ∆Pmax + ζ(k + j) (4.13)
I low(k + j) ≤ I(k + j) ≤ Iup(k + j) (4.14)
(k + j) ≥ 0, ζ(k + j) ≥ 0 (4.15)
∆P set(k + j − 1) = SP [V (k + j)− V (k + j − 1)] (4.16)
P (k + j) = P (k + j − 1) + ∆P set(k + j − 1)−KV [V (k + j)− V (k + j − 1)] (4.17)
I(k + j) = I(k + j − 1) + SI ∆P set(k + j − 1) (4.18)




V refavg − Vavg(k)
)
. (4.19)
Constraint (4.11) sets the range of admissible DC voltages at the VSC buses. Any violation of
these limits ( 6= 0) is heavily penalized in the objective function by setting the weighting factor
v to a large value. Note that V low and V up evolve with time, in order to bring the voltages
progressively inside the desired range. Similarly, constraint (4.14) keeps the branch currents I
between limits, which vary with time for the same purpose. This variation is further detailed in
Section 4.2.8.
Constraint (4.12) relates to the minimum and maximum power of each VSC.
Constraint (4.13) stems from the AC networks. Too fast changes in the power injections into or
from the AC areas could cause problems, such as unacceptable frequency or voltage deviations.
Therefore, this constraint limits to ∆Pmin and ∆Pmax the power change of each VSC between
two discrete time steps. The slack variables ζ are also heavily penalized in the objective function
by choosing a large value for the weighting factor q.
Equations (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) are used to predict future values of voltages, powers and cur-
rents in response to the control changes ∆P set, which are defined by:
P set(k + j) = P set(k + j − 1) + ∆P set(k + j − 1). (4.20)
For uniformity the notation ∆P set is also used for actions on the non-dispatchable terminals,
although they are not assigned a setpoint P set. Since the non-dispatchable terminals do not parti-
cipate in DC voltage control, ∆P set is actually the desired change in power ∆P .
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The prediction horizon is equal to the control horizon Nc. The transition model relies on the
sensitivity matrices SP and SI , which, as already mentioned, is justified by the fast response of
the power electronics based VSCs compared to the MPC sampling time, in the order of a few
seconds. The derivation of those matrices is detailed Appendix B.
The above linear model is initialized at the last received measurements:
V (k) = V m(k) P (k) = Pm(k) I(k) = Im(k). (4.21)
The last constraint (4.19) is aimed at restoring the average DC voltage:





Vi(k + j) j = 0, . . . , Nc (4.22)
to a given reference V refavg . The main motivation is that, in an MTDC system, no bus has its
voltage tightly controlled; instead, DC voltages evolve according to the droop characteristic of
Eq. (2.35) (where an infinite KV would be required to have constant voltage). Equation (4.19)
prevents the voltage profile from somewhat “floating”. Without this constraint, if the term Plosses
in (4.7) is underestimated by the Power Rescheduler when settingP ref , the MPC controller would
progressively increase the DC voltages (until one of them hits its limit) in order to decrease the
losses and, hence, the deviations from the reference powers. Conversely, if the MTDC grid losses
are overestimated, the MTDC voltages would be pushed to their lower limits. V refavg can be simply
set to the nominal DC voltage (i.e. to 1 pu) or it can be chosen to minimize the grid losses for a
desired power flow.
By keeping the DC voltages around the reference, Eq. (4.19) contributes to keeping voltages within
their limits. However, controlling the average does not ensure that all voltages settle in the desired
range. This is why the constraints (4.11) are also included in the formulation.
Each control output ∆P seti is communicated to the corresponding VSC i. The cumulative setpoint
change is applied through the outer loops of Fig. 2.10 as shown in Fig. 4.6.
4.2.6 Sensitivity and parameter update after topological changes
Following a significant event, the behavior of the MTDC grid may change significantly, and the
sensitivities and/or reference powers may become outdated. Two cases have to be considered, as
detailed next.





























Figure 4.6: Connection of secondary level actions to VSC outer controllers. The
∑
block denotes
a discrete integrator, i.e. its output ∆P settot is calculated as ∆P
set
tot (k) = ∆P
set
tot (k− 1) + ∆P set(k)
Tripping of a dispatchable VSC
If the i-th VSC has been taken out of service, the droop gain Kv,i is set to zero, and matrices SP
and SI are recalculated. SP is updated by simply subtracting Kv,i from the i-th diagonal entry.
As far as the Power Rescheduler is concerned, the scheduled power P schi and the participation fac-
tor ρi must be set to zero for the tripped VSC. The participation factors and/or the schedule values
of the remaining VSCs are adjusted accordingly. The participation factors should be adjusted so
that (4.8) holds true, whereas the update of the P sch values should follow pre-defined rules, e.g.
to redirect the power of the tripped VSC to a specific area.
This can be illustrated on the simple example of Fig. 4.5. Consider the outage of the VSC con-
nected to Area B. Assuming that the zero participation of Area A is unchanged, the participation
factor of Area C becomes ρ = 1 to satisfy (4.8). Then, from (4.7), the new power references are:
−50 MW for Area A, 0 MW for Area B and −50 MW for Area C.
Tripping of a DC branch
Matrices SP and SI are recalculated by removing the contribution of the tripped branch, and
the corresponding constraints (4.14) are removed. The Power Rescheduler does not need to be
updated (unless the HVDC grid splits).
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4.2.7 Actions on WF terminals
Some works [EBVG15, AS13, MS15] investigated the possibility of implementing primary DC
voltage support by WF converters. Specifically, by adjusting the blade pitch angle, the wind farms
can reduce their active power output in order to keep some primary reserves or provide support
in case of DC overvoltage. Therefore, they could also be equipped with a droop characteristic.
However, this would require dedicated market rules establishing economic incentives to compen-
sate for the long-term sub-optimal operation of the WF. This option is not considered in this work;
instead it is assumed that the WFs are normally operating in MPPT mode. In emergency condi-
tions, however, the controller can send corrective actions to WFs in order to reduce their output
temporarily. These actions are to be considered in case of an emergency. Hence, the deviation of
WF terminals from their reference value is assigned a higher cost wND in the objective function
(4.10).
Specifically for WF terminals, after the emergency cause has been dealt with, they should return
to MPPT operation. To do so, the controller has a “reset mechanism”, inspired by the method
proposed in [SBGV16]. Namely, (4.6) is modified as follows for WF terminal i (j = 1, . . . , Nc):





∆P cori (k) (4.23)
where ∆P cori (k) is the cumulated correction that has been sent to terminal i up to time k, i.e.:
∆P cori (k) =
k−1∑
j=−∞
∆P seti (j) (4.24)
Clearly, ∆P cori (k) cannot be positive, i.e. the MPC cannot force the WF to produce more than
the maximum power received from wind. If it is equal to zero, then (4.23) is the same as (4.6).
Otherwise, (4.23) gives an estimate of the MPPT WF power, if no correction had been sent. The
proposed controller will aim to restore the WF to its maximum available power once the constraint
necessitating WF curtailment is no longer active.
4.2.8 Progressive bound tightening
In normal operation, the DC voltages must remain between the specified minimum V min and
maximum V max values, and the branch currents are below their limits Imax. In this case, the
bounds in constraints (4.11) and (4.14) are (j = 1, . . . , Nc):
V low(k + j) = V min V up(k + j) = V max (4.25)
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I low(k + j) = −Imax Iup(k + j) = Imax. (4.26)
If, after a disturbance, a terminal DC voltage or a branch current exceeds its limit, the controller
should alleviate this violation before it leads to equipment tripping or damage. On the other hand,
abrupt corrections should be avoided. Therefore, after a violation is identified, the bounds in
(4.11) and (4.14) are progressively tightened. More precisely, if the DC voltage V mi measured at
terminal i violates its lower limit V mini , the latter is progressively enforced by specifying (j =
1, . . . , Nc):






V mini − V mi (k)
)
(4.27)
This is shown in Fig. 4.7. The leftmost dash-dotted line is the linearly evolving V lowi , considered at
time k, reaching V mini at the end of the control horizon, at time k+Nc. After a new measurement
is collected, at time k + 1, the bound is updated according to the rightmost dash-dotted line.
V min
k k + 1 k +Nc t
V
past system response
k +Nc + 1k + 2
measured value
bound in Eq. (28)
constraint evolution at k
constraint evolution at k + 1
Figure 4.7: DC Voltage progressive constraint tightening based on (4.27)
Of course similar expressions hold for the upper voltage limit and for the current limits as well.
In this thesis, a linear function has been chosen for the progressive constraint tightening. Other
functions, e.g. exponential, could be also used, if faster correction is required.
This way of alleviating the violations assumes that thermal limits can be exceeded for some time.
In HVDC systems, however, some violations may not be tolerated at all. For example, the DC
voltage limits have to be chosen with a security margin from the real technical limits because a
DC voltage outside limits may cause immediate tripping of the converter. In fact, the soonest
the controller can alleviate a violation is after a delay of one time step. For faster reaction, other
methods (relying only on local information, or event-based schemes) should be considered.
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4.2.9 Selection of control horizon
The control horizon can be chosen to obtain a desired 5% settling time. The latter can be easily
calculated by neglecting the losses of the MTDC grid and assuming no voltage or current limit is
reached. From (4.9) the VSC powers after one control step of the MPC will be:
P (k + 1) = P (k) +
P ref − P (k)
Nc
(4.28)
Therefore, the error δP after one step will be:
δP (k + 1) = P ref − P (k + 1) = Nc − 1
Nc
(
P ref − P (k)
)
(4.29)
Following the same logic for the next steps, the error at the n-th step will be:





P ref − P (k)
)
(4.30)
Numerical example: Assuming that a settling time of 40 s is chosen, this translates to a total of
8 steps for a sampling time of 5 s. Therefore, by substituting n = 8 in (4.30) the maximum control
horizon Nc is found as follows:
δP (k + 8) ≤ 0.05
(







≤ 0.05 ⇒ Nmaxc = 3 steps. (4.31)
4.3 Simulation results with secondary control
4.3.1 Test system
The proposed secondary control has been tested on the system of Fig. 3.1, consisting of two
asynchronous AC areas and one offshore wind farm, connected through a five-terminal HVDC
grid. The focus is on the MTDC grid response, thus, the N-1 secure configuration for both AC
areas has been selected.
Among the five VSCs, all but T5 operate in DC voltage droop mode with Kv = 5 pu (on the VSC
nominal power base). The initial setpoints P set and V set for each VSC are set equal to its initial
DC power and voltage. The initial power flow in the MTDC grid is shown in Fig. 4.8.
The effectiveness of the secondary level is first presented through various test cases, also docu-
mented in [PDPV17b].
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Figure 4.8: Test system topology and initial power flow
4.3.2 MPC Parameters
A control horizon ofNc = 3 steps has been considered for the MPC with a sampling time T = 5 s.
The control actions are applied 1 s after receiving the measurements, to account for the time needed
to process them, solve the optimization problem and communicate corrections to the VSCs. The
weighting factorswD, wND, q and v in the objective function (4.10) are taken equal to 1, 102, 103
and 106, respectively. These values have been chosen based on the importance of each variable,
and no further fine-tuning has been contemplated. The same participation factor ρ = 0.25 has
been assumed for all four dispatchable VSCs. Since steady state is assumed at the beginning of
the simulation, V refavg is taken equal to the average of the initial DC voltages (1 pu).
For all VSCs, the active power limits have been set to Pmin = −10 and Pmax = +10 pu (on a 100
MW base), the DC voltage limits to V min = 0.96 and V max = 1.04 pu. For simplicity, the rate of
change limits have been set to large values (∆Pmin = −10 pu and ∆Pmax = +10 pu), and were
not considered in the simulations. The DC branch current limits have been set to Imax = 10 pu,
except for both branches connected to T5, which have a lower capacity with Imax = 3.5 pu. The
term Plosses is neglected when calculating the references of the dispatchable VSCs in Eq. 4.7.
4.3.3 Scenario 1: WF power decrease and change in schedule
This first scenario includes the following events:
• from t = 11 to t = 31 s: gradual (although accelerated) decrease of the WF power from
299 to 100 MW;
• at t = 51 s: update of the scheduled powers P schi of all dispatchable VSCs. The new
schedule, corresponding to the new WF production, is as follows: 500 MW in T1, 600 MW
in T2, −800 MW in T3, and −400 MW in T4.
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Figure 4.9 shows the DC powers of the converters. As expected, following the WF power decrease,
all converters inject more power in the MTDC grid. The corrections calculated and sent by the
MPC controller are shown in Fig. 4.10. They start at t = 15 s. Since all dispatchable terminals
have the same participation factor ρi, the system is steered to an operating point where all VSCs
are asked to cover the same fraction of the lost WF power.
Following the schedule change at t = 51 s, the VSC powers are smoothly adjusted to follow their
new references obtained from (4.7). Since the latter neglects MTDC grid losses, the VSC powers
do not reach their reference values exactly. The final discrepancies P −P ref are: 6.4 MW for T1,
6.1 MW for T2, 6.7 MW for T3, and 6.3 MW for T4. Their sum (25.5 MW) is the total DC power
lost. They are (almost) equally distributed over the four VSCs because the latter were given the
same weight wD in the objective function (4.10).
The DC voltages and their average Vavg are shown in Fig. 4.11. The decrease of the WF power
causes a temporary power deficit in the MTDC grid, which is temporarily covered by the dischar-
ging of the DC capacitors, leading to the drop of the DC voltages. The magnitude of the DC
voltage drop is determined by the droop gains of the VSCs. However, the centralized controller
smoothly restores the average voltage to its reference value (1 pu), and all voltages eventually






















Figure 4.9: Scenario 1: DC powers of VSCs
The values of P sch of the VSCs at various time instants and the values P ref as calculated by (4.6)
and (4.7) are shown in Table 4.1 (rounded to the nearest integer). It is noted that the initial P sch
values are taken equal to the initial DC powers of the VSCs.
















































Figure 4.11: Scenario 1: MTDC grid voltages
4.3.4 Scenario 2: outage of an AC/DC terminal
This scenario involves the inadvertent tripping of Terminal T3 at t = 5 s.
Following this outage, the power references P ref are updated by the Power Rescheduler. As
explained in Section 4.2.6, the scheduled power of T3 and its participation factor are set to zero,
while the participation factors of the remaining dispatchable VSCs are adjusted. Several options
can be thought of for this adjustment. As in [EBVG15], it was assumed that, after the tripping
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Table 4.1: P sch and P ref values at various time instants (MW)
Time T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
t = 4 s P sch 506 405 -593 -593 -
P ref 500 400 -600 -600 299
t = 19 s P sch 506 405 -593 -593 -
P ref 520 419 -580 -580 220
t = 34 s P sch 506 405 -593 -593 -
P ref 550 449 -549 -549 100
t = 54 s P sch 500 600 -800 -400 -




















Figure 4.12: Scenario 2: DC powers of VSCs
of a VSC connected to an AC area, the power transfer to that area is taken over by the remaining
VSCs connected to it. This leads to setting, once the loss of T3 is known, ρ1 = 1 for T1, and
ρ2 = ρ4 = 0 for T2 and T4. The same can be achieved by setting ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ4 = 1/3 (i.e.





where P sch,pre denotes the pre-disturbance scheduled power. The second option is adopted here.
The VSC powers are shown in Fig. 4.12. Immediately after the outage of T3, thanks to voltage
droop control, T1, T2 and T4 adjust rapidly their power to restore the power balance of the MTDC
grid. As can be seen in Fig. 4.13, the controller starts acting at t = 10 s. It redirects the lost power
to T1, with the result that the powers of T2 and T4 progressively return to their pre-disturbance
values (see Fig. 4.12).
The corresponding DC voltage evolutions are shown in Fig. 4.14. Since T3 was operating as inver-













































Figure 4.14: Scenario 2: MTDC grid voltages
ter before the disturbance, the DC voltages rise rapidly after its tripping. As revealed by zooming
on the first milliseconds after the disturbance (shown only for T1), the DC voltages exhibit an
overshoot and are stabilized at a higher value by the DC voltage droop control. However, this
alone is not satisfactory, since the DC voltages exceed the allowed upper limit of 1.04 pu, and the
average DC voltage has drifted from its reference value. Both issues are corrected by the controller
smoothly bringing the DC voltages in the specified range and the average voltage to its reference.4
4In this figure (and similar ones), the actual DC voltage evolutions are shown, while the average voltage is the one
computed by the controller from the received measurements. This explains the (four second) lag that affects the curve
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Without the centralized control, the DC voltages would remain at the values immediately after the
disturbance and the violations observed at some buses would not be corrected.
While the powers are satisfactorily rerouted in the minute that follows this severe disturbance, the
resulting operating point may not be acceptable (e.g. insecure) over a longer period of time. It is
the tertiary level role to subsequently modify the power schedule (see Section 4.4).
To illustrate the robustness of the MPC scheme, simulation results in the presence of modeling
errors are provided in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Scenario 2 - Final operating points with various methods
Method
VSC Power (MW) Vavg
T1 T2 T4 (pu)
MPC & accurate model −110 407 −592 1.00
MPC & inaccurate model −110 407 −592 1.00
Open-loop & accurate model −110 −406 −590 1.00
Open-loop & inaccurate model −192 −343 −447 0.97
The first two lines of the table show the final operating points reached when using MPC, respecti-
vely without and with model inaccuracy. The latter consist of assuming erroneous entries in the
KV matrix used by the controller. Namely, Kv = 10 pu has been assumed for T1 and T2, instead
of the actual Kv = 5 pu value used in the VSC model. Comparing the first two rows of the table
shows that the MPC-based controller brought the system to the same final operating point, thus
compensating for the unknown error. It is noted that due to the change of the MTDC grid losses,
the steady-state power of T1 will not correspond exactly to the sum of the pre-disturbance powers
of T1 and T3.
The last two rows of the table relate to an optimization-based correction method acting in open
loop. The latter simply consists of a single-step (Nc = 1) minimization of the objective (4.10) un-
der the constraints (4.11)-(4.19).5 The so-obtained corrections are applied only once, i.e. without
exploiting successively updated measurements as MPC does. With an accurate model, this open-
loop correction yields almost the same operating point, showing negligible differences compared
to the MPC solution (first two rows). However, if theKV matrix is affected by the aforementioned
errors, the resulting operating point is significantly impacted, as shown by the last row of the table.
More precisely, T1 does not compensate for the loss of T3 as expected, and the effective average
voltage deviates from its setpoint.
of the average voltage.
5Except constraint (4.13), which has been removed as it is specific to multi-step control
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4.3.5 Scenario 3 - Branch overload alleviation
The last scenario demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed control in correcting branch current
violations. As the controller acts on the non-dispatchable terminal T5, it also illustrates the reset
mechanism described in Section 4.2.7.
The following events are involved:
• from t = 11 to t = 31 s: large, gradual (although much accelerated) increase of the WF
power by 550 MW;
• at t = 80 s: the average voltage reference V refavg is increased from 1 to 1.03 pu. This change


















Figure 4.15: Scenario 3: DC power of VSC T5
Figure 4.15 shows the power injected in the DC grid by T5. It can be seen that at t = 35 s, a
fraction of this power is curtailed by the controller. This curtailment is dictated by the overload
of the two branches connected to T5, as can be seen in Fig. 4.16. The limit of branch T5-T4 (of
3.5 pu) is the first to be exceeded, and the controller redirects the power injected by T5 through
branch T5-T1, which avoids curtailing the WF power. However, after t = 30 s both branches
have their limits exceeded and the controller starts decreasing the WF power. Eventually, some
140 MW are curtailed and the branch currents are brought back below their limits at t = 80 s. In
the same time interval, the DC voltages are adjusted so that their average is brought to 1 pu, as can
be seen from Fig. 4.17.
Following the change of the V refavg reference at t = 80 s, the controller increases all the DC
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voltages. As a result, the DC currents decrease slightly and temporarily, and their respective
constraints are no longer active. Thus, the MPC scheme identifies that some more WF power can
be accommodated, and it increases the power of T5. This restores a small part of the WF power








































Figure 4.17: Scenario 3: MTDC grid voltages
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4.4 Tertiary control
4.4.1 Objectives
The objectives of the tertiary control are the following:
• minimize the power losses in the MTDC grid;
• gather as much as possible energy produced by the wind power plants connected to the grid;
• satisfy a desired power in specific VSCs (e.g. to have a desired power exchange between
two AC areas);
• ensure the system has margin to operate within limits following the outage of any single
MTDC grid component (“N-1” situation).
The above are addressed by formulating and solving a Secure-Constrained Optimal Power Flow
Problem (SCOPF) for the MTDC grid. In most works in the literature [Wig15, CDW16, MZL+17,
IWCA15], an SCOPF is formulated taking into account the entire AC/DC interconnection, thus
extending the conventional SCOPF for AC grids [CMP+11].
The SCOPF proposed here focuses on the MTDC grid. Thus, it is much simpler due to the reduced
size of the problem and the absence of reactive power transfer. The security of the entire AC/DC
interconnection will instead be addressed in Chapter 6.
Note that the SCOPF considers the security of the MTDC grid after a contingency, but before
the secondary MPC-based controller has acted, since the latter will further improve the operating
point of the MTDC grid.
The outputs of the SCOPF are the vector of scheduled power values P sch and the average DC
voltage reference V refavg . In general, an increase of V
ref
avg would lead to lower losses and better
utilization of the MTDC grid. However, increasing it too much could lead to violating the upper
DC voltage limits after a disturbance, e.g. the tripping of a VSC in inverter mode.
V refavg is used in (4.19), i.e. in the MPC controller, whereas P
sch is required by the Power Resche-
duler to calculate the power references from (4.7). The tertiary level requires as an input a vector
P des, which includes the desired power transfers through specific VSCs. These VSCs include:
• non-dispatchable VSCs: the desired power is the present or a forecasted value;
• dispatchable VSCs: the desired power is the power requested to be transferred through a
subset of the dispatchable VSCs. This could result from inter-TSO or market agreements,
etc.
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4.4.2 SCOPF formulation
Based on the above, the SCOPF consists of solving a multi-objective optimization problem. The
objective function consists of minimizing a weighted average of the MTDC grid losses and the
deviations of the VSC powers from their desired values. The former is the sum of all the VSC
powers (neglecting the losses in the VSCs) [GL15], which results in the following:
min






wi(P0,i − P desi )2 (4.32)
where P0,i is the DC power of the i-th VSC in the base case (“N-0” situation), and wi a weighting
factor.
The minimization is subject to the following constraints:
• for the “N-0” situation:
P0 = diag(V0) GV0 (4.33)
I0 = AV0 (4.34)
{Imin,−Pmax,V min} ≤ {I0,P0,V0} ≤ {Imax,Pmax,V max} (4.35)
where P0, V0, I0 are the vectors of DC powers, voltages and branch currents, respectively,
in the “N-0” situation. G is the indefinite conductance matrix of the MTDC grid, and A
relates the DC voltages to DC branch currents (see also Appendix B).
• for the “N-1” situation (tripping of j-th component):
Pj = diag(Vj) Gj Vj (4.36)
Ij = Aj Vj (4.37)
{Iminj ,V minj } ≤ {Ij ,Vj} ≤ {Imaxj ,V maxj } (4.38)
for each VSC i = 1, . . . N :
0 ≤ (Pj,i + Pmaxi ) ⊥ αj,i ≥ 0 (4.39)
0 ≤ (Pmaxi − Pj,i) ⊥ βj,i ≥ 0 (4.40)
Pj,i − dj,i (P0,i −KV,i (Vj,i − V0,i)− αj,i + βj,i) = 0 (4.41)
where Pj , Vj and Ij are the vectors of VSC powers, DC voltages and branch currents,
respectively, after the outage of component j (either a VSC or a DC branch). α and β are
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auxiliary variables used to include the VSC power ratings in the optimization. dj,i is equal
to one, unless the disturbance j is the tripping of the i-th VSC, in which case it is equal to
zero. Gj and Aj are equal to G and A, respectively, unless the tripped j-th component is
a DC branch. In that case the contribution of the tripped branch is removed from the two
matrices.
Priority can be given in (4.32) to specific VSCs by choosing appropriate values for the weighting
factors wi. For example, for VSCs connecting wind farms to the MTDC grid, a large weighting
factor is used to gather as much power as possible from them. It is set to 0 for VSCs whose power
is not required to be close to a desired value, but instead depends on the rest.
Constraint (4.33) expresses that P0 and V0 should satisfy the power flow equations of the MTDC
grid. Equality constraint (4.34) yields the DC branch currents. Constraints (4.35) relate to the
maximum (i.e. Imax,Pmax and V max) and minimum (i.e. Imin,−Pmax and V min) values of
the DC branch currents, VSC powers and DC voltages, respectively.
As far as the “N-1” case is concerned, constraint (4.36) denotes the power flow equations after the
tripping of the j-th component. Similarly, equality constraints (4.37) give the DC branch currents
after the outage and constraints (4.38) specify that the currents and DC voltages must remain bet-
ween limits after the outage. Note that the current and voltage limits, in the N-1 situation, denoted
as Imin,maxj and V
min,max
j , respectively, can be different from the limits for normal operation.
It is noted that if a VSC is connected radially to the rest of the MTDC grid, the outage of its DC
branch is not included in the SCOPF. Instead, only the outage of the VSC is considered. The
impact on the remaining MTDC system is the same in steady-state in both cases (the VSC is
tripped and no current is flowing through the radial branch).
Constraints (4.39)-(4.41) relate to the power of each VSC in the post-disturbance case, and ensure
that it is between the maximum and minimum limits Pmax and −Pmax, respectively. The auxili-
ary vectors α and β are introduced to appropriately model the behavior of a VSC in droop mode
when it reaches one of its power limits. A VSC cannot be overloaded; when it reaches its max-
imum (resp. minimum) power Pmax, its power stops increasing (resp. decreasing), hence, this
is equivalent to a change of its behavior. Thus, each VSC in droop mode follows the piece-wise
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characteristic shown in Fig. 4.18, described by the following equations6:

P = −Pmax and V ≥ Pmax+P0KV + V0



















Figure 4.18: Piece-wise droop characteristic of VSC
Equation (4.42) indicates that when the VSC reaches one of its power limits, it switches to constant
power control (i.e. Kv = 0). In order to include this change of behavior in the SCOPF formulation
without resorting to integer variables, complementarity constraints [RRS05] (denoted with the ⊥
symbol) are used. Specifically, constraints (4.39) and (4.40) can be re-written as follows:
(Pj,i + P
max
i ) αj,i = 0 (4.43)
Pj,i + P
max
i ≥ 0 and αj,i ≥ 0 (4.44)
(Pmaxi − Pj,i) βj,i = 0 (4.45)
Pmaxi − Pj,i ≥ 0 and βj,i ≥ 0 (4.46)
6Parameters (P set, V set) have been replaced by (P0, V0) in (4.32)-(4.42), implicitly taking P0 = P set and V0 =
V set. In fact, an infinite number of pairs (P set, V set) can yield the same power flow (P0, V0). Here, P0 = P set and
V 0 = V set has been taken to simplify the presentation.
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It can be verified by enumerating the various cases that constraints (4.39)-(4.41) represent correctly
the piece-wise characteristic (4.42). For instance, when the i-th VSC is upper limited following
the j-th disturbance:
1. from (4.43): αj,i = 0;
2. from (4.45): βj,i ≥ 0;
3. (4.41) with dj,i = 1 yields: Pmaxi − P0,i +KV,i (Vj,i − V0,i) + βj,i = 0;
4. since βj,i ≥ 0: Pmaxi − P0,i +KV,i (Vj,i − V0,i) ≤ 0;
5. therefore the following relation holds for the DC voltage: Vj,i ≤ V0,i + P0.i−Pj,iKV,i
This shows that the VSC operates on the rightmost vertical piece of the characteristic in Fig. 4.18.
More information on complementarity constraints, as well as methods to achieve better conver-
gence to the solution, were presented in [RRS05] and its references.
The resulting formulation is a nonlinear quadratic problem for which several solvers can be found.
Here, the optimization is solved in Matlab with the use of the fmincon function relying on the
interior-point algorithm. In the cases considered in the simulation results of Section 4.5, the requi-
red time for the algorithm to converge to the solution was approximately 20-35 s.
4.4.3 Outputs given to secondary level
The output of the optimization is a set of powers P0 and DC voltages V0. From the former, the
new scheduled powers of the dispatchable VSCs are given to the Power Rescheduler as follows:
P schi = P0,i for i = 1, . . . , ND (4.47)





If it is found from the SCOPF that the power of e.g. a wind farm has to be reduced to ensure
the security of the MTDC grid, it is necessary to force the secondary MPC to curtail some of its
power. This is done by setting to P0,i the maximum power (Pmaxi in (4.12)) of the corresponding
non-dispatchable i-th VSC.
Finally, the average DC voltage reference V refavg is taken equal to the average value of the voltages









The above SCOPF formulation has been kept as simple as possible. Other constraints could be
incorporated, such as a desired power transfer between AC areas or a maximum change of power
injection to an AC area after a contingency (e.g. to prevent unacceptable frequency deviations).
In addition, transient dynamics have not been taken into account. The SCOPF ensures that steady-
state limits of DC voltages and currents will be respected. Thus, it is implicitly assumed that a
transient violation of these limits after the disturbance can be tolerated and rapidly corrected by the
VSC controls. The analysis could be coupled with EMT simulations involving detailed modeling
of the VSCs and the lines/cables to appropriately tune the VSC controls and check in detail that
the security limits are satisfied. This analysis, however, was not further considered here.
Furthermore, different values of Imax, V max and V min have been assumed between normal and
post-contingency situation. The limits for the N-0 case should be at least as constraining as the
ones used in the secondary level controller, otherwise the MPC would not satisfy the operating
point calculated by the SCOPF. On the other hand, a wider range can be selected for the N-1
cases in the SCOPF constraints.. Although it is highly unlikely that the DC voltage limits can be
significantly relaxed, small branch overloads might be tolerated for a short period of time, i.e. the
time required by the MPC controller to remove the current violation. Assuming that the MPC-
based secondary control will succeed alleviating the overload, Imaxj in (4.38) can be set to higher
value than Imax in (4.35). However, the tertiary level has to ensure that following a disturbance,
there remains sufficient margin for the secondary level to act. Namely, the voltages and currents
after the disturbance should not lead to further equipment tripping before the secondary control
has time to correct the violations.
Finally, the formulation of a multi-objective optimization problem requires attention when tuning
the weighting factors. Here, more weight is given first to harvesting the WF power, then to sa-
tisfying the desired powers of the dispatchable VSCs, and lastly to losses minimization. Situations
might occur where the optimization, pursuing the maximum WF power harvest, increases the
losses in the MTDC grid, thus pushing the DC voltages to their lower limit.
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4.5 Simulation results with tertiary control
Results of the application of the tertiary level are presented on the five-terminal DC grid previously
considered in this chapter (see Fig. 4.8). The SCOPF formulation is solved for two cases including
all N-1 contingencies7:
• Case 1: the desired powers P des of T3, T4 and T5 are set equal to −3, −4 and 2 pu,
respectively;
• Case 2: the desired powers P des of T3, T4 and T5 are set equal to −9, −9 and 9 pu,
respectively;
The following limits are used in the optimization:
• for the pre-contingency situation: same limits as for the secondary level, i.e. V min =
0.96 pu, V max = 1.04 pu, Pmax = 10 pu, Imax = 10 pu for all HVDC branches except
the ones connected to the WF that have a limit Imax = 3.5 pu;
• for the (immediate) post-contingency situation: larger voltage and maximum current de-
viations are allowed, i.e. V min = 0.90 pu, V max = 1.10 pu and Imaxj = 110% I
max
pu.
The weighting factors of T1 and T2 are set to zero, for T3 and T4 they are set to w3 = w4 = 10
and for T5 a value w5 = 103 is chosen.
The results of the SCOPF are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. For comparison purposes the results of
a simple “N-0” OPF considering (4.32)-(4.35) only are also included.
Table 4.3: OPF and SCOPF results for Case 1
SCOPF OPF
VSC P0 (pu) V0 (pu) P0 (pu) V0 (pu)
T1 3.35 1.04 3.34 1.04
T2 1.70 1.04 1.70 1.04
T3 -3 1.0306 -3 1.0306
T4 -4 1.0347 -4 1.0347
T5 2 1.0395 2 1.0395
Losses (pu) 0.05 0.04
7except of the tripping of the branch connecting T5 to the rest of the MTDC grid
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Table 4.4: OPF and SCOPF results for Case 2
SCOPF OPF
VSC P0 (pu) V0 (pu) P0 (pu) V0 (pu)
T1 3.95 1.0376 2.01 1.0344
T2 3.20 1.04 6.07 1.04
T3 -6.86 1.0159 -9 1.0055
T4 -4.15 1.0348 -6.02 1.0325
T5 4.03 1.04 7.28 1.04
Losses (pu) 0.17 0.34
The SCOPF and the OPF reach an almost identical operating point in the first case, as shown in
Table 4.3. The small differences can be attributed to rounding off and solver accuracy. In fact,
there is no constraining contingency for the first case since the power flows in the MTDC grid
are small. Therefore, the solution satisfies the desired powers of T3, T4 and T5, and it is steered
towards the maximum DC voltage limit in order to reduce the losses.
The second case, detailed in Table 4.4, shows that a quite different operating point is reached when
an N-1 security constraint becomes active. In both cases, the capability of the branches connecting
the WF to the MTDC grid is smaller than the produced power. Therefore, it is required to reduce
the WF power. However, the optimal WF power resulting from the SCOPF is almost half of the
one from the OPF, since the system would not be secure in case of the outage of one of the two
branches.
It is interesting to note that the losses are higher with the OPF. This is because of the higher WF
power injected into the network.
4.5.1 Coordination with secondary level
The coordination between the secondary and the tertiary level, as well the ability of the former to
track the operating point given by the latter is demonstrated here. In addition, the dynamic simu-
lations reported here served as a validation of the results of the SCOPF. The system of Fig. 3.1 is
again simulated, starting from the operating point shown in Fig. 4.8, and considering the following
events:
• at t = 11 s: the tertiary level provides a new secure operating point for the current pro-
duction of the WF; the desired powers of T3 and T4 are set to −6 pu;
• at t = 81 s: tripping of branch connecting the VSCs T2 and T4. This constraining con-
tingency leads to a violation of the long-term current limit of the branch between T4 and
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Table 4.5: SCOPF results with short-term relaxation of Imax
VSC T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
P0 (pu) 1.40 6.06 -6 -4.29 2.99
V0 (pu) 1.0344 1.04 1.0154 1.0324 1.0362
Losses (pu) 0.17
V refavg (pu) 1.0317
T5.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the powers and the DC voltages of the VSCs.
At t = 11 s, the new values of P sch and V refavg shown in Table 4.5 are sent to the Power Reschedu-
ler. It is noted that due to N-1 security constraints the desired power of T4 (−6 pu) is not satisfied,
but is instead increased to −4.29 pu (see Table 4.5). The secondary level successfully steers the
MTDC grid to the received operating point. However, following the tripping of the branch T2-T4,
the MPC controller reduces (resp. increases) the power of T1 (resp. of T3 and T4). As revealed
in Fig. 4.21, this was necessary to restore the DC current of branch between T4 and T5 below its






















Figure 4.19: VSC powers
It is highlighted that the DC current in branch T4-T5 right after the disturbance has been allowed
to reach a value of 110% of the Imax value (namely 3.85 pu instead of 3.5 pu). This constraint re-
laxation allowed the tertiary level to further optimize the operation of the MTDC grid, knowing in
advance that the secondary level would correct such short-term violations, in case the contingency
occurs.











































Figure 4.21: Branch currents
If the relaxation of the branch current was not considered, the SCOPF would result in the operating
point given by Table 4.6. To satisfy the more constraining limit, the N-0 case power of T4 would
need to be further increased from −4.29 pu (see Table 4.5) to −3.89 pu.
To validate the result of the SCOPF, the same dynamic simulation as in Figs. 4.19-4.21 has been
performed with the lower limit. Figure 4.22 shows the DC currents flowing through branches
T1-T5 and T4-T5. It can be seen that the DC current in branch T4-T5 rises to its maximum and
settles at this value after a short transient. A short adjustment period is also observed after the
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Table 4.6: SCOPF results without short-term relaxation of Imax
VSC T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
P0 (pu) 1.87 5.18 -6 -3.89 2.99
V0 (pu) 1.0353 1.04 1.0162 1.0334 1.0371
Losses (pu) 0.15
V refavg (pu) 1.0324
disturbance. This is due to the secondary level adjusting the setpoints of the VSCs to alleviate
DC voltage violations and restore the average DC voltage to its reference value. Apart from this





















Figure 4.22: Branch currents without short-term relaxation of Imax
4.6 Summary
A three-level hierarchical control structure for MTDC grids has been proposed in this chapter. The
structure is based on the DC voltage droop control as a primary level, an MPC-based secondary
level, and an SCOPF as a tertiary level.
The primary level ensures the stability of the MTDC grid by enabling multiple VSCs to adjust their
power and correct power imbalances. The secondary level monitors the whole MTDC grid and
coordinates the VSCs to steer the MTDC grid towards a desired operating point, while respecting
constraints. The tertiary level aims at optimizing the operation of the MTDC grid taking into
account security constraints. The security constraints specify that the MTDC grid can reach an
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acceptable operating point following the loss of a single HVDC component, taking into account
that the secondary level can contribute in alleviating short-term violations.
Chapter 5
Frequency support among
asynchronous AC areas through MTDC
grids
The subject of this chapter is the description of two methods for frequency support among asyn-
chronous AC areas through MTDC grids. The basic mechanism has been already illustrated using
the example of Section 3.2. The support in the example relied on a simple frequency droop control
that is considered the state-of-the-art in the literature. Both alternatives described in this chapter
are inspired of MPC. However, they approach the subject from a different perspective aiming to
satisfy different objectives.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 reviews the methods that have been proposed in
the literature. Section 5.2 details the first scheme [PDPV17a, PDPV17c], while Section 5.3 provi-
des simulation results illustrating its performance. The second scheme [PDP+18a] is described in
Section 5.4. The corresponding simulation results are provided in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6
summarizes the main results of the chapter.
5.1 Introduction
Frequency support to an AC area by VSCs and MTDC grids has been the subject of quite a number
of publications. In the majority of them, a supplementary proportional (droop) control is added to
the control structure of the VSC, enabling it to react to frequency deviations [HU10, WAA+15,
SPG13]. A variant of the droop scheme was proposed in [Vra13], where different values of droop
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are used depending on the severity of the disturbance. A different approach was described in
[ZBA+13], but it can be used for inertia emulation only and not for sharing primary reserves
between asynchronous AC areas.
A number of publications are devoted to control strategies enabling both primary frequency cont-
rol and inertia emulation response by offshore wind farms connected to the main onshore network
through an MTDC grid [Phu12, PCG12, SMS+12]. In this application, the main idea is to enable
the offshore converters to change the frequency (or the voltage magnitude) they impose on the AC
offshore grid [FE07]. This in turn triggers the controllers of the offshore wind turbines, which
modify their active power production to provide inertial or primary frequency support. An alter-
native method based on directly communicating the onshore frequency deviation to the offshore
wind farm was proposed in [MS15].
A drawback of the simple frequency droop control is the strong interaction with its DC voltage
droop counterpart. This has been shown to reduce the efficiency of both control schemes, and
adjustment of the frequency droop gain is required to achieve the desired participation to frequency
support [ADPG15]. However, even this adjustment is valid only for a given configuration of the
system. Namely, if one VSC is not participating to DC voltage droop control as expected, the
support provided to the AC area undergoing the frequency deviation will be significantly reduced.
An alternative was proposed in [PGV15], using integral control of the power setpoint to deal with
this issue.
In addition, with the exception of [MS15], the study of frequency support to AC areas by MTDC
grids has focused on AC-side disturbances. Cases like the outage of a VSC, which could lead
to significant frequency deviations, as well as troublesome DC voltage problems have not been
investigated. In this case, a “compromise” should be sought between frequency support and main-
taining an acceptable DC voltage profile of the system. Conventional control structures would
require a rather complex set of rules and correct limits to deal with the above cases, the design of
which is not obvious.
In general, there are two options to consider for frequency support through HVDC grids: (i) a
continuously active regulation, and (ii) an activation only after large disturbances. In the first
scheme, each VSC adjusts its power exchange with the AC grid in response to the frequency
deviation resulting in a partial coupling between the balancing controls of the various AC systems,
originally decoupled. In contrast, the second scheme considers frequency support by the VSCs
as an emergency control scheme, inactive for small deviations around its nominal value [BCH14].
Frequency support is then activated when unusually large frequency deviations or Rates Of Change
Of Frequency (ROCOF) are detected.
Some works have investigated the possibility to use the MTDC grid in order to “reach a frequency
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consensus” between the interconnected asynchronous AC areas [JPSE11, AWD+15], i.e. eventu-
ally bring all frequencies to the same value. This is not the track followed in this work, whose
aim is to consider frequency support as an “emergency” control scheme, as also suggested in
[BCH14]. Therefore, for small frequency deviations the frequency support scheme remains in-
active. This also serves the purpose of preventing continuous interactions between the frequency
controls of AC systems which were otherwise planned to operate asynchronously. On the other
hand, in response to a large enough frequency deviation in one AC area, the VSCs connected to
the latter sense the frequency deviation and correspondingly adjust the power transfer through the
MTDC grid, thus taking advantage of the primary reserves of other AC areas.
5.2 Scheme 1 - Predefined participation
In the first scheme, the participating VSC is controlled to provide in steady state a pre-defined
fraction of the total power injection needed to support the frequency in the AC area of concern,
as for a power plant under speed governor control. This can be achieved by changing the power
setpoint P set of the P -V characteristic (2.35) until the above objective is satisfied. As pointed out
in [PGV15], in order a VSC in frequency droop mode to achieve the desired power participation,
some kind of integral action is required so that the total change of its power setpoint counteracts
the impact of the resulting DC voltage deviation on its power flow (according to (2.35)).
Clearly, the added control should not jeopardize the operation of the MTDC grid as well the other
AC areas. This imposes to obey constraints on the DC voltage, on the rate of change of powers,
etc. Furthermore, a concern which, to the authors’ knowledge, has not received proper attention
is the controller behavior when the other AC areas do not “cooperate” as expected, e.g. when the
VSCs of one area do not participate as expected in DC voltage control and, hence, do not provide
the power requested by the frequency controlling VSCs.
Finally, it is highly desirable for each VSC to rely only on local measurements readily available.
By so doing, fast and reliable performance can be achieved without resorting to communication
between converters, which can be subject to delays and failures.
5.2.1 Controller objective
The proposed controller bears the spirit of an “emergency” scheme, thus being inactive in normal
operation. Its activation is triggered by frequency deviation with some hysteresis. As shown in
Fig. 5.1, as long as frequency stays inside a pre-specified range [fonmin, f
on
max], the controller remains
idle (OFF state), while it is activated as soon as frequency leaves the deadband (ON state). Once
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Figure 5.1: Controller activation logic
Let t? be the time when the control is activated, and P (t?) the power injected by the VSC into the
MTDC grid at that time.
The main objective of frequency control is to adjust P so that the steady-state participation of the
VSC is proportional to the frequency deviation from its nominal value fN , i.e.
lim
t→∞ [P (t)− P (t
?)−Kf (f(t)− fN ) ] = 0. (5.1)
The measurements used at time k are:
Pm(k) : the power flowing through the converter
V m(k) : the voltage at its DC bus
fm(k) : the frequency at its AC bus
rmf (k): the rate of change of frequency at its AC bus.
These measurements are readily available in the converter sub-station. Specifically, AC frequency
can be measured through the PLL. Note that multiple VSCs supporting the same AC area will not
measure exactly the same frequency, since the local measurements may be impacted by the initial
disturbance and by the resulting electromechanical oscillations.
The first scheme for frequency support is actually inspired by the formulation of the secondary
MPC-based controller of Chapter 4, the difference being that the frequency support scheme con-
cerns a single VSC. Similar to the secondary level, a reference evolution (or “trajectory” [QB03])
is defined with the objective of bringing the VSC power from its currently measured value to a
value satisfying (5.1) in a finite number Nc of control steps: for j = 1, . . . , Nc:
P ref (k + j) = Pm(k) +
j
Nc
[P (t?) +Kf (f(k +Nc)− fN )− Pm(k)] . (5.2)
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It is easily checked, that the reference power at the end of the control horizon satisfies the par-
ticipation defined by (5.1), if the frequency was already at its final value. This point is further
discussed later in this chapter.
In the MPC spirit, a constrained-optimization problem is set up. This requires a simplified model
for the DC voltage and power as well as for the AC frequency response, as described next.
5.2.2 DC Voltage and power model
As detailed in Chapter 3, the DC voltage droop control is used to maintain the balance of the
MTDC grid. By assuming that the MTDC grid dynamics are almost instantaneous, a steady-
state model can be used to predict the DC voltage (V ) and power (P ) changes in response to the
calculated control actions (∆P set): for j = 1, . . . , Nc:
P (k + j) = P (k + j − 1) + ∆P set(k + j − 1)−Kv(V (k + j)− V (k + j − 1)) (5.3)
V (k + j) = V (k + j − 1) + sv∆P set(k + j − 1) (5.4)
The setpoint variation ∆P set(k + j − 1) is defined as the change of setpoint P set between two
subsequent discrete times, i.e.:
∆P set(k + j − 1) = P set(k + j)− P set(k + j − 1).
The sensitivity sv in (5.4) takes into account the DC voltage droop gains of all VSCs and the
topology of the MTDC grid. Its derivation is detailed in Section 5.2.5.
At each sampling time, the above model is initialized to the latest received measurements Pm(k)
and V m(k), i.e.
P (k) = Pm(k) and V (k) = V m(k).
The model used for the DC grid is static, which is justified by the speed of power electronics, DC
voltage and VSC controls, compared to the sampling period of the discrete controller, in the order
of some hundrends milliseconds.
The prediction model can also be used in point-to-point HVDC links where the Master-Slave
control logic is used instead of the droop control [Rau14]. However, the proposed control can
only be applied on the Slave VSC since the Master converter adjusts its power to control its DC
voltage. In this case, the droop gain Kv in (5.3) is equal to zero, and the value of sv accounts only
for the expected DC voltage change due to change of losses.
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5.2.3 AC frequency model
A model of the AC system frequency is used to predict the future evolution. A simplified model is
considered in this work with a minimal requirement of parameters from the Transmission System
Operator (TSO) of the AC system.
Figure 5.2 depicts a simplified frequency response model [KBL94] serving as the basis to derive
the model used in the MPC. The following variables are involved:
• Pm: the total mechanical power produced by the conventional power plants,
• Pe: the total electrical power consumed in the AC system, produced by the generators,
• P : the DC power (counted positive for rectifier operation) drawn from the AC system (as-
suming only one VSC),
• rf : the ROCOF,
• ∆f : the frequency deviation from its nominal value,













Figure 5.2: Simplified frequency response model







In order to derive a simplified model for inclusion in the MPC formulation the following assump-
tions are made:
1. Pm and Pe remain constant throughout the whole prediction horizon of the MPC, and equal
to their values from the latest time of measurement i.e. Pm(k) and Pe(k). This assumption
neglects the contribution of the prime movers of the power plants and the load self-regulation
effect. However, by keeping the prediction horizon short enough, this approximation is
easily compensated by the MPC closed-loop nature.
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2. The VSC power P , which is adjusted by the MPC at each sampling time, has an instantane-
ous response and is also constant between two consecutive time instants. This is justified by
the very fast response of power electronics and VSC controls, compared to the AC frequency
dynamics.
Based on the aforementioned assumptions and (5.5), rf can be considered constant between two
consecutive actions of the MPC. Subsequently, the frequency change between time instants k + j
and k + j − 1 is given by: for j = 1, . . . , Nc:
f(k + j)− f(k + j − 1) = Pm(k)− Pe(k)− P (k + j)
2H
Ts (5.6)
where Ts is the sampling time. This equation can be decomposed as follows:
f(k + j)− f(k + j − 1) = Pm(k)− Pe(k)− P (k)
2H
Ts +
P (k)− P (k + j)
2H
Ts (5.7)
It is not realistic to assume precise knowledge of the total mechanical and electrical powers in the
AC system, at the rate of the controller. However, the fraction in the first term in the right hand
side of (5.7) is equal to the ROCOF at time k, i.e. rf (k), which can be measured directly by the
VSC through its PLL. Consequently, Pm(k) and Pe(k) can be eliminated from (5.7) resulting in
the following frequency prediction: for j = 1, . . . , Nc:
f(k + j)− f(k + j − 1) = rf (k)Ts + P (k)− P (k + j)
2H
Ts (5.8)
In (5.8) the total inertia constant H is used to calculate the effect of the DC power change on the
AC frequency. However, the exact value of this parameter is also unknown. In addition, (5.8)
assumes that only one VSC is changing its DC power to support the AC frequency, which might
not be the case since an AC area can be connected to an MTDC grid with more than one VSCs.
For these reasons a sensitivity sf is introduced. The value of sf requires an approximation of H
and should consider the fact that more than one VSCs may be participating in frequency support.
All things considered, the AC frequency prediction model is the following:
f(k + j) = f(k + j − 1) + rf (k)Ts + (P (k)− P (k + j)) sfTs (5.9)
The AC frequency model is initialized to the latest frequency and ROCOF measurements, namely:
f(k) = fm(k) and rf (k) = rmf (k).
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5.2.4 Constrained optimization problem
The constrained optimization at the heart of the proposed control consists in minimizing the devi-





[P ref (k + j)− P (k + j)]2 + v
Nc∑
j=1
[(k + j)]2 (5.10)
subject to the following constraints: for j = 1, . . . , Nc:
V low(k + j)− (k + j) ≤ V (k + j) ≤ V up(k + j) + (k + j) (5.11)
(k + j) ≥ 0 (5.12)
Pmin ≤ P (k + j) ≤ Pmax (5.13)
V (k + j) = V (k + j − 1) + sv ∆P set(k + j − 1) (5.14)
P (k + j) = P (k + j − 1) + ∆P set(k + j − 1)−Kv (V (k + j)− V (k + j − 1)) (5.15)
f(k + j) = f(k + j − 1) + [rf (k)− sf (P (k + j)− P (k))]Ts (5.16)
where  is a slack variable, and v a weight penalizing voltage violations.
Inequality (5.11) specifies that the DC voltage should not exceed the secure limits V low and V up.
In case the optimization problem becomes infeasible, these constraints are relaxed, with the 
variable taking a nonzero value. The constraint violation is, however, kept as small as possible
by setting the weight v to a high value. Note that V low and V up evolve with time k + j in order
to bring the voltage progressively inside the desired range defined by V min and V max. This is
achieved with the same method described in Section 4.2.8.
Constraint (5.13) imposes the VSC power to stay within limits.
Equations (5.14), (5.15) and (5.16) make up the DC voltage, power and AC frequency prediction
model, respectively. The predicted variables do not vary after the last action has been applied.
Hence, there is no need to take the prediction horizon larger than the control horizon Nc. sv is the
sensitivity of the DC voltage of a given VSC to the setpoint change ∆P set of the same VSC. Its
derivation is explained in the next section.
The formulation can accommodate other constraints, such as maximum rate of change of power
and/or DC voltage, maximum steady-state participation to frequency control, etc.
As demonstrated in [PDPV17a], it is not mandatory to include a model of frequency dynamics
in the formulation. Instead, the future frequency values could be set to the latest measurement
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fm(k), updated at each time step k. This is equivalent to assuming sf = 0 and rf = 0 in (5.16),
removing the need for a ROCOF measurement. Extensive tests in [PDPV17a] have shown that
this approximation is still properly compensated by the closed-loop MPC scheme. Nevertheless,
the simple prediction model (5.16) improves the frequency support, especially during the first
moments after the activation of the controller.






























Figure 5.3: Connection of frequency support actions to VSC outer controllers. The
∑
block
denotes a discrete integrator, i.e. its output ∆P settot is calculated as ∆P
set
tot (k) = ∆P
set
tot (k − 1) +
∆P set(k)
5.2.5 Determination of the sensitivity sv
The starting point to determining the sensitivity sv is the sensitivity matrix SP used in the se-
condary level of Chapter 4 and giving the relation between the DC voltage changes and the VSC
power setpoint changes. Its derivation has been detailed in Appendix B as follows:.
∆P set = Sp ∆V or ∆V = Sv ∆P set (5.17)
where: Sp = S−1v = Jdc + diag(Kv1 . . .Kvc). (5.18)
If an AC area is connected to the MTDC grid through more than one VSCs, it is possible that a
frequency excursion in that area activates frequency control in more than one terminals. Conside-
ring the c-th terminal, its DC voltage varies under the combined effect of several power changes








where A denotes the set of activated terminals. In order to control each of them independently of
the others, an approximate sensitivity factor sv is sought. It can be obtained under the following
reasonable approximations:
1. The controllers of all terminals connected to the same area have the same parameters (in
particular the same sampling period Ts);
2. the control action calculated by each controller at each time step is proportional to the cor-
responding frequency droops Kf (see Eq. (5.2)), i.e.






























This sensitivity accounts for the effect on DC voltages of all the VSCs supporting the frequency
of an area. Note that no information is exchanged between terminals in the course of controlling
frequency. In addition, the sensitivities (5.23) need not be updated often, but only after a topologi-
cal change in the MTDC grid. Once again, the approximations embedded in (5.23) are corrected
by the closed-loop MPC scheme.
5.2.6 Discussion
One could argue [VC18] that the desired participation to frequency support could be achieved
using a simple frequency droop (see Section 3.2). Indeed, as shown in [ADPG15], an appropriate
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adjustment of the frequency droop gain could lead to the correct participation without communi-
cation. However, the following conditions have to be satisfied:
• the losses of the MTDC grid do not change;
• no VSC reaches its rated power;
• frequency support is only activated in one area.
If at least one of the above conditions is not satisfied, then the pre-defined droop gain will not lead
to the correct participation. That was the main motivation to resort to some kind of integral action,
choosing MPC for its ability to provide adaptive response and respect constraints.
Another suggestion, in [VC18], was to remove the DC voltage droop and keep only the frequency
droop control when frequency support is activated. However, it was noted in the same reference
that the frequency deviations of the other areas are not negligible. Therefore, if frequency support
was to be activated at all terminals, the DC voltages would not be controlled. With the proposed
method, the voltage droop is kept active at all times, while the DC voltage constraints ensure that
frequency support is frozen as soon as a voltage limit is reached.
Obviously, if communication between the VSCs was assumed (even a limited one), the proposed
control could be adjusted to take into account the received information, and its response could be
further improved.
5.3 Simulation results for Scheme 1
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Figure 5.4: MTDC grid initial power flow
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The proposed control scheme has been tested on the system of Fig. 3.1. The power flow in the
MTDC grid has been slightly adjusted, as shown in Fig. 5.4. The adjustment mainly concerns the
power of T3 which has been increased in order to simulate a significant VSC outage.
Among the five VSCs, all but T5 operate in DC voltage droop mode with Kv = 5 pu (on the
VSC nominal power base), and are equipped with the proposed frequency control with a gain
Kf = 20 pu. A deadband of±200 mHz is used for the activation of the controller and of±10 mHz
for its deactivation (see Fig. 5.1).
All discrete controllers have a sampling time T = 0.5 s, which is long compared to the time
constants of power electronics but short with respect to frequency dynamics. In order to syn-
chronize the VSCs acting on the same AC area, the controls ∆P set are applied at discrete times
kT (k = 1, 2, . . .), assuming that each controller is relying on a GPS-synchronized clock. Each
VSC collects the measurements Pm(k), V m(k) and fm(k) at times kT − 0.1 s (k = 1, 2, . . .) to
account for the time needed to solve the optimization problem.
The control and prediction horizons have been set both to Nc = 3 to obtain a fast response time.
The weighting factor v (see (5.10)) has been chosen to 104.
The active power limits of each VSC have been set equal to the VSC nominal active power of
1000 MW, i.e. Pmin = −10 and Pmax = +10 pu on a 100 MW base . The voltage limits at
the DC buses of T1 - T4 have been chosen equal to V min = V o − 0.05 and V max = V o +
0.05 pu, where V o is the initial DC voltage. The nominal DC voltage of all VSCs is ±320 kV.
For simplicity, the simulation results do not consider the frequency response model (5.16), as in
[PDPV17a]. Results with a frequency response model have been reported in [PDPV17c].
A total of five scenarios are demonstrated. The first two concern an AC-side disturbance, for which
a comparison between the proposed controller and the conventional frequency droop scheme is
performed. The last three scenarios show the performance of the proposed scheme in a more
intricate case, initiated by a DC-side disturbance. The hierarchical control structure for the MTDC
grid described in Chapter 4 is not considered here.
The proposed scheme has also been validated experimentally. The control was implemented on a
small-scale DC grid, in collaboration with Ecole Centrale de Lille [AAB+18]. The mock-up DC
grid involves DC cables and VSCs, on which the ideas presented in the previous sections were
tested. More details on the implementation steps, as well as a sample of the experimental results,
are reported in Appendix D.
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5.3.2 Disturbance in the AC system
The first two scenarios correspond to the tripping of generator g8E in the East subsystem (see
Fig. 3.1), which activates frequency control by T2 and T4.
A comparison is conducted with the conventional frequency droop control using the same droop
Kf . To facilitate the comparison, the droop control is also implemented as a discrete-time con-
troller with the same sampling time as the RHC-based control (T = 0.5 s). The droop control is
activated when frequency exits the same deadband (±200 mHz) as in the proposed MPC-based
control.
Scenario 1
Figure 5.5 shows the frequencies in both AC areas, with and without frequency support by T2
and T4. As expected, the activation of frequency support by T2 and T4 leads to a less pronoun-
ced frequency dip, and a higher final value, to the expense of a frequency deviation in the West
subsystem, although milder. However, the proposed control leads to a higher power infeed than
the conventional droop. The reason is the enforcement of the desired steady-state participation















East - no support
East - classical droop
East - proposed control
West - no support
West - classical droop
West - proposed control
Figure 5.5: Scenario 1: AC system frequencies
This is further illustrated in Fig. 5.6, which shows the DC power of T4 for both schemes. It is
noted that frequency control is activated at t = 6 s and, hence, the first control action is applied
at t = 6.5 s in both cases. The MPC-based scheme provides the correct participation in steady
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state (approx. 80 MW) compared to the conventional droop scheme whose effect is partially
counteracted by the DC voltage droop control (yielding a participation of approx. 40 MW). T2

















T4 - classical droop
T4 - proposed control

















T4 - classical droop
T4 - proposed control
Figure 5.7: Scenario 1: DC voltage at bus DC4
The DC voltage at bus DC4 is shown in Fig. 5.7. The other DC voltages experience similar
variations. Clearly, by enforcing the required participation through MPC, the DC voltages of
the grid experience larger deviations. However, this is acceptable since these deviations are kept
between the specified operating limits.
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The control steps (∆P set) of the proposed controller are shown in Fig. 5.8 for both T2 and T4.
The largest corrections are observed immediately after the activation of frequency support. In
steady-state, the desired participation has been satisfied, hence the actions calculated by the MPC
(i.e. the inputs to the discrete integrator in Fig. 5.3) are equal to zero.
It must be highlighted that the time response of the proposed frequency control is comparable to
that of a conventional power plant. This is important in order to limit the impact of the initial
disturbance on the West system. Indeed, if faster response was provided (as made possible by




















Figure 5.8: Scenario 1: Control steps ∆P set in T2 and T4
Finally, Fig. 5.9 shows, for T4, a plot of the power deviation P (t) − P (t?) as function of the
frequency change f−fN , superimposed to the dotted line which corresponds to the desired steady-
state participationKf (f−fN ). Before frequency control activation, the T4 power does not deviate
significantly from its initial value (see horizontal upper part of the trajectory), whereas after its
activation, it eventually converges to point A on the frequency droop line, confirming that (5.1) is
satisfied. Point B corresponds to the steady state reached with the conventional droop scheme.
Scenario 2
The purpose of this scenario is to demonstrate the safe behavior of the MPC scheme in case of
unexpected non-cooperation between the two areas.
It involves the same initial generator outage, but now T3 does not participate in DC voltage control
























Steady-state frequency droop line
Figure 5.9: Scenario 1: Power deviation vs frequency for T4
as expected. Specifically, it is assumed that T3 is operating in constant power mode (Kv = 0).
This could be the result of a non-reported action by the transmission system operator of the West
system, due to stressed conditions in that system. It must be emphasized that the sensitivity sv has
not been updated to account for this “hidden failure”.
After the tripping of g8E, frequency support is activated in T2 and T4 as in the previous scenario.
However, the whole power requested by T2 and T4 is now provided by T1 alone. Indicatively,
the DC power of T2 is shown in Fig. 5.10, while the same power in Scenario 1 is repeated for
comparison. It can be seen that with the conventional control, T2 provides even less support
than in Scenario!1. The reason is the larger DC voltage deviation, due to the non-participation
of T3, which further reduces the frequency support by T2 and T4. On the contrary, the proposed
controller, eventually provides the same power as in Scenario 1, in spited of the failure of T3. The
DC voltage at bus DC2 is shown in Fig. 5.11. It can be seen that the proposed MPC-based control
leads to a larger DC voltage deviation since it requires a larger change of the power setpoint of
T2 in order to satisfy the desired participation. However, when the lower limit is approached, the
controller automatically adapts its behavior to avoid further DC voltage degradation. Following
the recovery of the East system frequency, the controller removes some of the power it had to
inject in the AC system. Hence, the DC voltage recovers and settles inside the allowed operating
zone.

















T2 - classical droop scenario 1
T2 - proposed control scenario 1
T2 - classical droop scenario 2
T2 - proposed control scenario 2
















T2 - classical droop
T2 - proposed control
Figure 5.11: Scenario 2: DC voltage at bus DC2
5.3.3 Disturbance in the MTDC system
The following scenarios deal with a disturbance in the MTDC system, i.e. the tripping of terminal
T3 at t = 3 s. In all cases, this event is followed by a very fast power adjustment of T1, T2 and
T4, under the effect of DC voltage droop control. The outage is expected to cause a significant
frequency deviation in both AC systems, but in opposite directions. Indeed, since the West system
is missing the 843 MW injected by T3, it will experience under-frequency. The East system, on the
other hand, will experience over-frequency. Each of the following scenarios relates to a different
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outcome:
1. Scenario 3: only T1 is equipped with the proposed MPC control.
2. Scenario 4: only T2 and T4 are equipped with that control.
3. Scenario 5: all remaining terminals (T1, T2 and T4) are equipped with that control.
Scenario 3
When frequency support is activated in T1 only, the system evolves as shown in Figs. 5.12 to 5.14.
Figure 5.12 shows the frequencies of both systems with and without the support by T1. It can be

















East - without support by T1
East - with support by T1
West - without support by T1
West - with support by T1
Figure 5.12: Scenario 3: AC system frequencies
The DC powers of the VSCs are shown in Fig. 5.13. Due to DC voltage droop control, the powers
of T1, T2 and T4 change rapidly to restore the power balance of the MTDC grid. Then, at t = 6.5 s,
frequency support is activated in T1. At this point, the choice of the correct reference value P (t?)
has to be stressed. This value should be recorded after the VSC power has settled under the effect
of the DC voltage droop control. Otherwise, the VSC will not provide the desired participation
that corresponds to the new configuration of the system. Given that the DC voltage response is
much faster than the AC frequency response, it can be assumed that the MTDC grid will have
reached steady voltages before the frequency of the AC network leaves the specified deadband.
For this reason, it has been chosen to set P (t?) to the last power measurement taken before the
controller activation.
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Finally, the DC voltages at buses DC1, DC2 and DC4 are shown in Fig. 5.14. Following the
tripping of T3 they all rise very fast but are promptly stabilized by the DC voltage droop control.
However, the DC voltage of T1 settles outside its limit. Therefore, following the activation of
frequency support, the controller not only pursues to change the power of T1 in order to satisfy
the desired participation, but also to bring the DC voltage below the maximum limit. As expected,









































Figure 5.14: Scenario 3: MTDC grid voltages
It fact, in this case the proposed controller automatically provides more power than the amount
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specified by the desired droop gain. The reason is that the change of the T1 power setpoint required
in order to bring the DC voltage to its limit is greater than the one required to satisfy the desired
participation to frequency support. This behavior is beneficial, since providing more power to the
West system favors the response of the combined AC/DC system, i.e. it improves the frequency
response of both East and West subsystems and the DC voltages in the DC grid. It should be
also noted that if the opposite was true, i.e. the change of power setpoint required to satisfy the
desired frequency participation was greater than the one needed to bring the DC voltage to its limit,
the controller would eventually provide the desired participation and the DC voltage would settle
inside its desired operating range. Therefore, it can be concluded that in this case the proposed
scheme will provide at least the desired participation.
Scenario 4
Figures 5.15 to 5.17 show the evolution of the system when T2 and T4 are equipped with the
proposed controller instead of T1. As in scenario 3, following the tripping of T3, DC voltages are
promptly stabilized by the DC voltage droop control, as shown in Fig. 5.15.
However, following the activation of frequency support by T2 and T4 at t = 6.5 s, the controllers
do not try to support the frequency of East system by increasing their injection in the DC system,
because this would aggravate the DC voltage violation. Instead, as shown in Fig. 5.16, they act




















Figure 5.15: Scenario 4: MTDC grid voltages
Figure 5.17 reveals a slow shift of power from T2 to T4. This is because the DC voltage of T4
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is restored a little below its limit before the DC voltage of T2 is also corrected. Therefore, since
no communication between the VSCs has been assumed, the controller of T4 senses that it could
inject some more power in the DC grid. On the other hand, since T2 keeps its DC voltage at the
requested limit, it modifies its power setpoint to cover for the power change of T4. Eventually,








































Figure 5.17: Scenario 4: DC power of VSCs
It should be highlighted that if the initial disturbance was not severe enough to cause the DC
voltage violation, the frequency controllers would behave as expected, i.e. they would draw power
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from the East subsystem to mitigate the frequency increase.
Scenario 5
In this last scenario, T1, T2 and T4 are all provided with the proposed frequency control scheme.
Thus, at t = 6.5 s, the three VSCs start adjusting their power setpoints, first to restore the DC
voltages below their limits, as in scenarios 3 and 4, then to satisfy their desired participatios to
frequency support. Thus, initially, all VSCs decrease their injection in the DC grid to correct the
DC voltages. This is achieved at approximately t = 12.5 s, as shown in Fig. 5.18. Since all DC
voltages are restored below their limits, the actions of all controllers are towards satisfying the
desired participation to frequency support.
As previously, T1 decreases its power injection into the DC grid, as shown in Fig. 5.19. Further-
more, since the East system experiences over-frequency, T2 and T4 also attempt to increase their
power injections into the DC grid. This leads to again increasing the DC voltages of the system,
as shown in Fig. 5.18, with the outcome that the maximum DC voltage constraint of T1 becomes
active. At the same time, since the DC voltages of T2 and T4 have not reached their limits yet, they
keep changing their power output in order to satisfy their own participation to frequency control
of the East system, as shown in Fig. 5.19.
Eventually, the system reaches a steady state when the desired participation of T2 and T4 has been
satisfied, whereas T1 is operating at its maximum DC voltage limit. It is also noted that eventually
T1 provides more power to the West subsystem than specified by its droop gain. As in Scenario 3,
this is beneficial since a larger part of the pre-disturbance power exchange between the two areas
is restored.
This severe scenario was aimed at demonstrating the ability to preserve DC grid operation even
when all VSCs switch to frequency support control mode. Clearly, this situation arises since no
communication is utilized and all VSCs aim at supporting frequency. However, the system could
be reset (e.g. by the slow, centralized controller of 4) in order to restore the DC voltage near its
nominal value, resume normal operation and restore the whole power transfer between the two
areas.










































Figure 5.19: Scenario 5: DC power of VSCs
5.4 Scheme 2 - Frequency containment
5.4.1 Overall controller description
The second option for frequency support approaches the problem from a different perspective.
Despite the various implementation differences of the methods for primary frequency support
in the literature, the main idea remains the same: a frequency droop gain is selected relating
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the power of the VSC with the AC frequency deviation, sometimes complemented by an inertia
emulation gain to provide some derivative response [FPB17]. This is inherited from AC systems
and power plants, where the droop method has been the norm for several decades. However,
although the droop control has proven indispensable for continuous regulation of frequency by
conventional units (if the small frequency deadband present in many speed governors is ignored),
the same does not necessarily hold true for the VSCs. In fact, simply specifying a frequency
droop gain prevents from utilizing the VSC maximum capacity in emergency cases, e.g. when
an Under-Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) threshold is approached. Instead, we can think of a
more adaptive control scheme that will provide as much support as possible in stressed situations,
especially when operating the future AC systems with a lower number of synchronous machines.
A novel possibility for provision of frequency support by VSCs is proposed in this section, refrai-
ning from the requirement to select a frequency droop gain, and exploiting the almost instantane-
ous response of VSCs. The main idea is to provide as much power as required (or as possible)
to prevent the triggering of UFLS relays or at least reduce the amount of load shedding. Typi-
cally, these relays have multiple shedding steps with various frequency thresholds. For example,
in [EE14b] UFLS schemes with a maximum of ten shedding steps between 49 and 48 Hz are
described. Avoiding or reducing UFLS can be translated into keeping frequency above the first
frequency threshold of the relays. To achieve this, an MPC-based scheme is proposed that chan-
ges the VSC power setpoint P set of its P -V characteristic (2.35), as soon as such a violation is
predicted.
Clearly, the added control should not jeopardize the operation of the MTDC grid as well the other
AC areas. This imposes to obey constraints on the DC voltages, on the rate of change of powers,
etc. As for Scheme 1, only local measurements readily available to each VSC are used.
5.4.2 Constrained optimization problem
Instead of a reference trajectory, the objective here is to minimize the total control effort, while
satisfying DC voltage, power and frequency constraints. The complete quadratic programing pro-





[∆P set(k + j)]2 + w1
Nc∑
j=1
2(k + j) + w2
Nc∑
j=1
ζ2(k + j) (5.24)
subject to the following linear constraints, for j = 1, . . . , Nc:
V low(k + j)− (k + j) ≤ V (k + j) ≤ V up(k + j) + (k + j) (5.25)
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Pmin ≤ P (k + j) ≤ Pmax (5.26)
fmin − ζ(k + j) ≤ f(k + j) ≤ fmax + ζ(k + j) (5.27)
(k + j), ζ(k + j) ≥ 0 (5.28)
P (k + j) = P (k + j − 1) + ∆P set(k + j − 1)−Kv(V (k + j)− V (k + j − 1)) (5.29)
V (k + j) = V (k + j − 1) + sv∆P set(k + j − 1) (5.30)
f(k + j) = f(k + j − 1) + rf (k)Ts + [P (k)− P (k + j)] sfTs (5.31)
The first term in the objective function (5.24) aims to minimize the total control effort. By mini-
mizing the L2 norm, the overall control effort is distributed throughout the whole control horizon
Nc and a smooth response is achieved. Again, the prediction horizon has been taken equal to the
control horizon.
Constraint (5.25) specifies that the DC voltage should remain between some security limits V low
and V up. These limits evolve with time k + j to bring the voltage progressively inside the desi-
red range defined by V min and V max, as for the first scheme (see also (5.11)). Constraint (5.26)
specifies that the VSC power must remain between the values Pmin, Pmax corresponding to the
capability of the VSC. Constraint (5.27) keeps the AC frequency inside the limits fmin and fmax.
Both constraints (5.25) and (5.27) can be relaxed by making variables  and ζ larger than zero in
case of infeasibility. Progressive constraint tightening could be also applied to constraint (5.27),
but is not considered here. However, both  and ζ are kept to small values by selecting large weig-
hting factors w1 and w2 in the objective function (5.24). Since the DC voltage constraint is critical
to avoid VSC tripping or damage, the weighting factors are chosen such that w1  w2  1.
Equations (5.29)-(5.31) make up the prediction model. The same model as for the first option is
considered here.
The controller operation for Nc = 3 steps is illustrated in Fig. 5.20. As long as the MPC does not
predict any frequency violation, the first term in the objective function (5.24) ensures that no action
is taken. Suppose now that, at time k, the controller receives measurements and identifies that the
minimum frequency limit is going to be violated, unless corrective actions are taken. The solution
of the quadratic programming problem (5.24)-(5.31) is a sequence of control actions ∆P set(k),
∆P set(k + 1), . . . , ∆P set(k +Nc − 1) required to keep the frequency above its minimum value,
if possible. The controller then applies the first action ∆P set(k) and discards the rest of the
sequence. At time k + 1, new measurements are received and the whole procedure is repeated for
the updated control horizon. As shown in Fig. 5.20, the updated frequency measurement at k + 1
differs from the one predicted at time k due to model simplifications, uncertainties, etc. However,
the closed-loop nature of the MPC can compensate for such modeling errors.
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Figure 5.20: Illustrative example of proposed controller operation
It has to be emphasized that the success of the VSC in keeping frequency above this limit cannot
be ensured. Instead, the various constraints, in particular (5.25) and (5.26) may prevent this.
Nevertheless, the proposed scheme is expected to provide the maximum possible support to the
system.
It is also noted that other constraints could be also accommodated by the formulation, such as
maximum power available for frequency support, maximum rate of change of frequency, maxi-
mum power requested from the other AC area, etc. For simplicity, the formulation has been kept
to the minimal set given by (5.24)-(5.31).
5.4.3 Discussion
The first scheme for frequency support required a deadband (see Fig. 5.1) to prevent continuous
interactions between the AC areas, and avoid activation of frequency support on all VSCs. The
size of the deadband should be sufficiently large to satisfy the above requirements. However, too
large a deadband would decrease the effectiveness of the controller, since it would be activated
with a larger delay. Thus, a compromise has to be found regarding the size of the deadband.
The formulation of the second scheme removes the need for a deadband. The first term in the
objective function (5.24) ensures that no action is taken, unless a violation of a frequency threshold
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is predicted (or a DC voltage violation has already been observed). The frequency threshold
depends on the UFLS settings, and no particular tuning is required; here it has been simply set
above the UFLS threshold with a sufficient margin.
It is expected that the activation of the proposed controller will be somewhat delayed since it
has first to wait for the frequency to drop significantly. However, as demonstrated by simulation
results, the controller counteracts this delay with a very fast response.




of this scheme, it is considered extremely
improbable that frequency support is activated on more than one VSC simultaneously. This as-
sumption cannot be made for other methods, which use a small frequency deadband, e.g. Scheme 1
presented in Section 5.2 of this thesis or the schemes in [SMS+12, ADPG15]). This characteristic
has to be considered by a TSO when performing security assessment of its AC area, and will be
further elaborated in Chapter 6.
5.5 Simulation results for Scheme 2
5.5.1 Test system
This second control scheme has been also tested on the system shown in Fig. 5.4.
All distribution buses are assumed to be equipped with UFLS relays. Each relay uses the local
frequency calculated from the bus voltage phasor measurements. If the frequency drops below a
threshold for more than 100 ms, a fraction of the load connected to the bus is shed. The frequency
thresholds and the curtailed blocks for each relay are shown in Table 5.1. The settings were tuned
to match this particular version of the Nordic East system, and avoid an overshoot of its frequency
following triggering of the relays.
Table 5.1: UFLS relay settings
Level Threshold (Hz) Threshold (pu) % of load shed
1 49 0.98 2.5
2 48.9 0.978 2
3 48.8 0.976 1
4 48.7 0.974 1
5 48.5 0.97 5
The disturbance considered is the tripping of generators g1E and g3E in the Nordic East area. The
system response is shown for the following cases:
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• Case 1: the VSCs do not respond to frequency deviations, i.e. there is no support from the
West area.
• Case 2: all VSCs are equipped with a traditional frequency droop control.
• Case 3: all VSCs are equipped with the proposed MPC-based control (Scheme 2).
• Case 4: same as Case 3, but with adjusted DC voltage limits to investigate the system
behavior when a DC voltage constraint becomes active.
5.5.2 Case 1: System response without frequency support
The system is simulated without any support from the MTDC grid. The frequency evolution is
shown in Fig. 5.21. Following the disturbance, the system frequency drops rapidly below the
threshold of 0.98 pu. Consequently, the first level of all UFLS relays is triggered between 2.8
and 4.3 seconds after the disturbance. Since the first load curtailment was not enough to arrest
the frequency decline, the second level of all relays was also triggered. The total load shed is
















East average frequency with UFLS
Figure 5.21: Average frequency of East area - Case 1
Following the second load shedding, the frequency of the East area recovers and eventually settles
at around 0.993 pu (49.65 Hz). The rather slow response of frequency in Fig. 5.21 is due to the
bulk of the imbalance covered by the hydro governors in the North and of the actions of the LTCs.
The latter have an indirect impact on frequency response by restoring the voltages (and, thus, the
active powers) of the voltage-dependent loads.
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5.5.3 Case 2: System response with frequency droop control
The inadequacy of the simple droop control to exploit the available VSC capacity to prevent UFLS
is illustrated in this case. To this purpose, a frequency droop control is added to the control
structure of all VSCs (except T5). In the following simulation results, a typical value of 20 pu has
been selected for Kf .
Figure 5.22 shows the frequency of the East subsystem when VSCs T2 and T4 are equipped with
the conventional droop control. The case without load shedding is also shown (red solid line) for
comparison purposes. As in case 1, the frequency drops quickly below the UFLS threshold and
load shedding takes the necessary countermeasures. In total, 140.6 MW of load are shed, at 14
















East average frequency without UFLS
East average frequency with UFLS
Figure 5.22: Frequency of East area - Case 2
The DC powers of VSCs T1-T4 are shown in Fig. 5.23. As expected, the powers of T2 and T4
decrease following the disturbance (i.e. more power is injected into the East subsystem). The
powers of T1 and T3 increase due to DC voltage droop control to restore the power balance in the
MTDC grid and stabilize the DC voltages. Following the load shedding after t = 20 s and the
subsequent restoration of the East frequency, all VSC powers partially return to their initial values.
The DC voltages are shown in Fig. 5.24. The demand of power from the East system leads to a
drop of the whole DC voltage profile. The voltages follow the evolution of the East frequency and
recover following the UFLS.












































Figure 5.24: MTDC grid DC voltages - Case 2
5.5.4 Case 3: System response with MPC-based control
In this case, all VSCs (except T5) are equipped with the proposed Scheme 2 for frequency support.
The DC voltage limits have been chosen equal to V min = 0.90 and V max = 1.10. The active
power limits of each VSC have been set equal to the VSC nominal active power i.e. Pmin = −10
and Pmax = +10 pu on a 100 MW base. The weighting factors w1 and w2 have been selected
equal to 103 and 106, respectively.
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The frequency limits in (5.27) are set to fmin = 0.985 pu and fmax = 1.015 pu, respectively. In
fact, following large disturbances, the local frequency signals include the effect of electromecha-
nical oscillations, which could trigger UFLS in some locations. Therefore, the lower frequency
limit fmin has been selected slightly higher than the UFLS relays threshold to prevent inadvertent
load shedding.
All discrete controllers have a control horizon of Nc = 4 steps and a sampling time Ts = 0.25 s,
which is long enough compared to the time constants of power electronics but short with respect
to frequency dynamics. In order to synchronize the VSCs acting on the same AC area, the controls
∆P set are applied at discrete times kTs (k = 1, 2, . . . ), assuming that each controller is relying
on a GPS-synchronized clock. Each VSC collects the measurements Pm(k), V m(k), fm(k) and
rmf (k) at times kTs−0.05 s (k = 1, 2, . . . ) to account for the time needed to solve the optimization
problem. The value of the sensitivity sf for T2 and T4, used in the frequency prediction model
(5.31), is calculated using the pre-disturbance inertia of the Nordic East system and is not updated
during the simulation.
The system response is shown in Figs. 5.25 to 5.27. To begin with, Fig. 5.25 shows that the
proposed controller successfully manages to keep the East frequency above the fmin threshold,
with just a very small violation, which can be attributed to the approximations embedded in the
formulation. Nevertheless, load shedding has been successfully prevented by the fast support
from the MTDC grid. Obviously, this increased support is reflected on the West system frequency
which experiences a larger drop than with the conventional frequency droop control. However,
this drop is acceptable and does not cause any problem in the West area. In this rather extreme
case, the total support provided is approximately 620 MW for an initial disturbance of 1300 MW.
Furthermore, the proposed scheme is selective since the MPC controllers of T1 and T3 did not
react to the frequency drop in the West system.
Figure 5.26 displays the DC powers of VSCs T1-T4. Following the disturbance, the powers of T2
and T4 quickly decrease to support the AC system. As soon as the frequency starts recovering, the
controllers identify that enough power has been injected in the AC grid and they stop adjusting the
power setpoints of the VSCs. It is interesting to note that T2 provides slightly more power than
T4. This is due to electromechanical oscillations affecting the local measurement of the ROCOF,
especially the one sensed by T2, which is closer to the disturbance. This difference could be
reduced by filtering those measurements.
The DC voltages are shown in Fig. 5.27. They decrease under the effect of the controllers, even-
tually settling at a value above the lower limit V min involved in the MPC formulation.
It is important to note that, in contrast to Case 2, there is no restoration of the VSC power following
the AC frequency restoration. The reason is that the frequency is inside the MPC allowed range









































Figure 5.26: VSC DC powers - Case 3
and the controller does not take actions anymore, as can be seen in Fig. 5.26. In addition, due to
the absence of any restoration of VSC power, the steady-state frequency of the East area (where
the initial generator outage occurred) is higher than the steady-state frequency of the West area.
These “drawbacks” of the proposed control method can be easily resolved at a slower time frame
by a centralized control of the MTDC grid, as the one proposed in Chapter 4.



















Figure 5.27: MTDC grid DC voltages - Case 3
5.5.5 Case 4: Effect of DC voltage constraints
This last case demonstrates the effect of activating a DC voltage constraint while in progress of
supporting frequency.
If the DC voltage of the controller violates its limit, the term corresponding to  in the objective
function (4.10) becomes dominant due to the large value selected for the weighting factor w1.
Consequently, the MPC redirects its efforts to keeping the DC voltage above its limit, which is
equivalent to switching the VSC to DC voltage control. Obviously, frequency support becomes
less effective as long as the DC voltage of the VSC is at (or below) its limit. Furthermore, the
DC voltages are not identical throughout the MTDC grid, but depend on the grid topology and
the power flows, in contrast to frequency in AC systems. Therefore, assuming that more than one
VSCs have been equipped with the proposed controller with the same limits V min, V max, it is
reasonable to assume that this constraint will become active in one VSC (not known beforehand)
before the others.
Coming back to the test system of Fig. 5.4, two cases are envisaged: (i) one of T1 or T3 reaches
first its V min limit while providing the power requested by T2 and T4, and (ii) one of T2 or
T4 reaches first its V min limit. Case (i) would only affect the share between T1 and T3 of the
total power requested by T2 and T4. Therefore, the effect on the frequency support to the East
subsystem would be negligible, and this case is not further detailed. On the other hand, case (ii)
could have a significant impact on the overall frequency support. To demonstrate this, the voltage
limits of VSCs T2 and T4 only have been set to the more constraining values of V min = 0.95 and
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V max = 1.05 pu.
The frequency in the East system is shown in Fig. 5.28. Initially, the frequency behavior is similar
to the one of Fig. 5.25 with only a small violation of the threshold of 0.985 pu. However, the
frequency starts declining again and drops below this threshold until approximately 60 s where it
slowly recovers above this threshold. The cause for this second frequency decline can be found
in Figs. 5.29 and 5.30, showing the VSC DC powers and voltages, respectively. Following the
activation of frequency support on T2 and T4, their DC voltages are quickly depressed with T4
dropping below its limit. Therefore, T4 starts drawing a little power to smoothly restore the DC

















Figure 5.28: Frequency of East area - Case 4
Meanwhile, the DC voltage of T2 is still above its limit; hence, when the frequency drops again
below the threshold, T2 starts injecting more power in the AC grid. However, this power is provi-
ded mainly by T4, whose behavior has become similar to that of a master VSC, leading to a slow
shift of power from T4 to T2. This power shift stops when the voltage of T2 also reaches its mini-
mum value. Clearly, this situation arises since no communication is utilized to inform VSCs that
the behavior of the MTDC grid voltages has significantly been altered. However, as mentioned in
scenario 5 of the first scheme (where a similar shift of power was observed) the slower centralized
controller could restore the DC voltage near its nominal value, thus “unblocking” the VSC whose
voltage constraint is active. This in turn would enable to resume the frequency support. Finally, it










































Figure 5.30: MTDC grid DC voltages - Case 4
5.6 Summary
This chapter has discussed two schemes for provision of frequency support among asynchronous
areas interconnected through an MTDC grid. Both methods are inspired of MPC in order to expli-
citly account for constraints, but target different objectives. Relying only on local measurements,
each method solves a constrained optimization problem and adjusts the power setpoint of the VSC
to satisfy its objective. The latter can be either to provide a desired participation to frequency
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support (as defined by a droop gain) or to provide as much power as required (if this power is
attainable) to keep the frequency inside limits and prevent UFLS.
Simulation results have shown the effectiveness of the methods in achieving their objectives, while
respecting DC grid constraints. The results focused on a test system consisting of two asynchro-
nous AC areas. Nevertheless, the expansion to MTDC grids connected to more areas is quite
straightforward.
Chapter 6
Security assessment and control in
mixed AC/DC systems
Security assessment is among the main functions of a TSO. This chapter discusses some chal-
lenges that security assessment will face due to the integration of MTDC grids and the resulting
interconnection of multiple asynchronous AC areas. A conceptual framework is proposed to ad-
dress these challenges and ensure the security of the combined AC/DC system. The need for
cooperation between the various TSOs, and the exchange of relevant information between them is
highlighted in order to take advantage of the control flexibility that MTDC grids can provide.
6.1 Introduction
System operation is classified into several states depending on the operating conditions, as shown
in Fig. 6.1, inspired of the original reference [DL74] 1.
In “normal” operation, the system is operating with all variables within normal range and without
equipment overloading. In this state, the system can be either in the “secure” or in the “alert” state.
If it is secure, it is able to withstand predefined “credible” contingencies without violating any of
the constraints. The classical “N-1” security rule considers the outage of any single transmission
or generation component as a credible contingency. By extension the current operating point is
referred to as “N-0”. The “alert” state typically arises following a disturbance or a change in the
operating condition, e.g. a load increase. In this state the system is still operating with all variables
1A similar classification is made in [ENT12, FC78]. In these references, the “normal” state denotes exclusively a
secure operating point and not a point without violations of operational constraints in N-0 situations as in Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Classification of system states [DL74]
within limits, but, it is unable to withstand some contingencies out of a predefined list. It is usually
considered that the TSO should take preventive actions (e.g. start new units) in order to bring the
system back to the “secure” state, i.e. to comply with the N-1 rule. Alternatively, the TSO could
assess whether the system is “correctively secure”, i.e. whether there are corrective actions that
would bring the system back to the “normal” state, if applied after a contingency occurs. Of course,
those actions should be implemented in a time interval compatible with the allowed duration of
the limit violation.
Unforeseen contingencies (or foreseen contingencies while the system is in the “alert” state) and
extreme events could drive the system to the “emergency” state. In this state the system may
experience violation of operational limits and other adverse phenomena, such as interruption of
power supply in some zones. As indicated in Fig. 6.1, a system in the “emergency” state could
still be stable. In this case, referred to as “steady-state emergency” [DL74], some operational
constraints are not satisfied, e.g. some voltages are outside limits or some equipment is overloaded,
but they may be tolerated for some time until corrective actions are taken to bring the system back
to the “normal”, and preferably “secure”, state. However, the system could also become unstable
and reach the “dynamic instability” condition. Dynamic instability usually takes place in a very
short period and remedial actions to restore secure operation have to be taken immediately. If not,
the system runs the risk of collapse, resulting in uncontrolled loss of supply in a widespread area
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(blackout).
If a blackout has occurred, the system is in the “restoration” state. In this state, the system is no
longer intact, but has gone through a partial loss of load and generation. To restore normal ope-
ration, the system should be gradually re-energized, with the reconnection of the lost generating
units and loads.
One of the main objectives of a TSO is to ensure that the system is secure, i.e. it is not brought to
the emergency state in response to credible contingencies. This function is referred to as security
assessment. As discussed in [CIG07], it can be classified into Static Security Assessment (SSA)
and Dynamic Security Assessment (DSA). The former aims at verifying that the post-contingency
operating state of the system (bus voltages, line limits) is inside limits. It assumes that the system
transition between the pre- and post-contingency states takes place without any loss of stability.
On the other hand, DSA considers also the transition to the post-contingency state, and evaluates
whether this transition takes place without losing stability or experiencing unacceptable transients
with high impact on the quality of service.
Security assessment can be performed either off-line or on-line. Off-line security assessment
has been historically conducted to determine stability limits for forecasted scenarios. Since this
requires significant computational effort, the assessment is made well in advance. However, due
to the fast changing nature of modern power systems and the improvement of computational tools,
many TSOs turned to on-line DSA [CIG07]. To this purpose, several methodologies have been
proposed and implemented world-wide. In general, the components of most on-line DSA systems
can be divided into the components shown in Fig. 6.2 [CIG07].
Each component serves a different function. The necessary information from the network is col-
lected by the “Measurement” block. This information is used in the “Modeling” and “Computa-
tion” components. The former sets up the model of the system for use in the security assessment,
including models of the external systems, etc. The latter uses the system model and the informa-
tion brought by the measurements to compute the system response to contingencies and possibly
determine remedial actions. The task “Reporting and Visualization” is to display the results of
the security assessment in a simple and meaningful manner, so that the human operators can ex-
tract useful information and take appropriate decisions. The “Control” component is in charge
of the implementation of the control actions either automatically specified by the “Computation”
part or invoked by the operator. Finally, the “Other functions” block concerns other important
requirements, such as archiving the whole information for future reference.
Most works have addressed the secure operation of mixed AC/DC grids through optimal power
flow calculations. For example, in [WAA+15] the classical Secure-Constrained Optimal Power
Flow (SCOPF) formulation performed by the TSO of an AC grid, is extended to combined AC/DC
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Figure 6.2: The components of an on-line DSA system [CIG07]
grids including DC component outages and control variables. The same spirit is followed in
[CDW16] and [TAGS16] where a SCOPF formulation for mixed AC/DC grids including preven-
tive and corrective controls is proposed. The work in [MZL+17] proposed a hierarchical SCOPF
using Benders Decomposition for mixed AC/DC grids. A centralized approach for AC/DC OPF
is also described in [SKS17] including a model of losses for the VSCs.
In the above cases, SCOPF is intended to be performed in a centralized manner assuming that a
single entity is responsible for ensuring the security of the whole system. This is the best option
insofar as the MTDC grid is embedded in one AC system operated by one TSO. However, future
MTDC grids are expected to interconnect multiple synchronous and asynchronous areas. Sol-
ving the combined SCOPF will probably not be feasible, owing to the computational complexity.
Therefore, alternatives should be investigated so that the computational burden is not increased
prohibitively, the information exchange is minimal and the autonomy of the TSOs is preserved.
In fact, several works proposing distributed or collaborative methodologies for security asses-
sment (or OPF) have been published in the literature, e.g. [WGE07], [HNA+07]. In these works
each TSO operates its own system assuming simplified equivalent representations of the external
systems and iterating with the other TSOs in order to reach a consensus. This is necessary in
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synchronously connected systems since a disturbance in one area can have a significant impact on
the rest, possibly raising security concerns if overlooked.
Instead, a distributed OPF involving an MTDC grid was proposed in [IWCA15] with the objective
of maximizing social welfare. Three alternatives concerning the operation of the system were
discussed. The first consists of a centralized approach, with a single entity having complete kno-
wledge and control of the system. The second assumes the creation of an MTDC grid operator.
The third option involves the extension of the area of responsibility of each TSO to include the
MTDC grid components directly connected to it. This results in a distributed scheme requiring
information exchange between the various TSOs, as well as iterations in order to reach a common
solution.
The concept of an independent DC grid operator is also proposed in [GL15]. There, it is defined
as “a private or public entity, which coordinates, controls and monitors the operation of the DC
transmission system involving one or several power park modules and one or several TSOs”. The
task of the DC grid operator is to solve an OPF for the DC grid, taking into account voltage and
current limits in the pre-contingency operation. In case a contingency has taken place, the OPF is
solved again to identify a new operating point without violations.
As already illustrated, MTDC grids can contribute to the security of power systems through cor-
rective control. This thesis has provided examples specifically for frequency support (see Chap-
ter 5) and for long-term voltage stability (see Section 3.1). Since MTDC grids will require signifi-
cant investment by all TSOs connected to it, all TSOs would expect to benefit from it in terms of
security. Thus, the MTDC grid can be considered as a “common asset”, i.e. an infrastructure to
which all adjacent TSOs have access to request support, if relevant. Furthermore, the fast response
of VSCs make them very good candidates for effective post-contingency corrective control. Ho-
wever, conflicts are expected to arise when multiple TSOs want to act at the same time on the
MTDC grid, or when the action of one TSO comes to the expense of insecure operation of another
AC grid.
To the author’s knowledge, apart from [IWCA15] (which did not consider any security criteria),
no work in the literature has addressed the problem of identifying corrective actions involving the
MTDC grid, when there are conflicts between the various TSOs.
This chapter outlines a general framework to integrate MTDC grids into the existing tools for se-
curity assessment of the TSOs. Emphasis is put on the determination of the remedial MTDC grid
actions and on resolving possible conflicts between the various TSOs. The focus is on MTDC
grids interconnecting asynchronous AC systems, each operated by a single TSO. In reality, multi-
ple TSOs can operate various parts of an AC system. Frameworks for security assessment among
synchronous AC areas have already been proposed in the literature (e.g. [WGE07]), and an initial
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investigation for synchronous HVDC links has been made in [DV13], where the coordination of
multiple HVDC links between synchronous areas during “alert” and “emergency” conditions is
discussed. In addition, although there is already significant experience on security assessment of
synchronous AC areas (e.g. from the operation of the European interconnection), there is compa-
ratively less material in the literature when asynchronous areas are concerned.
The above are investigated in the rest of the chapter, which is organized as follows: Section 6.2
describes the method for security assessment in all-AC grid. Section 6.3 discusses the challenges
brought to security assessment with the integration of MTDC grids. The framework for security
assessment of combined AC/DC grids is outlined in Section 6.4 and illustrative examples are
offered in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 summarizes the ideas presented in the chapter.
6.2 Security assessment in all-AC grids
Before the introduction of the MTDC grid, each TSO would have the task to assess the security of
its own area, i.e. simulate the response of its AC system following each contingency out of a list
of credible contingencies. If the post-contingency state is not acceptable, remedial actions have
to be contemplated that would mitigate the effects of the disturbance and alleviate any possible
violations. Such remedial actions could involve generation rescheduling, compensation switching,
startup of fast units, change of topology, transformer tapping and, in the very last resort, load
shedding. The remedial actions can be preventive (i.e. pre-contingency) or corrective (i.e. post-
contingency, if the contingency occurs). Preventive actions inflict a direct increase in operating
costs since they cause deviation of the operating point of the system from its previous (presumably
“optimal”) state. An SCOPF can be used in order to identify them. In contrast, corrective actions
do not increase operating costs, unless the contingency actually occurs. Under the pressure of the
electricity market, there is a trend for the TSOs to “amend” the original strict definition of a secure
system by operating it at a “correctively-secure” point [CMP+11].
One further option for the TSO would be to identify the cheapest post-contingency remedial acti-
ons. However, this is not so obvious since it requires having prices at an unknown operating point
in the future; indeed, it is not known when and if the contingency will actually occur. In fact, when
facing an emergency situation, the cost of corrective actions plays relatively little role, the highest
priority being to stop system degradation. Therefore, the focus of this work is on simply identi-
fying whether there is at least one acceptable post-contingency corrective control. More precisely,
any post-contingency corrective action will be considered acceptable provided it does not entail
shedding load.
This can be described in more formal, mathematical terms as follows. Let k be the number of a
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harmful contingency causing the system to be insecure. Whether the system is correctively secure
can be found by searching for a solution to the optimization problem:
min
∆uk
||∆uk||2W + ||∆ulsk ||2Wls (6.1)
subject to the following system and control constraints
gk(xk,∆uk,∆u
ls
k ) = 0 (6.2)
hk(xk,∆uk,∆u
ls
k ) ≤ Lk (6.3)∣∣∣∆ulsk ∣∣∣ ≤ ∆ulsk (6.4)
|∆uk| ≤ ∆uk (6.5)
where xk is the post-contingency state of the system and ∆uk the post-disturbance corrective
control actions. W is a diagonal positive-definite matrix that assigns a weighting factor to each
control action. The term ∆ulsk corresponds to load shedding actions, which are heavily penalized
through matrixWls.
The objective (6.1) is the minimization of the total control effort. No specific weight tuning is
assumed since the objective is not to find the cheapest solution but to identify if there is at least
one acceptable solution. Therefore, all corrective actions except load shedding could have the
same weight.
Constraints (6.2) and (6.3) enforce the feasibility of the post-contingency post-control state. A
static formulation has been considered here, but integration of dynamic aspects should be envisa-
ged. The equality constraint (6.2) represents the AC power flow equations in the post-contingency
operation. The inequality constraint (6.3) includes the physical limits of the various components,
in particular operational bounds on branch currents and voltage magnitudes. These limits are gat-
hered in vectorLk. Constraints (6.4) and (6.5) avoid unrealistic control adjustments, by specifying
the upper bounds ∆ulsk and ∆uk. They may account for the time taken to implement the corrective
actions.
If, for the contingency of concern, the total load shedding is below a threshold, then the system is
flagged as correctively secure for that contingency.
Note that several solutions of the above optimization problem, each for a different selection of
matrix W , may be acceptable. Nevertheless, we assume that it is enough to find one of them to
assess the system as correctively secure for the contingency of concern.
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6.3 Challenges of security assessment with an MTDC grid
Let us consider the generic system of Fig. 6.3 consisting of M asynchronous AC areas connected
to the same MTDC grid including N VSCs (N ≥ M ). Each area can be connected to the MTDC














Figure 6.3: Generic system of M areas and N terminals
In order to encompass the MTDC grid in the security assessment, some modifications of the pre-
vious framework have to be made. The most significant ones concern the system model, the
candidate remedial actions and the update of the list of plausible contingencies, as discussed next.
6.3.1 Modeling requirements for security assessment
The definition of an appropriate system boundary plays a significant role when performing security
assessment. The main idea when identifying a boundary is to keep enough detail so that the
response of the system model is not significantly modified when replacing what is beyond the
boundary by a much simpler model. The part of the model encircled by the boundary that belongs
to the external system is referred to as a buffer zone. Specifying a very small buffer zone could
lead to loss of important information, whereas a widespread zone would increase prohibitively
the computational cost. For example, in [WFGV17] the boundary is extended to include a buffer
zone around the studied area. This allows retaining its impact on the voltages of the system under
concern, hence providing more accurate results.
As mentioned at a few places in this thesis, a unique feature of HVDC connections between
asynchronous AC areas is that they act as “firewalls” preventing the propagation of the effects
from one side to the other, unless a control action changes the power flow in the HVDC grid. The
boundary used in the AC system has to be adjusted accordingly.
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Let us come back to the system of Fig. 6.3. Each AC TSO has to select the part of the system that
will be modeled in detail, in addition to its own area. For a given TSO - say the one of Area 1 -
three options can be envisaged, shown in Fig. 6.4:
1. Option A: the model includes only Area 1 and the part of the HVDC grid directly connected
to that area.
2. Option B: the model includes Area 1 and the complete HVDC grid.









































Figure 6.4: Possible boundaries for security assessment
Obviously, Option C provides the best possible accuracy. However, the computational complexity
of security assessment is dramatically increased due to (i) the larger size of the system model and
(ii) the number of possible contingencies/scenarios that have to be assessed.
Therefore, a choice has to be made between options A and B. The size of the future MTDC grids in
terms of number of buses is not expected to be large. Thus, the difference in complexity between
both options can be considered negligible. Keeping the whole MTDC grid (Option B) in the model
facilitates the simulation of HVDC grid control schemes, while choosing boundary A requires to
identify appropriate models for the DC grid response and control schemes, with insignificant gain
in computation speed.
For the above reasons, it seems appropriate for a TSO to follow Option B and represent the entire
MTDC grid together with its own AC system in its security assessment.
6.3.2 Representation of external AC systems
The representation of the external systems, i.e. the systems outside the selected boundary, is
important for two main reasons: (i) to take into account their impact on the response of the system
under concern, and (ii) to ensure that the negative effects of a disturbance do not propagate to the
external systems.




































(b) The´venin equivalents with VSC limits
Figure 6.5: Representation of external AC systems
Several methodologies have been proposed in the abundant literature for identifying external equi-
valents in AC interconnected systems (e.g. [FLB07, WV17, FGWV09] and their references).
However, due to the firewall property of HVDC connections, the responses of two asynchronous
AC systems are coupled only through the MTDC grid controls that can alter the power transfer
between both areas. For example, such controls are the frequency support of Chapter 5, and the
emergency control scheme against long-term voltage instability illustrated in Section 3.1.
A first step would be to completely neglect the dynamics of the external systems by replacing each
one by a The´venin equivalent, as sketched in Fig. 6.5a. This representation could be sufficient for
moderate changes in the power transfer through the MTDC grid, i.e. when the change has a little
impact on the power balance and/or the power flows in the external AC system.
However, the dynamic response of the external AC system can have an impact on the response of
the MTDC grid. An example has been demonstrated in Section 5.2, where it was shown that if fre-
quency support is activated in both asynchronous AC systems, the participation of the MTDC grid
to frequency support differs from the expected one. Not taking into account such dependencies
could lead to an optimistic assessment of the scenario.
One option would be to replace the external AC systems by dynamic equivalents that approximate
their behavior. However, such models should be properly updated to provide a reasonable fitting
to the original system. The representation proposed here consists of a simple The´venin equivalent
complemented with upper and lower limits on the deviation of a VSC power from its operating
point, as sketched in Fig. 6.5b. Violation of a VSC limit would result in unacceptable behavior
of the AC area to which it is connected. Each TSO should receive the limits on all VSCs, and
determine the corrective actions so that these limits are satisfied. The calculation of such limits
is rather straightforward when an AC area is connected to the MTDC grid through a single VSC.
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However, when two or more VSCs are involved (e.g. Area M in Fig. 6.5b), this calculation is not
obvious.
The development of a grid code could be considered, which would oblige a TSO to provide and
update in regular intervals the values of the above limits. ENTSO-e has already provided a list of
requirements that a DC network would be committed to provide (e.g. fault ride-through, frequency
support, etc.) [EE14a]. This could be complemented by requirements from the AC TSOs towards
the MTDC grid. For example, the grid code could include a pre-specified short-circuit capacity at
the point of connection of the VSCs, or that the AC system should tolerate a fast change of power
of the VSC for support to the other AC areas.
The selection of the appropriate representation depends on various criteria, one of which is the
controls chosen for the MDTC grid. For example, if a simple frequency support scheme based on
P−f droop is used, an equivalent dynamic model of frequency dynamics would be a good option.
Instead, if the frequency support scheme of Section 5.4 is considered, a simplified representation
with limits on the VSC power deviation would suffice.
6.3.3 Contingency list
MTDC grids are expected to carry large amounts of power over long distances. Therefore, a
disturbance in an MTDC grid can have a significant impact on the surrounding AC systems and
should be contemplated in the security assessment. MTDC grid disturbances mainly include:
• tripping of a converter station (or one pole of a bipolar configuration).
• Tripping of a DC branch (line or cable). This could result, for example, from selective
isolation after a DC fault [HL17].
• Loss of a part (or even the whole) MTDC grid for a short period of time. As discussed
in [HL17], outage of a part of the HVDC grid could result from non-selective or partially
selective DC fault clearing. If a non-selective fault clearing strategy is adopted, the whole
MTDC grid is shut down temporarily. Then, the faulted component is isolated and the
whole system is restarted. Instead, the partially selective strategy preserves a healthy part
of the MTDC grid, whereas the rest is shut down temporarily until the faulted component is
identified and isolated.
The DC disturbances considered here are outages of either a converter station or an individual DC
branch assuming selective fault clearing, without simulation of the DC fault.
This list of DC contingencies is added to the list of AC contingencies that have to be considered
in the security assessment.
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6.3.4 Remedial actions
As shown in Fig. 6.2, the “Computation” component of the DSA involves the determination of
remedial actions, after the security assessment has identified some contingencies as harmful.
The possibility of using the MTDC grid in the remedial actions must definitely be taken into
consideration. Indeed, VSC-based MTDC grids offer the possibility of fast control and can be
used effectively in post-contingency situations. The cost of these actions will depend on various
factors. For instance, redirection of power between two VSCs could come at little cost, if they
are connected to the same area, or could be expensive if the power exchange with the neighboring
areas is affected.
All three levels of the hierarchical control structure detailed in Chapter 4 could be used for the
actuation of corrective controls. The fast automatic schemes should be local with no or limited
communication in order to provide fast response (e.g. frequency support). When this is not pos-
sible because wide-area information is required (e.g. long-term voltage instability) the control
action could be applied through the secondary or tertiary level. Since in emergency conditions the
objective is to stabilize the AC system, the N-1 MTDC grid criterion can be temporarily relaxed
by bypassing the tertiary level and activating the control action directly through the secondary
control. The security of the MTDC grid can be reinstated after the emergency has been dealt with.
Note that the response time of the MTDC grid controls should be also taken into consideration.
Having a full view of the MTDC grid and its controls would enable each TSO to also take these
dynamic aspects into account.
A clear distinction can be made between remedial actions for AC and DC contingencies. It is
reasonable to assume that following an AC contingency, only one TSO requests corrective actions
from the MTDC grid, since the probability of two independent AC contingencies occurring at
the same time in different AC areas can be considered negligible. However, a DC contingency
may lead to a situation where more than one TSO requests support from the MTDC grid. These
actions will probably be conflicting. Therefore, a way to solve (or avoid) these conflicts should
be contemplated. An example of such conflict has been already presented in Section 5.3.3, where
following the tripping of a VSC, frequency support was requested by both Nordic East and Nordic
West areas.
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6.4 Security assessment of AC/DC systems
6.4.1 General framework
The framework outlined hereafter assumes that all TSOs are willing to cooperate, exchange infor-
mation, and do their best efforts to ensure the security of the combined AC/DC system. As shown
in Fig. 6.6, it relies on the existence of a coordinating entity, referred to as “DC TSO”. The DC
































Figure 6.6: Framework for security assessment of AC/DC system
The AC TSOs have a model of their own AC system and the MTDC grid, and perform security
assessment taking into account constraints they receive from the DC TSO about the other AC
areas. Instead, the DC TSO has a model of the whole AC/DC system, and it performs security
assessment of the complete system, but for the MTDC grid contingencies only. Although the
model used for the security assessment by the DC TSO would be significantly larger (i.e. inside
boundary C in Fig. 6.4), the number of DC contingencies to be investigated would be small. This
allows to perform security assessment with a full view of the system without prohibitive increase
in computational complexity.
The different cases for AC and DC contingencies are further discussed in the following.
2Its role bears similarity with that of a regional security coordinator, such as CORESO [ENT]
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6.4.2 AC contingencies
First, the case of an AC contingency is considered. As mentioned before, propagating the effects
of a disturbance from one area to the others has to be avoided.
For the i-th TSO, an optimization problem similar to the one described by Eqs.(6.1)-(6.5) can
be considered, with the addition of DC grid controls (the subscript k relative to contingency k is
dropped to simplify the notation):
min
∆ui,∆vi,∆ulsi




i ) = 0 (6.7)
hi(xi,∆ui,∆vi,∆u
ls
i ) ≤ Li (6.8)∣∣∣∆ulsi ∣∣∣ ≤ ∆ulsi (6.9)
|∆vi| ≤ ∆vi (6.10)
|∆ui| ≤ ∆ui (6.11)
where ∆vi denotes a control action on a converter and functions gi and hi now also involve those
controls. The subscript i denotes a control action calculated by TSO i. The diagonal entries of
Wu and Wv are the weighting factors for AC and DC control actions, respectively. The updated
vector Li includes also the physical and operational bounds of the DC equipment.
Since the MTDC grid is also included in the model of TSO i, the vector ∆vi leads to modifying
the DC grid power flows. If the external systems are simply replaced by The´venin equivalents
(as in Fig. 6.5a), then the resulting DC grid power flows are only limited by the MTDC grid
constraints and the VSC ratings. However, the MTDC grid actions have to be approved by the
other TSOs. In accordance with the framework shown in Fig. 6.6, TSO i has to inform the DC
TSO of its corrective MTDC actions. Based on this information, the DC TSO evaluates whether
those actions cause a problem in the other AC areas. If not, the corrective actions are accepted
and the i-th AC area is correctively secure with respect to the contingency of concern. Otherwise,
the DC TSO computes and sends back to the i-th TSO constraints on the available MTDC grid
actions, to be added to its security assessment model, formally:
hthi (∆vi) ≤ Lvi (6.12)
where (6.12) includes the VSC limits Lvi set by all external AC areas on the MTDC grid actions
available to TSO i, as discussed in Section 6.3.2.
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To avoid performing twice the security assessment for the contingencies requiring actions from
the MTDC grid, the DC TSO could update and post the constraints in real time. Therefore each
AC TSO could incorporate them directly in its security assessment.
6.4.3 DC contingencies
The assessment of MTDC grid contingencies is performed by the DC TSO. Since it has a full view
of the system this analysis is rather straightforward and the corrective actions can be identified by




||∆u||2Wu + ||∆v||2Wv + ||∆uls||2Wls (6.13)
where ∆u = [∆u1 . . . ∆uN ] and ∆uls =
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The minimization is subject to the following constraints: for i = 1, . . . , N :
gi(xi,∆ui,∆v,∆u
ls
i ) = 0 (6.14)
hi(xi,∆ui,∆v,∆u
ls
i ) ≤ Li (6.15)∣∣∣∆ulsi ∣∣∣ ≤ ∆ulsi (6.16)
|∆ui| ≤ ∆ui (6.17)
and the following constraint for the DC grid control actions:
|∆v| ≤ ∆v (6.18)
The above procedure results in a single set of MTDC actions ∆v as well as suggested AC actions
∆ui for each AC area i = 1, . . . , N . The latter are suggested to the AC TSOs, and will not
necessarily be applied. For instance, an AC TSO could opt for other corrective actions taking into
account the MTDC grid actions calculated by the DC TSO.
Although it has been assumed that all TSOs are willing to coordinate and respect the recommen-
dations of the DC TSO, it is still possible that a disagreement arises between the DC and AC TSOs
regarding the DC control actions calculated by the former. In such a case, it should be the respon-
sibility of the AC TSO to provide appropriate constraints to the DC TSO. Then, the latter should
perform a new security assessment taking into account the updated constraints.
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6.4.4 AC-DC contingencies
A clear distinction between AC and DC contingencies was assumed in the previous analysis.
However, this distinction might not always be obvious, especially when combined events are con-
sidered. An example of such event has been illustrated in Section 3.4 where an AC contingency
(loss of line and dramatic decrease of SCC) led to instability. Such an event would most probably
result in tripping of the VSC or in fast decrease of its power. The latter could emanate from offline
analysis and setting up of defense plans. Consequently, such an event would impact the other AC
areas since the lost power would be compensated by the remaining VSCs.
This type of event could be treated as an AC contingency. Therefore, the TSO of the AC area
in which the initial contingency occurs should ensure that the impact on the other AC areas is
between limits. Namely, the change of the powers of the remaining VSCs should be between the
limits specified by (6.12). In the example of Section 3.4, and assuming that the VSC is connected
to an MTDC grid instead of a point-to-point link, the change in the MTDC grid power flows is
not due to a corrective action of the TSO, but is rather the natural response of the system. The
fast evolution of such events does not leave adequate time for corrective actions; therefore, the
TSO should resort to preventive actions by either enhancing its AC grid or by adjusting the power
transfer in the VSC.
6.4.5 Discussion
The proposed framework has been described in an abstract and conceptual form to ease presen-
tation and maintain generality. In reality, it may be required to also investigate dynamic aspects.
If dynamic simulations have to be performed, the complexity of identifying “optimal” actions in-
creases significantly. Nevertheless, exchanging constraints between the DC and AC TSOs enables
taking advantage of the control capabilities of the MDTC grid, without violating its “firewall”
property.
Preventive controls have not been considered in the above analysis. In fact, they are similar to the
ones following a DC contingency, in the sense that multiple TSOs may request them simultane-
ously. Therefore, in principle the same methodology can be applied, i.e. rely on the DC TSO with
a full view of the system to calculate them. To keep the computational burden tractable, the num-
ber of contingencies assessed by the DC TSO should be kept as low as possible. Several methods
can be contemplated. For example, a filter could be applied so that only the contingencies already
assessed as insecure are further considered by the DC TSO.
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6.5 Illustrative examples
The following simulation results illustrate a few aspects that were discussed in the above frame-
work. Two scenarios, involving respectively an AC and a DC contingency, are presented. The
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Figure 6.7: Operating point of MTDC grid
6.5.1 AC contingency
The first case concerns the long-term voltage instability scenario presented in Section 3.1. Nordic
East is operating at point A (N-1 insecure), and Nordic West at point B (N-1 secure) [IEE15].
As already described, the outage of line 4032E-4044E (see Fig. 3.1) causes the degradation of
the Nordic East system operation due to the combined actions of LTCs and OELs, resulting in
the collapse of the East system. Section 3.1 demonstrated that a corrective action consisting of
rerouting 320 MW through the MTDC grid can stop the degradation.
This corrective action should be performed through the secondary level of the MTDC grid con-
troller described in Chapter 4 (instead of ramping up directly the setpoints of T2 and T4 as in
Section 3.1). The same parameters as in Chapter 4 are used for the coordinated MPC. Therefore,
at t = 115 s, the scheduled powers Psch of T2 and T4 are adjusted by −320 MW and 320 MW,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 6.8, this corrective control is sufficient to stabilize the East system,
and restore the voltages in its Central zone to acceptable values.
The evolution of the VSC powers following this corrective control are shown in Fig. 6.9. In
contrast to the results of Fig. 3.5, the power change of T4 is not covered exclusively by T2, but it
is shared between T2 and T3. This share was automatically made by the MPC-based secondary
controller. As unveiled by Fig. 6.10, this is due to the DC voltage of T2 hitting its upper limit. In






















Figure 6.8: AC contingency: 130-kV bus voltages in Central area of East system
fact, covering the full change of the power of T4 would require increasing the DC voltage of T2





















Figure 6.9: AC contingency: VSC DC powers
Including the MTDC grid in the security assessment of an AC TSO allows to take into account the
response of the MTDC grid controllers and identify whether a given support request is feasible.
In this specific example, the TSO of the East system would be able to identify that the power
redirection through the MTDC grid would result in support from the other system due to MTDC
grid constraints.























Figure 6.10: AC contingency: MTDC grid voltages
In addition, the speed of action of the MTDC grid controls can be taken into account. This is
illustrated in Fig. 6.11 which shows the voltage at bus 1041E in the Nordic East area for the same
corrective action (i.e. redirection of 320 MW) but different tunings of the MPC. In particular,
the response time of the secondary controller is increased by varying the number of control steps
Nc (see also Section 4.2.9). As expected, the effectiveness of the corrective action decreases for
slower responses of the control. For Nc = 6, the coordinated MPC is slower and leads to lower
steady-state voltages. If the control horizon is further increased to Nc = 12, the emergency
action is not sufficient to restore viable operation, and the system settles at a pseudo-stable but
unacceptable operating point due to some LTCs hitting their tap ratio limits [VCV07].
As a proof of concept, Fig. 6.12 shows the response of the voltage at bus 1041E after replacing
the Nordic West system with a The´venin equivalent (as sketched in Fig. 6.5). No difference is
observed compared to the case with detailed representation of the Nordic West area.
Finally, let us assume that the TSO of the Nordic West system has specified that the power of T3
should not go above the value of −200 MW. This could be the result of stressed conditions in that
system due to e.g. increased loading in its Central zone. Now, the corrective actions calculated by
the TSO of the Nordic East system should also obey this constraint. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show
the voltages in the Central area of the East system and the VSC DC powers when that additional
constraint on the power of T3 is also taken into account. The corrective action here consists of
changing the scheduled powers of T1, T2 and T4 by 200, 120 and −320 MW, respectively. This
action is applied at 115 s resulting in the stabilization of the Nordic East system.
It is noted that the DC voltage of T2 hits again its upper limit as shown in Fig. 6.15. As a result,
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Figure 6.12: AC contingency: Voltage at bus 1041E - Representation of Nordic West as a The´venin
equivalent
the desired operating point cannot be satisfied and the VSC powers in steady state deviate from
their scheduled values. Therefore, some power is drawn by T3, but the constraint of −200 MW is
respected.






















Figure 6.13: AC contingency: 130-kV bus voltages in Central area of East system with constraint




















Figure 6.14: AC contingency: VSC DC powers with constraint on power change of T3
6.5.2 DC contingency
The second case involves the tripping of VSC T2. For this scenario, both Nordic East and Nordic
West systems operate at point A detailed in [IEE15], which is N-1 insecure. As shown in Fig. 6.7,
T2 initially injects 350 MW into the MTDC grid. Hence, following its outage, the remaining
VSCs increase their injections to immediately restore the balance, as shown in Fig. 6.16. Next, the
secondary control of the MTDC grid takes actions in order to restore the power exchange between














































Figure 6.16: DC contingency: VSC DC powers
the two AC areas by redirecting the lost power of T2 through T4.
As a result, more power is drawn from T4, which has to flow through the North-Central corridor
of the Nordic East system. This leads to long-term voltage instability and final collapse of the East
system at 190 s. Instead, the West system returns to its original operating point, as shown by the
dashed curve in Fig. 6.17, relative to the voltages at buses 1041E and 1041W in the East and West
system, respectively.
Since T2 is out of operation, it is evident that this instability can be avoided (assuming only MTDC




















Figure 6.17: DC contingency: Voltages at buses 1041E and 1041W without corrective control
corrective actions) by preventing the restoration of power exchange by the MTDC grid secondary























Figure 6.18: DC contingency: VSC DC powers
One option is to adjust the P sch values of T3 and T4 by 300 MW and −300 MW, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 6.18. This adjustment successfully prevents long-term voltage instability in the
East system, as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 6.19. However, the increased request of power
from T3 now results in instability of the West system and its subsequent collapse as revealed by
the evolution of the voltage at bus 1041W in Fig. 6.19.




















Figure 6.19: DC contingency: Voltages at buses 1041E and 1041W with corrective control desta-
bilizing Nordic West
The second option is to adjust the power of T1 by 300 MW, instead of T3, as shown in Fig. 6.20.
Therefore, following the outage of T2 and the initial adjustment of the VSC powers by the secon-
dary controller, the P sch values of T1 and T4 are adjusted at t = 115 s. Figure 6.21 shows that
this corrective control successfully prevents instability in East system, without jeopardizing the























Figure 6.20: DC contingency: VSC DC powers






















Figure 6.21: DC contingency: Voltages at buses 1041E and 1041W with effective corrective con-
trol
priate one. This scenario involves only two asynchronous AC areas and some iterations between
the two TSOs would also resolve the conflict without the intervention of the DC TSO. However,
the complexity is expected to increase significantly when more TSOs are connected to the MTDC
grid.
6.6 Summary
This chapter has proposed a conceptual framework for security assessment of a mixed AC/DC grid
involving multiple asynchronous AC areas connected through an MTDC grid. Taking advantage of
the control flexibility brought by MTDC grids, especially in post-disturbance corrective control,
poses several challenges to the security assessment. To address these challenges, the proposed
framework assumes the establishment of a coordinating entity (referred to as DC TSO) that has full
view of the system and exchanges information with the AC TSOs. A distinction is made between
AC contingencies originating in the jurisdiction of an AC TSO, and DC contingencies inside the
MTDC grid. The former are assessed by the TSO of the system they occurred in, considering
MTDC grid actions subject to constraints gathered by the DC TSO. Instead, DC contingencies are
assessed by the DC TSO to avoid conflicting actions between the AC TSOs.
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Chapter 7
General conclusion
7.1 Summary of work and main contributions
Undoubtedly, the importance of HVDC connections for the future power systems will go increa-
sing. This thesis has focused on MTDC grids, in particular on developing methods and schemes
to take the most of the benefits they can bring to the power system. Centralized and decentralized
schemes have been proposed in order to control the MDTC grid, provide auxiliary services to the
AC areas connected to it, and ensure secure operation of the combined AC/DC system.
The proposed control of MTDC grids has been somewhat inspired of the current practice for AC
frequency control. A hierarchical structure is described consisting of primary, secondary and ter-
tiary control. The primary level is based on the DC voltage droop control to ensure the power
balance in the MTDC grid and stabilize the DC voltages. Several VSCs follow a P − V charac-
teristic and adjust their powers in response to DC voltage deviations. This configuration provides
redundancy against the failure of a VSC.
The secondary level monitors the MTDC grid and coordinates the VSCs in order to steer the sy-
stem towards a desired operating point, alleviating system-wide violations (e.g. DC branch over-
loads) in the process. This control is inspired of MPC, a closed-loop optimization-based scheme,
acting at discrete times. MPC can accommodate a simplified sensitivity-based model of the MTDC
grid to predict its future response. Based on this model, it calculates a set of control actions (na-
mely VSC power setpoint changes) that smoothly drive the system towards the desired operating
point. The formulation of the MPC encompasses DC voltage and branch current constraints to
ensure that the system remains or returns between limits. In case a violation is observed, the MPC
takes actions to smoothly restore an acceptable operating point. A distinction is made between dis-
patchable and non-dispatchable VSCs. The latter refer to VSCs whose power cannot be specified,
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but depend on external factors (e.g. wind farm terminals). The secondary level acts primarily on
dispatchable VSCs. Actions on the non-dispatchable VSCs are taken when absolutely necessary,
i.e. when acting on dispatchable VSCs is insufficient to clear the violation.
The tertiary level addresses the optimal and secure operation of the MTDC grid. Its aim is to
minimize the losses in the MTDC grid given desired power injections in specified VSCs, while
respecting N-1 security constraints. An SCOPF formulation has been proposed based on a non-
linear optimization problem. The power limits of the VSCs are included in the formulation through
complementarity constraints. The output of the optimization are given as inputs to the secondary
level. The effectiveness of the proposed hierarchical control structure for an MTDC grid has been
shown on a test system consisting of a five-terminal DC grid, two asynchronous AC areas and an
offshore wind farm. Several scenarios have been simulated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
secondary level in alleviating constraints, as well as steering the MTDC grid towards the desired
operating point. The coordination of the secondary and tertiary level has been also illustrated
considering the outage of a VSC and of an HVDC branch.
The second topic addressed in this thesis has dealt with frequency support among asynchronous
AC systems through MDTC grids. Two schemes have been proposed, both inspired of MPC.
Frequency support has been considered as emergency control; therefore, both proposed controls
are inactive in normal operation. In addition, both schemes rely only on local measurements,
readily available to each VSC.
The first scheme aims at changing the power setpoint of the VSC until a pre-defined participation
to frequency support is satisfied. The formulation of the MPC includes simplified models for
the evolution of frequency and DC voltage in response to the control actions. To prevent causing
unacceptable DC voltage deviations, DC voltage constraints are included so that frequency support
freezes, if a DC voltage constraint is reached. The second scheme relies on a similar formulation,
but addresses the problem of frequency support from a different perspective. Instead of providing
a pre-defined participation to frequency support, the controller aims at keeping the frequency
above a pre-specified value (or below in case of overfrequency). Specifically, the controller is
inactive for normal deviations of frequency, and is only activated when it identifies that the time-
varying frequency will reach a threshold. For example, this threshold could be set a little above the
triggering value of UFLS relays. Then, the VSC provides as much power as required to prevent
(if possible) the frequency from dropping below this threshold, but again without violating any
DC voltage constraint. Both methods were tested on a system consisting of two asynchronous AC
areas, where it was verified that they can effectively satisfy their objectives, while respecting DC
voltage constraints. Their performance has been experimentally validated on a real-life mock-up
MTDC grid consisting of physical VSCs and DC cables.
The last topic investigated in this thesis had to do with security assessment of combined AC/DC
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grids. The interconnection of multiple asynchronous AC areas through MTDC grids is expected
to introduce new challenges to security assessment and coordination between the various TSOs
will be required. To this purpose, a generic framework has been proposed in this work. It relies on
a centralized entity, the “DC TSO”, that has view of the complete AC/DC system and exchanges
information regarding control actions and constraints with the AC TSOs.
The proposed framework makes a clear distinction between the way AC and DC contingencies are
treated in the security assessment and how corrective controls involving the (fast) VSCs connected
to the MTDC grid are calculated. The assessment of AC contingencies is performed by the cor-
responding AC TSO, which can request corrective actions from the MTDC grid, as long as they
satisfy the constraints imposed by the other AC areas. These constraints are collected by the DC
TSO and their purpose is to prevent propagation of a disturbance from one AC area to the others.
In contrast, DC contingencies are assessed by the DC TSO. The reason is that such contingencies
may impact more than one AC area simultaneously. Therefore, conflicts might arise if these areas
request support from the MTDC grid. The use of a centralized entity to handle such cases resolves
those conflicts by proposing a single set of actions satisfying the constraints of all AC areas.
7.2 Directions for future work
MTDC grids are still in their infancy, but may become the key infrastructure enabling large power
transfers over long distances. Of course, several challenges have yet to be addressed. Some of
them are of technological nature, e.g. MTDC grid protection and selective DC fault clearing,
while other obstacles are more related to non-technological aspects, such as political willingness
and operational issues.
The methods and schemes developed in the context of this work could be further improved or
extended along the following directions:
• The MPC-based secondary control of Section 4.2 has been shown to be quite robust. Ho-
wever, its response should be further investigated in presence of communication failures or
non-responsiveness of a VSC. In most cases, the closed loop nature of MPC would com-
pensate for such inaccuracies. Nevertheless, a safeguard should be introduced in the form
of additional constraints (e.g. maximum range of control actions).
• The tertiary control of Section 4.4 calculates the operating point for a specific power in-
jection of the non-dispatchable VSCs. Therefore, when the powers of the latter change
significantly, a new SCOPF should be calculated. Including the response of the secondary
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level in the tertiary control would make it possible to calculate a secure operating point for a
pre-specified range of the non-dispatchable power and not only for a single operating point.
• It would be of interest to complement the tertiary control with dynamic constraints, e.g.
constraints on the maximum overshoot of the DC voltage following the tripping of a VSC.
This would require to integrate dynamic simulations (preferably electromagnetic-type ones)
to the SCOPF formulation and resort to other (heuristic or meta-heuristic) optimization met-
hods to reach a near-optimal solution.
• The extension of the proposed schemes for frequency support to systems with multiple
MTDC grids and/or HVDC point-to-point links operating in parallel should be considered.
A way to coordinate these connections should be devised so that inadvertent interactions are
avoided.
• The coordination of the frequency control schemes proposed in Chapter 5 with the hierar-
chical control of an MTDC grid in Chapter 4 should be investigated. Conflicts between local
and centralized control should be prevented. One way would be to switch the status of the
VSCs where frequency support has been activated from dispatchable to non-dispatchable.
In such case, the centralized control would not interfere with frequency support, unless it is
deemed necessary in order to preserve the security of the MDTC grid.
• The framework for security assessment proposed in Chapter 6 relies on the determination
of constraints on the available MTDC grid actions to be communicated by the AC TSOs to
the DC TSO (see Fig. 6.5b). Calculating these limits is a non-trivial task worthy of further
investigation.
• The concept of “grid-forming” VSCs is a fast developing and promising field for future in-
vestigation. The VSCs considered in this work are of the “grid-feeding” or “grid-following”
type, i.e. they synchronize to a system with a sufficient number of synchronous machi-
nes. Future plans investigate the feasibility of very low-inertia (or even inertia-less) power
systems. Such grids would require several VSCs to act as grid-forming for the rest to syn-
chronize.
• This work has relied on phasor-mode dynamic simulations for the representation of the
VSCs and the relatively slow power system dynamics. However, the fast dynamics of the
VSCs push the phasor-mode approximation to its limits. EMT simulation remains the re-
ference in terms of validity. Nonetheless, the large computing times associated with such
simulations do not make them suitable for dynamic security assessment of large systems.
Co-simulation of EMT and phasor models [PAGVC16] can help decrease the computational
cost by simulating only a part of the system in EMT mode. Future research should focus
on methods to identify the conditions to switch between different types of simulation (i.e.
phasor-mode or co-simulation).
Appendix A
VSC and HVDC cable data
The data used for the VSCs are shown in Table A.1:
Table A.1: VSC data
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Snom 1000 MVA Pnom 1000 MW
Vg,nom 400 kV Vnom 320 kV
R 0.01 pu L 0.2 pu
Hdc 10.24 ms
Table A.2 provides the data used for the RC-model of the HVDC cables:
Table A.2: HVDC cable data
Parameter Value Parameter Value
r 0.011 Ω/km c 0.2 µF/km
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Appendix B
Derivation of sensitivity matrices Sp, Si
The power flow equations of an MTDC grid with N DC buses can be written as follows:
P = diag(V ) GV (B.1)
where PN×1 and VN×1 are the vectors of VSC DC powers and DC voltages, respectively, and
GN×N is the indefinite conductance matrix of the MDTC grid. diag(X) represents a diagonal
matrix with the elements of vector X as its diagonal entries. The Jacobian matrix of DC power




= diag(V )G+ diag(GV ) (B.2)
Using Jdc the relation between power changes ∆P and DC voltage changes ∆V can be obtained:
∆P = Jdc∆V (B.3)
The power of all VSCs are also given by the following equation based on their DC voltage droop
characteristics (2.35):
P = P set −KV (V − V set) (B.4)
where KV = diag (KV 1 . . .KV N ) is a diagonal matrix with the voltage droop gains as diagonal
entries. The linearization of (B.4) yields (assuming that the DC voltage setpoints do not change
(i.e. ∆V set = 0)):
∆P = ∆P set −KV ∆V (B.5)
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The relation between ∆P set and ∆V can now be obtained from (B.3) and (B.5) as follows:
∆P set = (Jdc +KV ) ∆V (B.6)
Therefore the sensitivity matrix SP involved in (4.16) is equal to:
SP = Jdc +KV (B.7)
Matrix SI is derived as follows. If the number of the DC branches is Nbr, the DC branch currents
relate to the DC bus voltages through:
I = AV (B.8)
in which the l-th row of ANbr×N corresponds to the branch between buses i and m and has two
nonzero entries:
[A]li = gim, [A]lm = −gim (B.9)
where gim is the conductance of the branch under concern.
The linearized behavior is obtained from:
∆I = A∆V (B.10)
which, using (B.6) and (B.7), can be written as:






Note that the above matrices are small as the number of DC nodes is not expected to be large.
Appendix C
Small-signal stability analysis of VSC
connected to weak AC system
C.1 System reduction and linearization
This appendix complements the illustrative example presented in Section 3.4 by investigating the
small-signal stability of the system of Fig. 3.16. As before, the focus is on the AC side of the Slave
VSC, so the DC voltage dynamics are neglected. In addition, as also shown in Fig. 3.17, this case
study considers only the integral gains Kid and Kiq of the active power and AC voltage loops (i.e.
the proportional gains Kpd and Kpq have been set to 0).
The small-signal analysis is performed by linearizing the system of differential-algebraic equations
(2.9), (2.10),(2.13)-(2.24), (2.27)-(2.30), and (3.2)-(3.3).
After algebraic manipulations and variable eliminations, the following differential state vector xd
and algebraic state vector xa can be chosen:
xd = [igd igq Md Mq θ Mω Nd Nq]
T (C.1)
xa = [igx igy vgx vgy]
T (C.2)
which satisfy the equations:
.
xd = f(xd,xa) (C.3)
0 = g(xd,xa). (C.4)
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The small-signal stability analysis is performed with the eigenvalues of the reduced Jacobian,
which is the Schur complement of blockD:
J = A−BD−1C. (C.7)
C.2 Parameters and operating point
The small-signal analysis is performed in the weak grid configuration by choosingXeq = Xw = 2
pu in (3.2) and (3.3). For simplicity, we take E = 1 pu, and we assume that the VSC also keeps
its terminal voltage equal to 1 pu. Hence, the static stability limit is P stmax = 0.5 pu. Since the
network resistance has been neglected, the same limit applies for reverse power flow. In this work,
the VSC active power is considered positive for inverter operation.
The inner loop controller gains have been tuned to have a response time of 10 ms. In order to have
a good time decoupling between the inner and the outer loops, the response time of the latter is
chosen ten times slower [RCGN12]. The PLL has been tuned to have a response time of 50 ms.
C.3 Effect of operating point
A total of eight eigenvalues are involved. For instance, for P set = 0.4 pu the eigenvalues are the
following:
s1,2 = −196.2± j242.7, s3,4 = −203.3± j215.2
s5,6 = −68.2± j18.4, s7,8 = −12.4± j29.6
Due to the inherent non-linearities in (2.28), (2.30), (2.16), (2.17), the Jacobian J and its eigenva-
lues change with the operating point. The effect of changing progressively P set on the dominant
eigenvalues (i.e. s7,8) is shown in Fig. C.1. The eigenvalues are located in the left hand plane
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indicating a stable system for low P set. However, as the power increases the eigenvalue moves to
the right. The system becomes unstable for P set greater than 0.44 pu.
Note that this limit is smaller than P stmax. In fact, the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation (growing
oscillations) for P set = 0.45 pu. For P set = 0.5 pu, it loses its equilibrium, i.e. it undergoes a











 0.44 puincreasing 
 power
Figure C.1: Dominant eigenvalues when varying the power setpoint P set
C.4 Effect of outer loops tuning
The effect of adjusting the active power and voltage control loops is now discussed. Unless ot-
herwise specified, the response time of the inner loops is 10 ms, of the PLL 50 ms, and of the
outer loops 100 ms. The analysis is performed at the first unstable operating point identified in the
previous section, i.e. for P set = 0.45 pu.
C.4.1 Effect of active power loop
The locus of the dominant eigenvalues when varying the active power loop integral gain Kid is
depicted in Fig. C.2. It is shown that accelerating the active power control deteriorates stability by
moving the eigenvalues towards the right-hand plane.




















Figure C.3: Dominant eigenvalues when varying Kiq (P set = 0.45 pu)
C.4.2 Effect of voltage loop
In contrast, when the integral gain Kiq is increased, the stability of the system is improved as
demonstrated by the locus of the dominant eigenvalues shown in Fig. C.3. For low values of Kiq
the system is unstable.
The results of Figs. C.2 and C.3 suggest that voltage control should be faster than active power
control to increase the range of stable operating points, i.e. to make the dynamic limit approach
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Figure C.4: Dominant eigenvalues when varying τω (P set = 0.45 pu)
C.5 Effect of PLL tuning
The effect of adjusting the PLL parameters is shown in Fig. C.4. The gainsKpω andKiω are tuned








The locus of the dominant eigenvalues when varying τω from 5 ms up to 500 ms is shown in
Fig. C.4. It is shown that the system is stable for very slow and very fast PLL response times,
whereas it becomes unstable for intermediate values.
It is interesting to note that the small-signal stability analysis of Fig. C.1 is in agreement with
the results of Fig. 3.19 (where fault was preceding the line tripping), but not with the ones in
Fig. 3.23 (where the line was tripped without a fault). This is mainly due to the active power
reduction during the fault and the gradual power restoration after. Hence, in Fig. 3.19 the system
was smoothly brought to its final equilibrium point, and the stability limit was not influenced by
non-linearities.
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Appendix D
Experimental results from application
of MPC on a low-scale DC grid mock-up
Before applying the MPC-based control schemes described in Chapter 5 in real-life, some kind
of experimental validation is required. This has been performed in the mock-up low-scale MTDC
grid developed in University of Lille [ACG+13]. The work for the first option for frequency
support described in Section 5.2 has been documented in the paper appended to this thesis.
Several steps had to be performed in order to validate the proposed control on the mock-up MTDC
grid. ULie`ge was involved mainly in the first steps, by providing the necessary code for the
implementation of the MPC in MATLAB and validating the results at each step.
The validation for the second method (see Section 5.4) will be reported in a future publication.
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Abstract 
The subject of this paper is the experimental validation of a 
recently proposed advanced control scheme for Voltage Source 
Converters (VSC) based on Model Predictive Control (MPC). 
The main purpose of the investigated advanced controller is the 
frequency support from an AC grid to another after significant 
disturbance through HVDC Grid. The paper reports on the 
implementation methodology on a small-scale 3-terminal DC 
mock-up grid consisting of several physical low-scale VSCs, 
actual DC cables. These components are coupled with real-
time simulation tools simulating the adjacent AC grids. The 
different steps for the validation process of the MPC strategy 
are illustrated, starting from offline simulation based on a 
model of the DC grid, up to the actual implementation of the 
controller in the mock-up of the DC grid. 
1 Introduction 
High Voltage DC (HVDC) transmission is becoming more and 
more attractive in the recent years, fuelled by the shift to 
renewable sources and the need for bulk power transfer over 
long distance. Most of the HVDC connections in operation 
today consist of point-to-point links. However, Multi-Terminal 
DC (MTDC) grids are also envisaged in the future after some 
challenges have been addressed [1]. Some MTDC grid projects 
such the European Supergrid [2] and the North Sea Super Grid 
[3] have already been proposed in Europe. 
Unlike AC interconnections, HVDC interconnected areas 
operate asynchronously, i.e. the speed governors of one area do 
not respond to frequency deviations of the other areas. 
Therefore, no frequency support is provided between two AC 
asynchronous systems linked by HVDC system. This requires 
the development and integration of dedicated controllers for 
VSCs, which adjust the power transfer through the MTDC grid 
in response to frequency deviations. 
Frequency support to an AC area through MTDC grid has been 
the subject of several works in the literature. In the majority of 
them, a supplementary droop control is added to the control 
structure of VSC, enabling it to react to frequency deviations 
[4-7]. For MTDC grids, this results in the so-called dual droop 
control [8, 9]. However, as shown in [10], the drawback of the 
simple frequency droop is the strong interaction with its DC 
voltage droop counterpart, which has been shown to decrease 
the performances of both control strategies and in the worst 
case may lead to a DC voltage instability. To achieve the 
desired participation to frequency support, defined by the 
Transmission System Operator (TSO), the work in [11] 
proposes a simple method to retune the frequency droop 
parameter.  
Instead of the dual droop control, the work in [12-14] proposed 
to use MPC to achieve the desired participation. This allows 
taking into account the expected effect of DC voltage 
deviations to the VSC power, as well as respecting DC voltage 
constraints.  The main characteristic of MPC is that it solves a 
quadratic optimization problem with linear constraints at each 
sampling time step in order to calculate the control actions 
[15]. 
All of the aforementioned schemes have been tested with 
extensive offline dynamic simulations using simplified models 
of the VSC and the MTDC grid. However, some kind of 
experimental validation is required before applying such 
methods on real systems. Obviously, implementing and testing 
on real high-scale VSCs is not feasible. To this purpose, the 
authors of [16] proposed the use of Hardware In the Loop 
(HIL) and Power Hardware In the Loop (PHIL) simulation 
with a low-scale mock-up MTDC grid as an intermediate step.  
Initial results were obtained during the TWENTIES project 
[17], whereas the work in [18] provided experimental 
validation of the behaviour of the dual droop control of [11].  
This study focuses on the implementation and experimental 
validation of the MPC-based method proposed in [12]. 
Compared to conventional linear control schemes (e.g. PI 
controllers, droop, etc.) this is much more challenging since it 
requires the formulation and solution of an optimization 
problem inside the control structure of the VSC.  Thus, the 
main idea of  this research work is to illustrate the diﬀerent 
steps for the validation process of the MPC strategy, from the 
offline simulation based on a high-scale power MTDC system 
to a low-scale power MTDC Mockup. Therefore, a rigorous 
step-by-step validation method is performed starting from an 
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offline transient stability simulation software then describing 
the different stages under SimPowerSystem/Matlab, real time 
simulation environment, Hardware In the Loop (HIL) 
simulation and finally Power-Hardware-In-the-Loop (PHIL). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly 
describes the MPC-based strategy for AC frequency support 
originally proposed in [12]. Section 3 details the various steps 
followed for the implementation on the low-scale three-
terminal mock-up. The results of the validation are analysed in 
Section 4. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 5. 
2 MPC-based control strategy for AC frequency 
support 
2.1 Description of the studied system  
The three-terminal VSC-MTDC system under concern is 
depicted by the following Fig.1.  
 
Figure 1: The studied three terminal MTDC System. 
 
It consists of two AC areas (AC grid 1 and 2) and a large 
offshore wind. The wind farm is assumed to be located 100 km 
from AC grid 1 and 50 km from AC grid 2. The HVDC cable 
connecting AC grids 1 and 2 is 75 km. The three VSCs forming 
the MTDC grid have a nominal DC voltage of 640 kV and a 
nominal apparent power of 1077 MVA, i.e. a nominal active 
power of 1000 MW. The VSC 1 and VSC 2 operate in DC 
voltage droop mode. The offshore wind farm and VSC 3 inject 
constant power into the MTDC grid, thus not participating to 
DC voltage control. The AC grid 1 is modelled as an inﬁnite 
bus. However, the AC grid 2 is based on the hereafter-called 
Kundur power system, detailed in [19]. It represents two AC 
areas connected by two long AC lines, whose lengths are 
shown in Fig. 1. There are four generators, each having a rating 
of 900 MVA and 20 kV [19, 20]. Then, following the tripping 
of a generator in this system, the frequency deviates from its 
nominal value, while the remaining adjust their mechanical 
power output to restore the equilibrium. The objective of the 
proposed control strategy is to support frequency when this 
kind of faults occurs. It is detailed in the next section. 
2.2 Studied MPC control strategy  
The method for frequency support proposed in [12] is 
considered as an “emergency” control scheme. For small 
frequency deviations, the controller is inactive and the VSC 
power command 𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑑  is adjusted according to DC voltage 
deviations following a P-V droop characteristic as follows: 
 
𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑑 = 𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑡 − 𝐾𝑣(𝑉 − 𝑉
𝑠𝑒𝑡) (1) 
 
where 𝐾𝑣 the DC voltage droop gain, 𝑉 the DC voltage of the 
VSC, 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑡 its corresponding setpoint. 
As shown in Fig. 2, 𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑑 , along with the reactive power 
command 𝑄𝑐𝑚𝑑, is  passed to the current controllers which 
adjust the signals sent to the modulation strategy of the 
converter. The VSC 2 is synchronized to the AC grid with a 
Phase Lock Loop (PLL). When a large enough frequency 
deviation is sensed through the PLL on the AC side of the VSC, 
the controller is activated and adjusts the power transfer 
through the MTDC grid to take advantage of the primary 
reserves of the other AC areas. The objective of the control is 
to provide in steady state a predefined participation to 
frequency support, as defined by a frequency droop gain 𝐾𝑓. 
To achieve this, the power setpoint 
setP  of the VSC 2 is 
adjusted as shown in Fig. 2. First, measurements at time 𝑘 of 
the DC voltage, power and frequency 𝑉𝑚(𝑘), 𝑃𝑚(𝑘) and 
𝑓𝑚(𝑘) are collected. Then a constrained-optimization problem 
is solved. The output is the setpoint change Δ𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑘). The 
cumulative control changes are then added to the 𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑡 of the 
VSC as shown in Fig. 2. 
2.3 Constrained optimization problem   
A constrained-optimization problem is the core of the studied 
MPC-based control. This allows computing a sequence of 
control changes that minimizes an objective function while 
satisfying various input and output constraints [15]. This 
optimization is based on simplified models for the MTDC grid, 
able to predict the future system evolution. The complete 
formulation is also included here for convenience. For more 
information on how the prediction models are computed, as 
well as definitions of the involved variables, readers are kindly 




Figure 2: Control structure of VSC including MPC-based 
frequency support scheme. 
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The objective function consists of minimizing the deviations of 
the predicted VSC power from a pre-specified reference 




 𝑤 ∑[𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑘 + 𝑗) − 𝑃(𝑘 + 𝑗)]2
𝑁𝑐
𝑗=1





where w and 𝑣 are weighting factors. 
The minimization of (2) is subject to the following constraints 
for 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑐,:  
 
𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝜖(𝑘 + 𝑗) ≤ 𝑉(𝑘 + 𝑗) ≤ 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝜖(𝑘 + 𝑗) (3) 
𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑃(𝑘 + 𝑗) ≤ 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥  (4) 
𝜖(𝑘 + 𝑗) ≥ 0 (5) 
𝑉(𝑘 + 𝑗) = 𝑉(𝑘 + 𝑗 − 1) + 𝑠𝑣Δ𝑃
𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑘 + 𝑗 − 1) (6) 
𝑃(𝑘 + 𝑗) = 𝑃(𝑘 + 𝑗 − 1) + Δ𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑡(𝑘 + 𝑗 − 1)
− 𝐾𝑣(𝑉(𝑘 + 𝑗) − 𝑉(𝑘 + 𝑗 − 1) 
(7) 
 
Constraint (3) ensures that the DC voltage will not violate the 
security minimum and maximum limits 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥, 
respectively, while supporting frequency. Constraint (4) 
specifies that the VSC minimum and maximum power (𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 
and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥, respectively) are satisfied.  Equality constraints (6)-
(7) yield the predicted power and DC voltage in response to the 
control actions. 𝜖 is a slack variable to relax output constraint 
(3) in case of infeasibility. Choosing a high value for the 
weighting factor 𝑣 in (2) keeps the value of 𝜖  as small as 
possible.  
Note that the studied MPC-based control strategy is triggered 
when frequency exits a deadband (a value of ±100 mHz has 
been taken) and remains active until frequency is restored 
inside a narrower deadband (e.g. ±10 mHz).    
 
3 Step-by-step implementation of MPC on low 
scale three-terminal VSC-HVDC Mockup 
The general idea of this section is to explain the proposed 
methodology that has been developed starting from a High 
voltage offline simulation and ending in the real-time 
implementation on a low voltage DC mock up. So, two main 
steps have been identified such as the integration of the 
algorithm in C language in a real-time high voltage simulation, 
and the downscaling of the application to a low voltage MTDC 
grid.  
3.1 Validation of the MPC controller for High 
Voltage MTDC Grid 
The behaviour of the controller has been tested with off-line 
dynamic simulations in Ramses, a FORTRAN-based dynamic 
simulation tool developed at University of Liege, which is 
mandatory for the designed real-time solver [21]. Before 
moving to the mock-up low-scale DC grid, some steps are 
required to validate the controller in the tools used by L2EP 
laboratory, as shown in Fig. 3.  
 
1. The first step consists of the implementation of the whole 
system and the MPC-based control scheme in the  
Matlab/SimPowerSystem environment. 
2. The second step involves the reformulation of the 
quadratic optimization control by using only inequality 
constraints. Then, the updated formulation of MPC-based 
scheme is implemented and tested under Matlab 
environment. 
3. The last step concerns the implementation of the MPC 
controller in C language, necessary for implementation in 
the Digital Signal Processor (DSP) of the VSC.  To 
accelerate the solution of the convex optimization 
problem, the solver accepts the optimization of the 
objective function under only inequality constraints.  
Figure 3: Different steps of MPC validation for high power scale studied system. 
                                                          
1 here set equal to the prediction horizon 
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3.2 Validation of the MPC controller on low-scale 
MTDC mock-up 
 
The next step is the validation of the controller on the low-scale 
mock-up conﬁguration shown in Fig.4. The mock-up includes 
two main parts: (i) the physical part (in the middle of the ﬁgure 
below) and (ii) the virtual part implemented in a real-time 
simulator (highlighted in blue). The interface between the 
physical devices and the analogue outputs of the real-time 
simulator is achieved by high-bandwidth AC or DC power 
ampliﬁers. The VSC converters are 2-level converters with an 
LCL filter for mitigating the current harmonics on the AC side, 
and with a DC capacitor on the DC side. Each one is rated at 
3.15 kVA / 200 V - 3 kW / 400 V. Three real DC cables are 
used to build the DC grid where the lengths are mentioned on 
the Fig.4. The reader is kindly referred to [16] for more details 
concerning this system. 
 
 
Figure 4: Mock-up general overview. 
 
Four main steps are carried out in order to implement and 
validate the control on the mock-up: 
Step 1: The ﬁrst step validates the off line simulation of the 
MPC applied on the down scaled model of the system, As 
illustrated in Fig.5, the interface between the simulated low-
scale DC grid and the high-power Kundur AC grid is 
performed through a homothetic gain 𝐺, equal to the ratio of  
the base power 𝑃𝑏
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
 of the high-scale system (i.e. the 
simulated system) over the base power 𝑃𝑏
𝑙𝑜𝑤 of the low-scale 








Step 2: Full Real Time Simulation 
The second step involves the full real-time simulation 
performed with a sampling time of 35 µs using OPAL-RT and 
RTLab tools [22]. 
  
Step 3: HIL Simulation 
The third step is HIL simulation. The MPC algorithm, as well 
as the low-level and high-level conventional VSC controllers, 
is implemented inside the DSP development kit. In this work, 
the DSP TMS320F28377D (Dual Core Delﬁno Micro 
Controller) is used. One core is used to solve the quadratic 
optimization problem of the MPC, whereas the second for the 
rest of the VSC controls. It has to be highlighted that the correct 
operation of the DSP requires good synchronization between 
both cores. The power part of the system is still simulated in 
real-time using OPAL-RT. It is important to mention that the 
CPU of the DSP runs on a 32-bit floating-point precision. The 
same precision is used for the solution of the MPC. This yields 
a computational time of 33 ms to solve the quadratic 
optimization scheme, well below the sampling time of the 
MPC (set to 250 ms). 
   
 




Step 4: PHIL Simulation. The last step concerns the 
validation of the controller using PHIL. This consists of using 
hardware components interacting with the external simulated 
systems. This last and most important step represents the 
practical test allowing the experimental validation of the 
studied advanced control strategy. More technical details 
concerning the PHIL step are available in [22]. 
4 Experimental results based on mock-up 
MTDC grid using PHIL 
This section presents the results of the last step i.e. the PHIL 
simulation depicted by the Fig. 6. The initial operating points 
for AC grid 2 and the MTDC grid are given in Table 1 and 
Table 2, respectively. The parameters of the MPC-based 
controller of VSC2 are given in Table 3. The controller is 
activated if the frequency measured by VSC2 exceeds a 
deadband of ±100 mHz.  
The experimental results following the tripping of generator 
G4 are shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, which show the frequency of 
AC grid 2, the DC powers of VSC1 and VSC2, and the MTDC 
grid DC voltages, respectively. Note that the frequency 
behaviour corresponds to the speed response of synchronous 
machine G1. Following the disturbance, the frequency starts 
decreasing and drops below the frequency deadband (i.e. 49.9 
Hz). This activates the frequency support scheme of VSC2, 
which starts injecting more power in the AC grid. As shown in 
Fig.7, this support yields good performances in transient and 
steady state. The power requested by VSC2 is provided 
through the DC voltage droop mechanism by VSC1, which 
increases the power it injects into the DC grid, as shown in Fig. 
8. It should be highlighted that the frequency support of VSC2 
is somewhat “stalled” around 130 s. This is explained due to 
the DC voltage reaching its threshold 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛, hence preventing 
VSC2 from providing more power. However, following the 
AC frequency recovery, the power of VSC2 also recovers and 
settles at the value defined by the selected frequency droop. 
 
Table 1: Operating point of DC grid. 
 
 
Table 2: Operating point of AC grid 2. 
 
 
Figure 7: Frequency behaviour of AC grid 2. 
 
 




Figure 6:  PHIL simulation test with G4 tripping. 
 




This paper has presented a step-by-step implementation 
process of an advanced control strategy inspired of MPC for 
primary frequency support. A rigorous systematic validation 
method is performed starting from offline dynamic stability 
simulations, up to the experimental validation on a physical 
low-scale mock-up MTDC grid. 
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Figure 9: DC voltages after losing G4 based on MPC. 
 
HIL and PHIL simulation methods are employed to reach this 
purpose. This study has served two purposes. First, it validates 
the results of the method presented in [12], and demonstrates 
the agreement between simulation and experimental results. 
Second, it has demonstrated the feasibility of implementing 
such advanced control strategies (like MPC), that require the 
solution of optimization problems. This has been achieved, by 
using conventional hardware development boards, like the 
DSP of the VSC, and proves that the use of powerful 
calculators is not necessary. 
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